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NAVAL ? O S T G R A D U ~ TE S~~HOO LMonte rey , Ca l i fornia
D E P A R TNE N~ OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
CONFERBNCE PRES ENTATIONS
aradley, G H
Survey of deterministic—networks.
Plenary Speaker Internatiçna l Symposi um on Extremal
Me thods and Sys~ ews Analysis, Sept . 1977.
Bradley C H; Brow n G C
Nodell;ng appli.e~ to military foçce readiness.Military 3per. R es. Soc. Meeting, Ft. Eustis, Va.,
Dec. 1916.
Br adley , C H; Brow n , G C
A pplication of networc models to corporate planning.
Texas Instruments ompany , Dallas, Tex., Oct . 1976.
Bradley, c~ H; Brown C GExtensions of network optiaxzation a~.gorithms.SIGMAP Session , ACM National Meeting, Hous ton, Tex ,
Oct., 1976.
Bradley, C H- Brown , C C
Large scale network optimization.
Stanford Operation s Research Colloguium , Stanford ,
Calif., Jan. 1977.
ñradley , C H; Brow n, C C
Advan ces in large scale optimization.
Stanford , Calif., &pr. 1977.
Bradley , C H; Brow n, G G; Gçaves, C
Preprocessing 3f large 1;near programs.
Large Scale Optimization Session, Oper, Res. Soc. of
America/The Institute of Management Sciences,
A t l a n t a , G a . ,  Nov. 1977.
Kodres , U li
Imp act of large scale in tegra tion  on N a v y  au toma t i c  data
processing.
N a v Y  Syap. on Advanced Compu ter Technology,
Wa shington , D. C., A pr., 1976.
Schneidevind , N F
Modul arity consider attons in real time operating
systems.
IEEE Computer Society Computer Software an~Applications Conference, Chicago , Ill., Nov. 1977.
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N A V A L ? 3 S T G R A D U A TE S~ HOO LM o n t er e y ,  Cal i fornia
DEPARTMENt OF CO~ PU?ER SCIENCE
JOURNAL PJBS & CONFERENCE PROCS
• Barksdale , C I.
MUNIX An environment for software development and
real-time execution.
IN dawaii Systei s Conf., Univ. of Hawaii, Jan.,
1976.
Bar ksdale, G L
MUNIX: An environ m ent fur program development and
real— time execution.
9th Ha waii Intern. ~~nf. systems Science, Jan., 1976.IN Proc. , 1976.
Bradley , G H
Energ y modelling wit h network optimization.
¶~~~
ral Energy A daLnistration, Wash., D. C., Sept.
Bradley, C H; ~r 9~ n •G GNetwork opti.mizahon ~ad defense modelling.Center for Naval kialyses, Arlin gton , Va., Au g. 1976.
Bradley, C H Brown , C C; Graves( G
Large scale network optimiza tion.
9th Intern. Mathematical Prograllalng Symp., Budapest,
Hun gary, Aug., 1 975.
Bradley,  C H;  Brown , C C ; Graves  ~Surrogate programming approac& to solution of la rge
scale network problems.
Ne twork and Eztensi~ ns , Pechnlc3l Session, DRSA/TIMSNational Meeting, ?hilad?lphia , Pa., Mar., 1976.
Bradley C H; Brown, C G Graves, C
Imbe&ded networks in large scale optimization models.
Algorithms for Large Scale OptimLzat].on Problems
Technical Session, ORSA/ TINS Nat iona l  Meet ing,  M iami ,
Pla. , Nov. , 1976.
Bradley, C H ~ro wn , ‘~ C 3raves ~ WDesign anã ~~~~~~~ ~tahon of large scale pr imaltraassh ipm~~ t -~lqorithms.Sci., V) 1. 21$, no. 1, p. 1—3 14 , (Sept .
Bradl~~ , C .1 arown, C G~ .G raves CDesign an& impiementahon of ~.arge scale primaltranshipsent algorithms.
Exceptional Pa er in Management Sci., vol. 24, no. 1,
p. 1—314, (1977
a
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NAVAL P3STGRADU~~ E S~ HOOLM o n t er e y ,  California
DEPARTMEN~ OF COMP [J?ER SCIENCE
JOU RNAL PUBS & C O N F E R E N C E  PROCS (cont’d)
Bradley , ~ H; Schneidewind , N F; Howar d, C TAnalysis of program structure and error detection
properties.
ACM Software Engineering Notes, vol. 1, no. 2, p.
20a—20b , (1976)
Brown , G GIssues~ in basis maniptilation:Factorization—deçompOsitio~i.ORSA/TIMS National Meeting, Miami , Fla., Nov., 1976.
IN Proc., 1976.
Brown , G G
A note on numer ical m a x i m u m  likelihood estimation of the
parameters of the Weiball distribution
IEEE Trans. Reliability, vol . 214, no. 2, (1976)
Brown G ~
; Bradley C H 
-Extensions of network optimization algorithms.
ACL1 National Meetlig, Houston , Tex., Oct., 1976.
IN Proc., 1976.
Brown C G~ Bradley, C HImfiedde~ networks in large~sca1e op tisization io~els.ORSA/TIMS National Meeting, Miami, Fla., Nov., 1 976.
Brown , C G Bra dley,  G H and others
Surrogate programming approach to solution of Large
scale network prgblems .
ORSA/TIMS National Meeting, Philadelphia, Pa., Mar.,
IN Proc., 1976.
Brown , C C; Rutemiller H
Evaluation of Pr (K—f) when both I and V are from
3—parameter Weibull d~.st~~i1?utionsIEEE Trans. on Reliability, vol. R—2 2, no. 2.
Brown , C C; Rute~iller , HA cost analysis of sampling inspection under military
standard 1O~DNaval Res. Log. Q., vol. 20, no. 1.
Brown , C G; Rute!iller, Ii
Some probab~lity problems concerning the game of bingoMathemat ics  Teacher , vol. 66 , no.  5.
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NAVAL POS~ GRADUA?E scHooL - VM onte rey ,  Calitornia
DEPARTM ENt OF COMPUTE R SCIENCE
JOU RNAL PtJBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Brown , C C; i~uteailler , I .Maximum likelihoçd estima tion of the probability of
V la boç force participation where the dependent variable
is binary, with an appLication to the AFDC
population—at-risk
A tlantic Econ. Q., vol. 2, p. 22, (1977).
Brown , C G; Ruteqiiller , I
leans and variances of stochastic vector products with
applications to random linear models
Management Sc2., vol. 24, no. 2, p. 210, (1977). V
Brown , C C; Taylor J G
Canonical methoãs in the solution of
variable— coefficient Lanchester-type equations of modern
wa rfare.
Operations Res., vol. 24, no. 1, p. 44-69, (1976).
Brown , C G; Taylor, J G
Further canoniça4 metiods in the solution 9f
variable— coefficient Lanchester—type equations of modern
warfare: A new definition of power Lanchester
functions.
ORSA/TIZIS National Neet ing, Miami, Fla., Nov. , 1976.
IN Proc., 1976.
Bur khea d F
Parallel processing of recursine func tions
Ann. Conference of the Assoc. for Computing
Machinery, Detroit, Nich., Feb., 1978.
IN Proc., 1978.
Hamming, K W
ConZessions Qf numeri;al analyst
CSIRO Division Math. and Statist. Newsl., vol. 33,
(Jul. 1977).
Hamming, R W
A f o r m u l a  for gen er a tLn g  pr ime numbers
Popular Computing, vol. 5, no. 5, (1977). V
Kodres, U ~The data flow graph as an aide to the designer.
IN IEEE Workshop on Microcomputer Systems Design,
Monterey, Calif., July ,  1976 .
Kodres U H
Analy s i s  of r e a l — t i m e  sys tems by data  f lovgraph s .
IEEE Trans. on Software Eng., vol. SE—4 , no. 3, p.
1ó9—1 78, (May 1978i
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NAVAL POSTGRADU~~ E scHOOLMonterey, California
DEPARTMENt OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JOU RNAL PJBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Kodre s U~ RAnaly sis of r e a l — t i m e  sys tems  by data f lowgrapb s
IEEE trans. Software Eng., vol. SE-Il , no. 3, p.
169—178 , (19 78) .
Kodres, U R
Discrete systems and flowcharts
IEEE ?rans. Software Eng , vol. SE—Il , no. 6, p.
52 1—525, (1978)
Rah e , G A
Signal processing an~ disp~.ay.ELF Electromagneti~ Seminar, Johns Hopkins Univ.,Oct. 1976.
IN Proc.
Roland , R J
Notivat~on theo ry ,  a plethor a .Dept. of Mgt., College of Business Administration ,
Univ. of Nebraska (Dec 1976).
Schneidewi n d , N F
Computer system testing.
Naval Research Reviews , vol. 29, no. 2, p. 23,
(1976).
Schnei~ ewi~zd , N FValidat ion tests fo r  t software error simulatipn model.
1976 Summer Computer Simulation Conf., Washington, D.
IN Proc., 1976, p. 892—896.
Sclzneidewin ~~, N~ FThe application of siiulation to the evaluation of
computer software.
Computer Performance Evaluation Users Group, San
Diego, Calif. Nov., 1 976.
IN Proc., i976, p. 203—210.
Schneideviüd , N ~Djrecte~ qrap fl measures of computer program complexity.IN OR SAI f IN S Mee t in g, M ia mi, fla., Nov., ~976.
Schnei dewind , N F
Modularity consider ations in real time operating system
structures.
Chicago Ill. computer ~oftwara and ApplicationsConf., IEEE Computer Society , Nov. 1971. 397—403 p.
IN Proc.
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NAVAL POS1~GRADU~TE ScHOOLMonterey, California
DEPARTMENt OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
JO~JRNA L P~J I ~S & COHFkRENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Schneidewin~ , N FAn experiment in softi are error data collection and
analysis.
IN Proc. 6th Texas çonf. on Computing Systems
IE EE ~omputec Society, Nov. 1977, p. ‘4A1— 4A 12.
Schneidewind H F
The use ot simulation in the evaluation of software
Compu ter, Apr. 1977.
Schnei dewin d, N F  - -Software engineer ing of the micro/mini computer subnet
in com puter networks.
Computer Softwar e and Applications Conference ,
Chicago , Ill. Noy. 13—16 , 1978.
IN Proc., institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers Computer Society, 1978. 6 p.
Schneidawind , N F -Emula tion—tool for sottvare development .
1978 National Computer Conference, Anaheim , Calif.,
June 5—8, 1978.
IN Confer enc e Procee d ings, Vol. 47, 1978, National
Compu ter~Con fer en c e, A meri gan~FederatLon ofInformation Processing Societies.
Schneidewj.n d , N F -Comparison of~ si.mulat t predicted operating systemperformance with actu~ l system performance.COMPCO N, San Francisco, Calif. Feb. 28—Mar. 3~ 1978.IN Digest of Papers , 16th IEEE Computer Society
International :onference, Inst;tute of
Electrical an~ Electronics Engineers omputerSoci ety, 1973.
Schne idewin d, N F; B ra dley, G ii; Howard , C T
Analysis of program structure and error detection
properties.
IN ACM Software Engineering Notes, vol. 1 , no. 2,
1976, p. 20a-205.
Schneide wind , N F; Green , ? F
Simulation of error detectio n in computer pro~ ra~ s.IN ACM Simuletter , vol. 7, no. 3, p. 8—11 ,
(1976)
Schn e idewin d N F; Green , T F and  others
Program s t ructures , c omp l e x i t y  and  error
characterist~.cs.Polytechnic Inst. New York Symposium Computer
Software Engineerit~g, Apr., 1976.IN Proc., 1976.
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NAVAL ‘3STGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, Cal i fornia
D E P A R T M EN t OP COMPUTE R SCIENCE
JOU RN AL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Scbneidewind , N F; Hof fmi~ H ~SSoftware error data coiiec~1on and analysis.Summer  Computer  S imula t ion  Conference , Newpor t  Beach ,
Ca l i f .  Ju ly  2 4—26 , 1978.
IN hoc., American F9deratlon of Information
Processing S cieties, 1978. 6 p.
Kodres U R N~.eman4, W . 
V
RDEf—real time distributed system ’s executive
7th Int. Symposium on Mini and Microcomputers,
Ana heim , calif., Jan. 16—18, 1978.
IN Proc.
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NAVAL ?~ STGRADUATE S~ HOOLMonterey, California
D E P A R T M E N t OF C OM P U T E R SCIENCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
Barksdal e, C L; Meyer, W B
TPS, a text processing system , primer and reference
manual.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—728A76011) 1976. 74
p.
Bradley, ~ HAnalysis of tIES and ?I~ S mathe matical programs.Federal Ener gy Administration Internal Report, Aug.
1976.
Bradley , ~ H -Analysis of lIES and ?IES mathe matical programs.
Federal Energy A dm iri . Interna l Rept. 1976.
Bradley , C H Brown , G C- Graves C
Design anã implementation of large scale primal
transshipment algorithms.
Naval Postgraduate  School (NP S— 55Bz Bw 76 0 91~ , 59 p.,(also UC~.A WM SI Repor t  265) presented to uInternational Mathemntica l ~rogramtuin g Symposium ,Budapest , Au g . ,  1976.
Bradley, C B Brown , C C ~Graves CDesign 4n& i m pl e m e n t a t i o n  of large scale pr imal
transshipment algorithms.
Naval  Postgraduate  School (N PS — 55 8Z 8V76 0 9 1)  1976. 59
p.
Brown , C G; Bradley, C II ~n d ot hersDesign ~nd imp lemen ta t ion  of large scale pr imaltransshipment algorithms.
Naval  Postgraduate  Schoo l (NPS — 55BZBv7609 1)  1976 . 58
p.
Brown , C C; Rutewiller , I CMeans and variances o~ stochastic vector products wit happlications to random linear models.
Naval Postgradua te School , (NPS—55776) , 1977. 17 p.
Brown , G G; Shu ber t, B 0
On random binary  tree;.
Naval Postgraduate  School (N P S—55B W 76 0 6 1)  1976. ‘45
p.
Brown , C C; Taylor , J C
An examination of the effects of the criterion
functional on optimal fire—su pport policies
Naval. Postgraduate School (NPS55Tw55BW/6592) 1976.
48 p. 
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NAVAL ?3STGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
D E P A R T M E N ~ OF CO MPU T ER SCI E NCE
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (:ont’d)
Brown , G C; Taylor , J G
L Numerical determinat ion of the  pa r i ty—condi t ionparameter for Lanchester—type equations of modern
- warfare .
Na val Pos tgradua te  Schoo l, (NPS—5577 10)  , 1977. 23 p.
Kodres U B; But t inger  3 D~ Hammi rul , B W ; Jones , C BA study of alteri~atlves tor VST3L computer systems.Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5278001) , 1978. 251
p.
Kodres U B ; But t inger  3 D~ H a m m in ~i ,  B W ; Jones , RA study of alternatives ~or VSTOL com pu te r systemsSponsored by the N a v a l  Weapons :ente r China Lake ,
Calif . Naval  Pos t ;raduate  school , (Nf’S—5278001) ,
1978. 250 p .
Matula  D ~Basic digit sets for radix representation .
Naval Postgraduate  School , (NP S-5278002 ) , 1978. 34
p.
Raetz , C N; Thorpe , L A
Design manual  for the vector general graphics display
uni t.V Naval  Postgraduate School (NP S— 72RR76 0 32 )  1~~76. 77p.
Raetz, C N; Thorpe, L A
Users manual for the vector general gra phics displ ay
unit .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS — 72 RR 76 0 3 1)  1976. 84
p.
Schneidewind , N F; H owara ,  G T and otheçs
Sof tware  error detection models , valida tion tests and
program complexity measures
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—52SS76111) 1976. 155
p.
Schneidewin d, N F; Howard , G T Kirctigaessner, N
Software error detection •o&els, vali da tion tests an d
proqram complexity.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—52Ss76111) , Nov.
1976. 154 p.
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N A V A L  POS TGRADUATE scHoo L
Monterey, California
DEPARTM ENT OF MATHEMATICS
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Comstock, C
Finite ele!ents in non-linear wav e propagat ion problems.
AM S Regional. Meeting, Por tland, Ore. , June 1976.
Coastoç~~, C?init e.elements in ware propagation.
Calif. State, San Francisco, Calif., Oct., 1976.
Coastock , C; FauJ~kn e r ,  FOn the analysis of weather forecasting
m d .  an d Appl. Math., Milwaukee , Wis., June ,
Franke, B H
Tue use of iterative linear equation solvers with Gear’s
method.
SIAM Meeting, Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 20,. 1976.
Franke , R .liComparison of some local method s for interpolation of
scattered data
S9C. m d .  and Appi. Math., Spring Meet ing , Madison ,
Wis., flay, 1978.
Russak , I B
Relations among the m.iltipliers for problems with
bounded state const ra in ts .
Conf. on Decision ~nd Control, Clearvater Beach,Fla., Dec 1976.
Wang, P C C
~orksbops on protection techniques  and ice conditions intransit
1st tnt , Couf. on (ceber~ Utilization, Iowa StateUniversity, Oct. 2—6, 1977.
Wang, P C C; Stolfi B H; Fuhs1 A E
Applied mathematics and engineering in the transport of
Antarct ic  ice resources
1st Linkage Between Appi. Mathematics an~ Industry ,Na val postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif., Feb. V
22—25, 1978.
IN Informa tion L.inkage Between Appi. Mathematics
and Industry. (Academic Press).
Weir, fl D
Hewi t t—N a chbin spaces
California  Polyt eci ic U n i v . ,  Feb . ,  1978.
‘ I  . H
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NAVA L P OS T G R ADU ~ TE S~~H OOLMo n terey ,  Cal ifornia
DEPARTMENT OF M A THEMATI CS
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Veir , N D
L. i levitt—N achbin spaces
California Polyt ecinic Univ .
Wilde , C 0
The under graduate mathemat ics  applications project
Soc. for Industrial and App]. Mathematics Fall 1977
fleeting, Albuq uerque , N. N. ,  Nov . 1, 1977. —
‘ I
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N A V A L  P O S T G R A D U A T E scHoo LMon terey , Ca lifornia
DEPAR TM EN T OF M A T H E M A T I C S
CONTRIBUTIONS TO BO3KS
Wang, P C c; Stolfi, B H; Lake, G E
A gçaphi.cal representation of multivariate data: Soviet
policy in Sub—Saharan Africa (UI.New York , Aca demic Press, 1978. 46 P.
Wang, P C C
Aut9mated production, storage, re tr ieval  and display of
digitized engineering data, vol . I
Los Angeles, Western Periodicals, 1977. 367 p.
Wang, P C C~ Pounds , J; Jieland , BA modernIzat ion  plan f o r  the technical , data d e p a r t m e n t
of Naval Ships Weapon Systems Engineering Stat .on
1r4 P. C. C. Wang~ ed. Automated Production ,Storage Retrieval and Display of DigLt4.zed —
Eng. Data. I.os Angeles, Western Periodicals,
1977 , p. 30.
Wana , P C C
Graphical represent4tkon of wult i var i a t e  data
New York , Academic Press , 1978. 278 p.
Wi].de C O~ , Barr et’% , E BMathemat ics  of , im~ ge science.Western Periodicaj.s Co., Los An geles, Calif., 1976.
Wilde, C 0;, Barrett E B
Image science mathematics
Los An geles, Western Periodicals Co., 1977. 28l ,p.
Proceedings of the Symposium on Current Mathematical
Problems in Image Science, held at the Nava l
Postgradua te Sc h ool, Nov . 10—12, ‘~976.
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NAVA L ? OST GRI DU ATE ScHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMEN T OF MAT H EMATI CS
J O U R N A L  PJBS & CONFERENCE PROCS
Coe stock C; Duan e , P , W
Secon á—order ev~atLon; w i t h  two point and in t egra lboundary conditions .
- 
J. Math.  A n a l .  A p p L . ,  vol. 514 , p.  558—562 , (1976) .
Davis , D L
A correct proof of H u ang ’s tIEEE Trans. Acoustics Speech , Signal Process., vol.
244 , p. 1425— 14 26 , (1976f .
Pranke R H  ,
On the minimum number of points required  by cer ta in
cubature formulas -Bull.. Calcutta Math. Soc., vol. 08, p. 175—178,
(1976) .
Franke R H
On the  convergence of an a lgor i thm for  ra t ional
Chebyshev approx imat ion .
Ro cky Mt. J. M a t h . ,  vol .  6 , no. 2 , p. 227—236 ,
(1976) .
Franke , B H
Locally determined smooth interpolation at irregularly
spaced points in several var iables
Inst. Math . and its Applications, vol. 19, p.
147 1—4 82 , (1977)
Franke R H  ,On th e computation of optiial approximations in Sard
corner spaces
Soc. m d .  and  App i .  Math .  J. Numer ica l  A n a l . ,  vol.
15 , n o. 4 , p.  79 1—900 , (1~~7N ) .
Jayncha ndran,  T
A conxidence in te rva l  for  an intexciass mea n
Naval  Res. Log. Q., vol. 24 , no. 1, (1977) .
Jayachandra~i , T; Moore , I. BA comparison of reli~~ il4t y g rowth modelsIEEE Trans. on Reilablii.t?, vol. R — 2 5 , no. 1, (1976) .
Eussak, 1 BBelations among the multipliers for problems with
bounded state constraints
SIAN 3. of ontrol and Opt imization , vol. 14 , no.  16 ,
(1976) .
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NAVA L ?OS T GEA DUATE ScHOOL
M o n t er e y ,  Ca l i fo rn ia
DEPARTM ENT OF MATHEMA TICS
JO~J EtNA~. PU BS & CONFEI~ENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Russak , I , B
An indirect sufficien~y proof for problems with bou odedstate variables.
Pacific J. Math., i l .  62, no. 1, p. 219—253 , (1976).
Schoenstadt, A L
A comparison of the  Lieber iaa n— R oss and M an n -3rubbs
methods.
J. Am. Statist. Assoc. (1976).
Scho~n~ tadt, A L,Limit cycles in a damoed and biased relay system.
SIAM J .  A p p i .  Math:  (1976) . 
V
Schoenstadt, A L 
V
The effect of spatial discreti~ation on the steady’stateand transient solutions of a dispersive wa ve eq u at ion .
J. Computational Pays. (1976).
Schoenstadt , A L
The effect of discretization on the process of
geostro~hic adjustment.IR SOS, vol. 57, no. 12, p. 927, 1976.
Schoenstadt, A L; Willian s B T
The computational staoility properties of the Shu~ anpressure grad ient averaging technique.
J. Cornputational Phys., vol.. 21, no. 2, p. 166—177 ,
Wang, P ç C~ Lake s GGraphical multivariat e data techniques in policy
sciences
Symposium on Graphical Representation of Multivariate
Data , Naval Postgraduate School, Mon terey, alif.,
Feb. 24 , 1978.
IN Graphical Re resentation of M u l t i v ar iat e  Data.
New York, Academic Press, 1978, p. 278.
Weir , Li
PSI in . linear algebra at N?S.
~oci f Lit. Math. Consortium Conf. Innovative Teachingin Coil. Math. Tu:son , Mar  2 5 — 2 7 , 1976. -
IN Proc. 19~ 6.
W eir , Li D; Peckh am , H D -
Introduction to the rI—59 proqraamabie calculator
~a1c~].ato9 and Computers Magazine , vol. 2, no. 6, p.
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NAVAL ?OSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
M o n t e r e y ,  Cal i for n ia
D E P A R T M E N T O F M A T H E M A T I C S
T ECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES 
V
Coistock C
A study of recent n u m er i c a l  methods for  the baro t ropic
pr imi t ive  equat ions.
Naval Postgraduate School. (N P S— 53CS76 014)  1976. 32
p.
Coastock, C; Tç~vlo;, 3 SForce—annihi la t ion coniltions for  variabl e—coeff ic ient
Lanchester—type equations of modern warfare, I:
M athemat ica l  t h e o r y .
Naval  Pos tgraduate  School (N PS —55 TW 76 0 8 1)  1976. 35
0 P~
Davis , D L
The coefficient space, appro~ch to the stability ofmulti—dimensional dlgLtai filters.
Naval  Pos tgraduate  School (NP S— 53DV76 0 8 1)  1976. 16
p.
Fran ke, B H
A program for  t he  numerical solution of large sparse
sy stems o~ algebr a~ c a n d  implicit ly def ined  stiffdifferential equations.
Naval  Pos tgraduate  School (NPS—53F E7 6 0 5 1)  1976. 51
p.
Fr anke B H
On the computatio n of optimal approximations in sard
corner spaces.
Na val Postgraduate School (NPS’53FE76121) 1976. 22
p.
Fran ke, B H
~mooth sur ~ aca approxi ant ion  by a local method ofinterpolation at scattered points
Sponsored by the  Founda t ion  Res. P ro gr am.  N a v a l
Pos tgraduate  School , (NPS —5 3 7 80 32 )  , 1978. 55 p.
Franke , B H ,
Reproducing kerne l fun ~~tx on s for  t h e  Sard corner spacesB (p , q)
Sponso red by the Foanda t ion  Res.  P rogram.  Nava l
Postgraduate  Schoo l, (N PS — 5378001) , 1978. 3 p.
Franke , B H ; Bel l, E ~.A num erical comparisoi of Toeplitz equation solving
algor ithms.
Naval  Postgraduate  School (N PS— 5 3F E 760 41)  1976 . 11
p.
_ _ _ _  
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NAVAL ?OSTGRAD1J~TE ScHOOLMon ter ey, California
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMA T ICS
T E C H N I C A L  R EPORTS AND NOTES ( con t ’d )
Franke , R H ;  Salinas D~ Nguyen , D HAn optimum co.pac~ stor&ge scheme for nonlinear reactorproblems by PEM .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—69ZC76111) 1976.
Russak, I ~Concerning the  RCN and ot her simu lation prograis.
Naval  Pos tgraduate  School (NPS—53RU76091)r 1976. 147
P
Schoenstadt , A L
The i n f l u e n ce of data order on the Lieberman-Ross
method.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—53ZH760L47) 1976.
Scho~ n~ tadt , A L ,Limit  cycles in a damped and biased relay sy s tem .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—53ZH76O81y 1976. 40
p.
Schoens tadt, A L
A com parison on the Lieberma n—Ross and Nann—~ rubbsmethods.
Nava l  Pos tgraduate  School (NPS—53ZH76091) 1976. 20
p.
Sch oenstadt , A L
The effect of spati~]. discreti;atton ,on the steady— stateand t ransient  solutions of a disp ersive wave equa t ion .
Naval  Postgraduate School (N P S— 53ZH76036)  1976. 34
p.
W ang P C C; Kelly 3 B 
V
PLC: • an analysis of the PEC Navy force strengths andcapabilities with a projection ot this force through
1987 (U)
Sponsored br the Naval Intelligence Command. Naval
Postgraduate school, (NPS—53Wg17 032) , 1977.
Wan g , P C C~ Stolfi, R HA general ,methoaol.ogy for forecasting Soviet Naval
technological threat  (U)
Sponso red by t h e  N a v a l  In telligenc e Comman d. Nava l
Postgraduate  Schoo l, (N P S— 5 3 W g71 0 62 )  , 1977. 250 p.
Wa ng, P C C; St olf ~. R HAn ana lys t’ s guise to technological .  t h r e a t  fo recas t ing
( 
~Sponsored by the Naval Intelliq~nce Command. NavalPostgraduate School, (NPS—53Wg7 11101), 1978. 3146 p.
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NAVAL ?OSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPAR TMENT OF MATHEMATICS
TECHNICAL REPORTS A N D  NOTES ( cont ’d)
Wan g,  P C C; ~to l f i  B H; Monta~ a B T ;  Smith 3 BA systematic analysis of soviet shipboard Lsw
helicopters - pas t, present and future (U)
Sponsored by the Naval Intelliq~ nce Comma pd . NavalPostgraduate School, (NPS—53Wg71031) , 1971.
Wang, P C C; ~to l fi  R N; Nelson , S SFuture Soviet AS4 sonar systems for surface combatants V
(U)
Sponsored by the Naval Intelligence Command. Nava l
Postgra dua te School , (NPS—53Vg7734) , 1977.
Vanq, P C ç; Stolfi, B H; Lake , G 2
A graphical representa t iol~ of aultivariate data: Sovietpolicy in Sub— Saharan Africa (U~Sponsored by the Naval Intelligence Command . Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—53Wg17061) , 1977. 146 p.
Wang, P C C; Stolfi, R H; Hami lton S H; Ka u fho ld , F
Soviet wing-in-ground effect vef~i~ 1es; theirdevelopme nt use and future characteristics (U)
sponsoreã by the Naval Intelligence Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—53Wg17 051) , 1977.
Wang, P C C Long, S T ; Sto l f i  B H
An outsiaer’s view of the P~ oenixfA WG-9 weapon system(U)
Sponsored by the Naval Itelligence Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—53Wg77 033) , 1977.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
M o n t e r e y ,  Ca l ifornia
DEPARTMEN T O F ADMINISTRATIVE SCI ENC ES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Arima, 3 K
Measuring recruiter e~fçctiveness.38th Mil i tary  Operat ions  Researc h Sympos ium , Dec .
7—9 , 1976.
Ar ima , J K
Objective indices of recruiter effectiveness.
84th Annual Convention of the American Psychological
Association, Washington, D. C., sept. 3—7, 1976.
Ar ima , J K ,
Navy , ships as 9pen systems: perspectives in
mul tiorganiza tional  ra~~earch .85th Annua l  Convention of the Amer ican  Psychological
Association, San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 26-30, 1977.
Arima , 3 K
Successes and trends
140th Military Oper. Res. sym., Naval Postgradua t e
School , Mon terey, Calif., Dec. 13—15 , 1977.
An na , J K
Navy recruiting advertising——yes , i t  wor ks—— some
86th Ann. Convention of the Am. Psychological Assoc.,
Mon treal , Canada , lug. 28—Sept . 1, 1978.
Arima , J K
A cul ture—free  pe r fo riance  test of learning aptitude
1978 Ann. Neeting ,3f the W~ stern PsychologicalAssoc., San Francisco, Calif., Apr. 19—22, 1978. V
An na , J K; Janowitz, N
Organizational develop~ ent in the military services,814th A n n u a l  Convent ion of the Amer ican  Psyc~iologicalAssociation , W a s h i ng t o n , D. C., sept. 3—7 , 1976.
Loyang , ç K , ,Organ ization design : A Maoist perspective. W o r k in g
paper ser ies.
Presen ted at the Annual. Meet ing of The ~nstitute ofManagemen t Sci en ces, San Franc isco, Calif., M a y  8,
Fr emgen , 3 N
Neasurenent,issues in the FASB’s conce ptual f r a m ework
for accounting and rep~rting.Presented at the 1977 Annua l  I nt e r n a tio na l , on fe ren ce
of Nat iona l  Association of Accountan t s , Chicago ,
Ill., June 20 — 22 , 1977.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey ,  Ca l i fo rn ia
DE PARTMEN T OF A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  SCIENCES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Premgen J M
Fixes budgets in a f l ex ib le  world :  the di lemm a of
government  man~~gement ,Western Region al Meeting of Am. Accounting Assoc .,
V Pasadena , Calif., M a y  5, 197g.
Freagen , 3 N ,
The conceptual fram ework for financial accounting and
reporting ,
Mon. Technical Meeting of Salinas Valley—Monterey
Peninsul a Ch~~Pter of Nat . Assoc. of Accountants,Salinas, Calif., Nay 16, 1 978.
Kline, M
A critique of the r equirements determination process.
EIA Design/Support Effect iveness Semina r, Los
Angeles, Calif., Sept. 30, 1976.
Kline , N B
Naval ~ostgrad~ ate, Sciool educati.on~ l programs and theirpotential ~pplication , to ATE education.Au tomatic Test Equipment Conf. and Workshop, San
Diego , Calif., Apr. 12—15 , 1976.
Kline, N ~Maintainability çonsileçations.
IEEE Reliability Sei inar Stanford University, Palo
Alto, Calif., Jan. 15, 1~ 77.
Kline , N S
Recent changes in defense system acquisition,
Pre~ en te~ at the Santa Clara hapteç Society ofLo3~ stics Engineer s, Sunnyv ale, caiit., Jan . 10,
Klina N B
Sof twar e  m a i n t a i n a b il ity
Seminar  on Sof tware  Rel iab i l i ty  and Ma in t a inab i l i t y ,
Telub AR , V ax jo, Sweden , June 9, 1978.
Kline N~~ , VMaintainability c O nsiderations in system designSeminar on Reliability and Maintainability of Nuclear
Power Systems Royal. Inst. of Technol., StoCkholm ,
Swe4en , June f3— 1LI, 1 978.
Par ing~ r 19; N ushk in , S Chen, Lian initial assessment of impa cts on health ex p e n d i t u r e s .
A tlantic Economic ;onference , Oct. 14—15, 1976 .
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
M o n t e r e y ,  Cal i fornia
DEPARTMEN T OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Schnei devin d , N F; Hoffman , Li H
An ex periment in software error data collection and
analysis.
6th Texas Confer ence on Computing Systems, Austin,
Tex., Nov. 1977.
Senger, 3 D
Psychological correlates of Naval officer promotion
patterns.
5th MOBS, Ft. Bliss, Tex., June 22—214, 1976.
Senge; 3 D
Sailors’, age related perceptions of supervisory and peer
leadership
86th Ann. Am . Psychologica l Assoc. Convention ,
Toronto, Canada , Aig. 31, 1978.
W ei tzm an , R~ ASuper iority of f i t .
Psychometric Society meeting at the University of
North Carolina, June 1977.
W e i t zn an , B A
True—score estimation f cell fre~ iencies in patternanalysis.
A m e r i c a n  Psycho logica l  Association, San F ranc i sco,
Ca l i f . ,  A u g .  1977.
Wei tzman ,R A
Reduction of shrinkage in pattern ,analysis
Ann. Meeting of the Psychometric Soc., NcMaster
Univ. , Hamil ton, O~tario, Canada , Aug., 1979.
Weitzm an B A
Test Lias: one of those partial correlations is the
answe r . VAnn . Convention of the Am. Psychological Assoc.,
Toron to, Canada , Aug., 1978.
~hipple D BDevelopment of ma~iage~en t incen tives to accom pan ycapit ation budgeting in the U. S. m i l i t a r y  h e a l th  care
delivery system.
10 th Annual Health sys. Res. Symp. , Miami , Fla., Nov.
Whipple , D B; ~lock , N aid o~ hçrsSome determinants of physician migration to the United
States.
Western  Economics Assoc. M eet ings , San Francisco ,
Calif., June , 1976.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey ,  California
DEPARTNENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Wr ight, C A
Rum an resource, management problems and militaryorganiza t ions  in the vietnam and post war era.
Special Presentation to $taff officers and Junior
off icers , Senior and Jun io r  NCOs of the Human
Relations Section of the First Marine Division.
Conf. and Human Resources Probe requested by LGE
Wright, C A
The preve~it3.on of racia l incidents/ training accidents:some realities and salient factors that contribute to
causati9n.
Special presentation to staff officers & junior
officers, senior & j u n i o r  NCOS of the  Human  Relat ions
Section of the First Marine Division. U. S. Mar ine
Cor ps Base, Camp Pendleton , Calif., Nov. 15-17 , 1977.
Wright, C A
M~litary human resour~ es management problems in , the postVi~ tn am  eva: Force s Crea t i ng  the  v a c u u m  condu:ive toun ion iza t i on——some  propose~ countermeasures .Presented at the 3~ th Military Operations ResearchSymposium (1. 5. Naval Academy , Anna polis, Md. , June
28—30 , ~~~~~
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N A V A L  POSTGRADUA TE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMEN T OF ADMINIST RATI VE SCI ENCES
CON TRIBUTCONS TO BOOKS
Pre ingen , J , tI
Account ing  for  manage :ial  analysis.
3d ed., R. D. Irwin , 197b. 5146 p.
Klin e, Li ,
Mai~tainability engineering theory and practiceengineering design handbook.
Army Material C o m m a n d  ANP C 706—133 , 1976. 450 p.
Schneidewind N F
The use ot sim~ilation in the evaluation of softwareIN Tutoçial — P r o g r a m  Testing Techniques , Edwar d
F. Miller Jr., ed., IEEE Computer So:., Nov.
8—11 , 197f.
Senger , 3 0 -Mana gers’ perceptions of sunordinates ’ competence as afunc t ion ol personal values  orienta tion
IN Dennis Organ, ed. The Appl. Psychology çf
Work. Beh~ vior : A Book of Readings. BusinessPublications, 1978, p. 51—70.
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N A V A L  ~O ST G RA D U ~ TE scH OOLM on t er e y ,  Cal i fornia
D E P A R T M E N T OF ADMINISTRATI VE SCI ENCES
JOU RNAL P(JBS & CO NFER ENCE PROCS
Arima , J K
Measuring çecruiter e: fectiveness.
IN Nil. Operations Res. Soc., Ft. Eustis, Va.,
L Dec. 1—9 , 1976.
Ar ima J K -Objective indices of recrui ter  effectiveness.
IN Am . Psychol.  Assoc. , W a s h in g t o n , D. . ,  Sept.
7— 10 , 1976.
Ariia , J K
Measuring the fit between person and equipment .
IN Western Psychol. Assoc., Los ~ngel es, Calif.,
~Apr. 8—11 , 1976.
Ar ima,  4 KThe incentive po ten t i a l  of the  Navy  c a m p u s  for
achievement  in r e c r u i t i n g .
Un numbered , 1976.
Arim a , J K
Systems analysis of Nivy recruiting .
JSAS Cataloq of Selected Documents  in  Psy:hology,
vol. 7, p. 59, (Ms. 15014) , ( 1 9 7 7 ) .
Arima , J K
A culture—free performance test • f learni ng ~ptitudeV 19th Ann . Conferen:e of t he  N u l i t a r y  Testing Assoc.,
San Antonio, t ex t Oct .  17—21 , 1971.IN Proc., Military Test ing Assoc., 1978.
Arim a , J K ; Janowi tz, N
Organizational develo went in the military services.
IN Inter— Univ. Seminar Ar med Forces and Soc.,
Wash ington , 0. C., Sept. 6, 1976.
Eoyang, C K
Requisite variety in ~rganiza tio~s22nd Ann. North American Meeting of the So:. for
General Sys. Res., Washington , 0. C., Feb 13—15 ,
Ifi Avoiding Social Catastrophies and Maximizing
Social Opportunities: The Oeneral Systems
callen ge, society for General SystemS Research,
Elsteç, B S -Relevant military research on productivity and
motiva tion
Mi l i t a ry  Product ivit y and Work Motivation, New York,
N. V., Apr. 10, 1978.
IN Proc., Navy ?ersonnel Res. and Development V
Center , 1978, p. 93.
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N A V A L  P O S T G R A D U A T E  S~~HOOLMonterey, California
DEPARTM ENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
JOU RNAL P~JBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Elster, B S
Summary of the conference
Naripe Corps and Navy~ Nan a~ d Woman—Power:Requirements and Considerations, Leesburg, Va., Mar.
7 , 1978.
TN Proc., Washington , D. C., Smithsonian Inst.,
1978, p. 16.
Boyang, ç K; • Haga, N 3Old wine in new bott1~ sBehavior Sd ., vol. 22, no. 1, (1977) .
Baga, W 3
One sociologist ’s reply to Wieland’s review essay.
Acad. Management Rev. (1976)
Judson,~~R RAcquisition research.
Naval Res. Revs., 101. 29, no. 2, p. 114—16, (1976).
Kline , fl
A critical appraisal of the requirements determination
process.
Naval Aviation Executive Institute Tactical Missile
Colloq., N aval  Pos tgradua te  School , Apr.  25-30 , 1976.
IN Proc.-, ( 1976 ~,
Kline, N 8
Maint ainability consileration in system design.
Annua l Reliability Eng. Conf. for the Electric Power
Industry, Mon treal, Canad a , Sept. 23—244, 1976.
IN Proc., 68—78, (1976)
Kline , N B
Logistic suppo t plan~ingToday’s Logistics: Spares Provisioning——Problems and
Solutions, R om e, Italy, fla y 2~ — 21$, 1978.IN Proc., Soc. of Log. Engineers and Selenia ,
Rome, Italy, 1978, p. 114—33.
Kline, !1 B
conceptual phase planning for log~istic support: theimpact of 0MB Circular A—109
An9. m t. Log. Sym ., St. Louis, No., Aug. 22—24,
I~l PtOC., Soc. of Log . Engineers, 1978, p. 14—1 to
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
M o n t e r e y ,  Ca l i forn ia
DEPARTMENT OP ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFER ENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Kline, N B; Masten B L; Di ~‘asquale 3; H~ Ii~.t9n, T AAn analysi~ of the evolution of t~e reliability and.aintain abiUty discip linçs
m t Conrerance on Rel iability and Maintainability,
Paris, Prance June 19—23 1978.
IN Proc., ~entre Nat. ã’Etudes desTelecommunica tions, Bagneux , Prance, 1978, p.
x x i— x x x i .
Liao , S S
Learne r—di rec t ed  i u s t :Ic t i on :  add i t iona l  evidences .
Accounting Rev.
Liao, S S
Relevance , level of aialy sis, and behavioral studies onV f in an c i~l repor ting,Aweq.can A c c ou n t in j  Association Southwest  Regional
f leeting,  New Orleans , La., Mar .  23—26 , 1977.
Liao 3 5
W&ere skinner ’s theorLas work in professional education.
A2er2.can Accounting Association Southwest Regional
fleeting, New Orleans La., Mar. 23—26 , 1977.
IN Proc., p. 141- ’147.
Liao, S S
Learner  directed i n s t r u c t i o n:  add i t iona l  evidences.
Accounting Rev., vol. 3, no. 1, p. 155—161 , (Jan.,
1978)
Liao , S S
Learner—directed instruction: additional evidences
The Accoun ting Rev., vol. 53, no. 1, p. 155—161 ,
(1978).
Schne~d~win d, N F VModular i ty  cons ide ra tLons  in the design of real t ime
operating systems
IEEE Compute ;  Society ’s 1st Tn t .  Computer  S o f t w a r e
an d Applications Coaterence, Chicago, Ill., Nov.
8—11 1977.
I~ Proc., IEEE ompu ter Soc., 1977, p. 397—403.
Schne~de win d, N , ? -Software engineering ot the micro/mini computer subnet
in computer networks •IEEE Computer Society ’s 2nd Tnt. Computers Software
and £pp1i~~tions Conference, Chicago, Ill., Nov.
IN Proc., IEEE omputer Soc., 1978, p. 508—513.
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NAVAL POSTGRADU1iTE ScHOOL
Mont erey ,  Ca li fornia
• DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
JOU RNAL PUBS & C O N F E R E N C E  PROCS (cont’d)
Schneidewin4, N p ~The applicability of hardware reliability principles to
compu ter software
- Sof tware  ~uality Management Conference , Wastiington ,D. C., Sept. 11—13 , 1978.
Schneidewin d, N F
Emul ation : tool for software developme~ t1978 Nat. Computer Conference, Anaheim , Calif., Jun e,
1978.
IN Proc. Am. Federation of Information Processin g
Societies, 1978, p. 367—372.
Schneidewin d , N P
Software engineering of the micro/mini computer subnet
in compu ter networks
IEEE Compute; Society ’s 2nd m t .  Computer  S o f t w a r e
and Appl ications Conference, Nov., 1978.
IN Proc., p. 508—513.
Schneidew~.nd, N FComparison of so f tware  error  s imulat ion and real program
results
Joint Nat. ORSA/TIIS Meeting, N ew York , N. V., Nay
1—3 , 1978.
Schneidewin d , N F; H o f f m a n n , H N
An exp~ r iment  in s o f t w a r e  eL-ror da ta  collection andanaly sis •6th Texas Conference on Computing Systems, Univ. of
Texas , Aus t in Fez. , Nov. ,  1977.
IN Proc., IEEE :ompu ter Soc., 1977, p. (4A 1— 14A12.
Schneidewin d, N F; Hoffiann , H N
Software error data collection and analysis
1978 Summer Computer Simu lation Conference, Newport,
Beach, Calif., July 244—26, 1978.
IN Proc. •Am. Federation of Information Processingsocieties Press, 1978, p. 7~48—753.
Uh ipple , D R ;  Block N
Controlling hospital ~osts: An index approach.Inqu i ry ,  vol.  13, no. 1, p. 97—99, (1976).
Whippl~, D B; Terasawa , Koptimal replacement : An extension to consumer durables.
J Economic Studies Quarterly, vol. 27, p. 314-4 5,( 197n )
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Whi pple, D B; Tera~ aWa , ~On pricing publicly provided goodsPubl ic Finance , (1978) .
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M o n t e r e y ,  Ca l i forn ia
DEPARTMEN T OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
TE CHNI CAL REP ORT S A ND N OTE S
Arima , J K
The~ incent ive potentitl of the Navy campus for
- achievement in recruitinq .Naval Postgraduate School, Unnumbered Rept., 1976.
Arima , 3 K
A systems analysis of Navy recruiting .
Navy Personnel Res. Develop. Center Spec. Rept.
(76—9), (1976).
Ari m a , 3 K • - - -Educational and tralnLng opportunities as incentives for
mili tary serv ice
Sponsored by the Nivy Personnel Research and
Developmen t Center. Naval Postgraduate School,
(NPS—514783) , 1978. 30 p.
A r ima , J K -A cu l tu re—fr ee pe r fo riance  test of learning ap t i t ude
Na val Pos tgraduate  School , (NP S- 5’4782) , 1979. 33 p.
Arima , 3 K • -A culture—free performance test of learning aptitude.
Nava l  Pos tgradua te  Schoo l, (NPS- 54 182) , 1979. 33 p.
Arima , 3 K -E~ ucat ional and t r a i n i n g  opportunit ies as incent ives  formi l i t a ry  service.
Naval  Postgraduate School , (N P S— 5(4 783) , 1978. 30 p.
Arima J K
De te rminan ts  ~aad a met su r e  of N a v y  recruitereffect iveness
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center , San
Diego , Calif., (NPRDC TB 78—21) , 1978. 79 p.
Arima 3 K  -Determinants and a met sure of recruiter effectiveness.
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC
— TR —TR—78--21)
Arim a , J K; Neil , D E
Skill deterioration an d its man ag~ mentV Sponso red by t h e  progra m ~l ann ing  O f f i c e  O f f i c e  ofthe Chief of Naval Operations Dept . of the Nav y .
Naval  Postgraduate School, (N~S—55787), 1978. 70 p.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOLMonterey ,  California
DEPARTMEN T OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Derr C R  -o6 wo n ’t work in scho ls.
Organization Development in Schools: A Repor t  Card
(1976 )
Derr, C B
A theory and research i n s t rumen t s  f o r  s tudying  U.S.
Naval oZticer careers.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—547701) , 1977. 38 p.
Eoya~tg C KMilitary personnel re;earch science or politics.
Nava’. Postgraduat~ School, Oct. 1977. 18 p. (HRNworking paper series).
Noyang C K
Mu lti—organizational :esearch in the Navy: future
directions. 
-(H RN working  paper series , n o. 4 ) ,  Monterey ,  Ca l i f . ,
Na val Postgraduate School, 1917. 12 p.
Forrest, B N
Magnetic anomal y detection models.
Na val Postgraduate School, (NPS-557719) , 1977. 88 p.
Giaugue ~ C • -A iultiattribute approach to measure guality of health
car;
~yal Postgraduate School, (NP S—55~ i76O31) , 1976. 21p.
Giauque V C Derr , C B~ Eoyanq, C K; Harris, B FStudies ot the effectivehes~ of paramedical personnelusage in medical care delivery.-
— Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-5’4781) ~ 1917. 160 p.
Giauque V C~ Dora , C B~ Eoy ang,  C K;  Har r ~.s, B FStud 1~es at the effect iveitess of paramedical  personnelusage in medical care del ivery.
Na val Postgraduate School, (NPS—514781) , 1977. 160 p.
Giauqua, V C; Kline, M B
Ammuni tion develop.ent for 8” major caliber lightweight
I - gun.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—544~I77O41) 1977, 25 p.
Jone; C B; Johnsop, B I~, an d othersLtt~ cycle costing of an emerging technology: The fiberoptics case.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS-55JS76031) 1976. 1428
p.
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N A V A L  ?OSTG B ADU A TE S~~HOO LMonterey ,  Ca lifornia
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINI STRATIV E SCIEN CES
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont ’d)
Mcflaster s A W ; Hanson , 9 L
Budgeting for repairable secondary items at the Naval - I
Electronics Systems Command 
-Sponsored by the Naval Electronic Systems Command.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—547B007), 1978. 41
p.
Senge; 3 D • -Sailors’ age ;elated tttitudes toward supervisors and
peer leadership.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—54Se77061) , 1977. 314
p.
Wei tzman , B A
Superiority of fit.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—54WZ76091) 1976. 9 p.
Weitzman , B A
Aggregation of enlistçd pay grades and service ratings
by tasks performed: implications for officer
subspecialty aggregation
Sponsored by the Bureau of Naval Personnel and
Foundation Research Program . Naval Postgraduate
School, (NPS—5478008), 1978. 23 p.
Veitzmaa R A 
-Bias-tree selection: better cutting scores or better
tests?
Naval Postgradua te School , (NPS—51478006) , 1978. 27
p.
Whipp le , D B 
-Internal incentives in the military health care delivery
System.
Naval Postg ra dua te Schoo l, 1977. 1$Q p.
Whi pple, D B
The construction of performance indicator, for Use with
V capitation budget in g in the MUSS.
Naval Postgraduate•School, 1977. 110 p.
V 
Whipp l~ , D R  •ca p it a t ion/ incen t ive  proj ect :  working papers.
Naval Postgraduate School, 1977. 80 p.
Vhi~~ le D BCapi ta t ion/ incent ive project : f i n a l  report and
recommendation.
Naval Postgraduate School, 1977. 25 p.
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N A V A L  ? O ST GRADU & TE SCH OOL
Mon ter ey, California
DE? .&RTMENT O F ADMINIS TRATIVE SCI ENCES
• TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Vhipple, D B -Some thoughts on the ise  of survey methods in policy
research.
Na val Postgraduate  Schoo l, (N PS—5 ’478 14 ) , 1979. 18 p.
Whipple, D R flenzel, B
The contr ibution of von-physic ian  prqviders to the
search for a non- equitable and efficient health care
delivery system .
Naval Postgraduate School, 1977. 35 p.
Whipple D .R ; Meazel B -
The limited use ot no~ -physician providers: Is moreresearch the cure?
Naval Postgraduate  School, (NPS-514771) , 1977. 37 p.
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NAVAL  ? OSTG RADU A T E SC H OO L
Monterey, California V
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATION S RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Lewis, P A W
Applications of DA R IIA -type pr9cesses
A m .  Stat . Assoc. Ann. fleeting, San Diego, Calif.,
Aug. 17, 1978.
Barr D R; R ichards, F B •C&aracteristics of MO~’s in the C3 settingMilitary Opers. Re3 . Symposi um , Mon terey, Calif.,
Dec. 1977.
Barr D R~ Thomas , MStatistical lumpabilit y of -a Markov mai~power mo del.Operations Research Society of A merica Meetings,
Chicago , Ill., Mar. 1977.
Brown , G G • - • -Special topics in optimization, six lectures from
personal perspective
Lecture Series of t h e  Chancellor ’s Scholar , Univ . of
California, Los Angele s, Calif., Oct.-Nov., 1978.
Bro wn , G G
Large scale logistics system ~esign :  interfac e issuesfor optimization and intoriaa4on 
-Ma t. Council on Physical Distribution Manage. ,
Chicago, Ill., Oct. 16, 1978.
Brown , G G
Computer assisted flee t dispatch
Rat .  Council. on Physical  Dis t r ibu t ion  M a n a g e . ,
Chica go, Ill., Oct. 16 , 1978. -
Brown, G C • - • -Perspectives in the design of the new generation of
optimization sys tems 
-Univ. of Tennessee/Oak Ridge Nat. Laboratory Seminar,
Knoxville, Penn., Feb. 4, ¶978.
Brown , C C; Bradley C H; Graves , G V —Fleet vehicle sc~~ d ul in g :  a pract ical applica tion ofthe quadratic assignment model
Applications of Transportation Models Session,
~~~~/T IM S Conference , Los Ange le s, Calif., Nov. 13,
Brown C G; Bradley G 
-Extensions of network optimization algorit~ms.Association for computing Machinery National Meeting,
Houston , Tex., Oct. 1976.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE S~ HOOLM o n t e r e y ,  Cal i fo rn ia
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATION S RESEARCH
CONFERENC E PRESEN TATIONS (cont’d)
Brown , G C; Brad’ey, ç - -E&Lergy modelling with network optimiza~ ion.Federal Energy Administration, Washington, D. C.,
Sept., 1976.
Brown , G C; Br~ d~ ey GNetwork optimizat ion and defense modelling.
Center for Naval Analyses, Arl ing ton , Va., Aug. 1976.
Brown , G G; B;adley, G; raves, G
Preprocessing or large linear programs.
ORSA/TIMS, Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 1977. V
Brown , C G Bradley~ G H Geoffrion, A tl ; Schmitt , B GProduction planning a t  a building materials conpany V
Production Plannin~ Systems in the Mol~ ing Industry,ORSA/TIMS Confer en..e, Los An geles, Calif., Nov. 15,
Brown , C G; Brad3~.ey G H; Graves , G VImprovements in large scale primal network algorithms
Network Flows Session , ORSA/TIMS Conference , Atlanta ,
Ga., Nov. 7, 1977.
Brown, C G; Bradley, G H; Graves , G V
Preprocessing of large line~r program sLarge Scale Systems Session, ORSA/TIMS Conference,
Atlan ta, Ga., Nov. 9, 1977.
Brown , C C; Graves C
Use of elastic linear progra m ming
ORSA/TIMS, Atlanta , Ga.,, Nov . 1977.
Brown , C C; Graves C -Use of simp~e algebraLc structures for iaplemen~ ingalgorithms in large scale mathematical programming.
Ameçican Mathematical Society 746th Meeting, Haywar d,
Calif. , Apr. 1977.
Brown , C C; Gray es G V -Use of elastic linear progra m ming -Large Scale Linear Programs Session ORSA/TIMS
Conference, Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 7, 1~~77.
Brown , C C; Graves , C V - - -Open questions in basis representation and manipulation
Lar ge Scale Linear Programming Session ORSALTIMS
Conference, Los An geles, Calif., Nov. ¶ 4, 1978. - -
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, Ca l i fornia
DEPARTM ENT OF OPERA TION S RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont ’d)
Brown, G G; Taylor , 3
Further canOnical method s in the solution of
variable— coefficient 1,anchester—type equations of modern
warfare :  a new de f in i t ion  of power Lanchester
functions. - -095k/TINS, Miami , Pla., Nov. 1976.
Brown , C G; Taylor, 3
Numerical determination of the parity—condition
parameter  for L a n c h e s t e r — t y p e  eguat ions  of modern
warfare.
ORSA/TIMS, Atlanta, Ga., Nov . 1977.
Butterworth 1 B VInteractive system mo~~llinq .ORSA — Western Section , Univ . of Southern California,
Sept. 16— 17, 1976.
Buttervorth ,~ R VNinif~ st—interactive Eersonnel system model.Joint WORC—TIMS (D~.) Manpower Symposium , Washing ton,D. C., Apr . 5—6, 1~~76.
Esary , 3 DThe effec t of mo deling de pth on reli~bili ty pre dictionfor  systews . sublect to a phased mission profile.In tçrna t~.ona l Confer ence on N~clear SystemsReli4billty Engineerin g and Risk Assessment ,
Gatlinburg, Tenn., June 20—24, 1977.
GaYer, D P -Rando m recor d mo dels~ -Meeting of Inst. of Math. Statistics, Santa Barbar a,
Calif., 1976.
Gayer , D P; Jacobs, P A
Storage problems when ~ewan d is: all or nothingORSA/TIMS Nat. Meeting, Los Angeles , Calif., Nov.,
Gayer D P; Lehoczky J P - -NoAels of terminal user beha v ior in a time sharing
environmen t - 
V
ORSA/TIMS Nat. Meeting, N ew York , N. V., Nay, 1978.
Gayer , D P Miller , B G
Jackkniting the Kaplan—Meie r estimate
Joint Statistica 1~ Meeting, Am. Statistical Assoc.,Los Angeles , Calif., Aug. . 1918.
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NAVAL POSTGRADU~ TE scHooLMonterey , California
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Har tman , J K -A review of some approaches to global optimization of
nonconvex nonlinear programs .
Presented at the Joint TIMS/ORSA meeting, San
- 
Francisco, Calif., May 9— 11 , 1977.
Larson , H 3
Econometrics in systeis analysis.
Presented at the 3rd Annual M~ eting o~ SystemsAnalysis Society of China , Taipei, Taiwan , Sept. 12,
Larson , H 3 - -Econometrics in systeis analysis
3rd Annual Meeting Systeins Analysi~ Society ofCh ina , Tam Kang Co’lege, Taipei, Taiwan, Sept. 12 , -
Le wis, P A V - -Discrete~time-series ;enerated by mixturesImperial College , London England , Dept. of
Mathematics, July 31 , 19~8.
Lewis, P A W
Siwulation •of non-homogeneou s Poisson processesUniversity of Wellington, Wellington , N. Z., July 3,
Lewis, P A W  -Discrete time—ser ies ;enera~ed by mixturesPrinceton Univ., Statistics Dept., Princeton , N. 3..,
Oct. 19, 1978.
Lewis, P A V  -Simulation • f non— homogeneou s Poisson , processesWin ter Simulation onference, Miami , Fla., Dec. 4,
1978.
Lewis , P A W  
-Simula t ion  of n on—h om o g en e ou s Poisson processes
Nava l  Pos tg radua te  schoo l, M o n t e r e y ,  Calif . , Sept.
21 , 1978.
Lewis, ~ A V - -Simple models , for positive—val~ied and discrete—valuedtime series with AR MA correlation structure
5th Lnt. Nul.tivariate Symposium , June 20, 1978,
V.
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Levis, P A W  -Discrete time series jenerated by mixture s
U. C, Berkeley , Berkeley , Calif., Dept. of
Statistics, May 9, 1978.
Levis, P A , W -Simulation of non-homogeneou s Poisson processes
Bell Telephone Labs., Holmde l, N. 3., Oper. Res.
Dept., Oct. 18, 1918.
Lewis, P A W  
-Simulation of non-homogeneou s Poisson processes
Unive rsity of W estern Aust ralia, Perth, West
Austra l ia , J u l y  14, 1978.
Lewis, P A V
Simulá’tion of non-homogeneous Poisson processes
Vir ginia Polytechni c Inst., Depts. of Oper. Res. and
Com pu ter Science, 3lacksburg , Va., Oct. 23, 1978.
Lewis, P A V
Simulation of non-homogeneou s Poisson processes
IBM Res. Labs., Oct. 16, 1978.
Lewis, P A V -Simulation of non-homogeneou s Poisson processes
(I. C. Santa Barbara, Mathematics Dept., Santa
Bar bara , Calif., Nov . 9, 1978.
Lewis, P A V
Simulation of non-homogeneou~ P9isson processesFlorida State Univ., Statistics Dept., Tal laha ssee,
Fla., Dec. 1 , 1978.
Lewis , P A W -Discr ete ti~ e-ser ies j e n e r a t e d  by m i x t u r e sStochastic Processes and their A pplications, Jul y 10,
1978, m t. Conference , Canberra , Australia.
Lewis, P A . W -Simulation of non-homogen eous Pois~ on pr9ce~sesSloan Kettering Cancer Inst. Biostatistics Dept.,
New York , N. Y., Oct. 17, 19~ c3.
Marshall ° K T; G rinol d 1 R CSome long—range optimization models for m a n p o w e r
planning. . -syap. on Recent Developments in Quantitative Human
Resources Plannin g, Bell Laboratories, Holm del , N.
J., Oct. 1976.
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DEPARTNE N~ O F O P E R A T I O N S  RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (:ont’d)
filch, P 9
Two models for the prediction of advancements in the
Navy Enlisted Force. 
•Presented at the ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting,
San Francisco, Calif., May 9, 1977.
filch , P 9
Eurocoa.unisi,ftungarian style
Eurocomm unism Eastern Europe and the USSR. Naval
Postgradua te ~chool, M onterey,  Calif., Aug. 21—22,
Neil , D ~Individual differences in industrial design.
m d. Design Soc. of Am., San Jose , Calif., Apr . 21,
Heil , D E
Biologic periodicity and behavior modification.
Behavior Modification and Industry Conference, Palo
Al to , Cal i f . , May,  1977.
Neil , D E
Human factors/systems psychology as applied to heavy
du ty mo tor tru :k safe: y
m t. Safety Congress and Maintenance Inst., San
Francisco, Ca l i f . ,  M a y  1978.
Parry, S H •Cost and operational effectiveness analysis (C)EA)
methodology — the XMl tank.
Operations Res . Soc. A m . ,  Western Meeting, Los
Angeles , Ca l i f . ,  Sept .  1976.
Poock, G K
The physics of high voltage photography as applicable to
psychology.
San JOse State Univ. Spartan Bay Psychol. Spring
Convention , April  23, 1976.
Poock, G ,, K ,
Teaching military o ffLcers command and control
technologies using the ARPANET
ARPA Information Processing Techni ques  Of f ice  A n n u a l
Conference, State of the Art , N ava l  Ocean Sys tems
Center , San Diego, alif., Oct. 31 , 1978.
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DEPAR TMENT OF O P E R A T I O N S  RESEARCH
CONFERENCE P R E S E N T A T I O N S  ( cont ’d)
• Richards, F B -Academic resear ch in Lf l v e f l t o r y  theory  anu  its relation
to the Naval Supply system.
NAYSUP Inven to ry  Po l icy  Advisory  Council, Wash., D.
C., Dec. 1976. V
Richards ,,F R •Analysis of def ici ts  i n  discret e t ime resource
allocation problems with correlated supplies and
deman ds.
SIAM 1976 Fall M eeting, Georgia Tech , Atlan ta , Ga.,
Oct. 1 976. -
Richards ,,F R Narshall,~ K TAnalysis o~ deficits in discrete time resourceallocation problems with correlated supplies and
deman ds.
SIAM 1976 Fall Meeting at Georgia Tech , Oct. 1976.
Shudde, R H
Role of the hari dheld ~alculator in the Navy5th Nat. PROCAL Workshop Naval Ocean Systems Center,
San Diego, Calif., Nov. S— 4 , 1917.
Shudde , R H
Recent developments i~ the use of the handheldcalculator by the Navy
6th Nat. PROCAL Workshop, Naval Ocean Systems Center,
Oxn ar d, Calif., Nay 9—11 , 1978. -
Sovereiqz~, N GModeling of C o m m a n d  and control  in thea t r e—leve l  combat
models.
ONR Theatre-Level 3aming and Ana lysis Workshop,
Leesburg, Va., Sept. 28, 1977.
Soverei gn, M ~Nav y exp eriences wi th  des ign to cos t
A m .  Inst . of Industr ial  Engineers  Semina r on Desig n
to Cost, San Francisco , Calif., Apr. 21, 1978.
Tay lor , 3 G
Concentr ation of forces in some Lanchester—type com bat
models.
Western Sect ion of ORSA 1976 Meeting, Los Ange le s,
Calif., Sept. 16— 17, 1 976.
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N A V A L  PO ST G R AD U ~A TE scHooLMonterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Taylor 3 G
State—of—the—art summary (Lanchester Theory),
15th Ann. U. S. Army O perations Res. Symp., Ft. Lee,
Va., Oct. 27—29, 1976.
Taylor , 3 G
Some simple v ic to ry—pred ic t ion condit ions  for
Lanchester— type com bat between two homogeneous forces
with supporting, fires
ORSA/TIMS Joint Nat. fleeting, New York , N. V., Nay 3,
Taylor , ~1 G ’  Br own , G G • ,Numerica l  de terminat ion  of the p a r it y — c o n d i t i o n
pa ramete r for  L a n c h e s t e r— t y p e  e g u a tlon s of modern
war fa re
ORSA/TINS Joint Nat. fleeting, Atlan ta, Ga., Nov. 8,
Thomas , N U 
• • •A generalized m a x i m u m  en t ropy  pr inc ip le  in decision
model~~ng.Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison Induct. Eng. Symp. ,
Madison, Wis., Nov. 1976.
Thomas M , U
Analyzing decision activities in • ma n—machine systems.Am. Inst. of Ind. Engrs., Peninsula Chapter 037, San
Jose, Calif., Nay 1916.
Thomas N U ,
Application of a max~m um entropy principle in selectingalternative harb9r oil spill removal systems.
Univ, Wisconsin—Milwaukee , College of Engr. and
Applied Sci., Apr. 1976.
W ashburn , A B
MOE’s for electronic w a r f a r e
4 1st Mil i ta r y Op er . Res . Soc . Sy mp os ium , Fort  NcNair,
W ashington, D. ~~., July 11—13 , 1978.
Brown , G G; Taylor , J G
Numerical determination of the parity—condition
parameter for Lanch ester-type equations of mo~ ernwarfare
Military Applications Session, 3RSA/TINS Conference,
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 9, 1977.
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• DEPARTMENT OF OPERATION S RESEARCH
V 
CONTRIBUTt DM5 TO BODKS
Esary, 3 D
Tile effect of model ing depth on reliability predict ion
for systems subject to a pha~ ed mission profile.IN Nuclear Systems Reliability Engineering and
Risk Assessment •edited by J. B. .Fussell and G.B. Burdick , pi btish~ d by the Society forIn~ ustrial  and A pplied M a t h em a t i c sPhiladelphia, Pa., 1977, p. 562—58k .
Forrest B N
Naval Operati9ns analysis.
Naval Institute Press, Annapolis , Lid., p. 2~ 8—302.
Gayer, D P
Probability models in logistics (Chapter 12).
Moder n Trends in L gxstic s Res. M.I.T. Press, 1976,
p. 296—331.
Ga yer , D P
Ch. 3— 7
Handbook of Oper. Res., vol. 1, floder an d Elmaghra by ,
eds., New Y or k, Van Nostrand Reinhold , 1973.
Hartian, 3 K
Ch. 14 Modern techni.ji,es of O.A. — dynamic programming.
IN Naval Oper ations Analysis, 2nd ed. Naval
Institufe Press , 1977, p. 289—295.
Lewis , P A W Cogley 3 d Welch , P D
The fast l’ourier ~rans~ orm algorithm and itsapplications
New Yor k, John Wiley & SOns, 1978.
Mars hall , K T’ Grinold , R C
Man power planning model s .
Amer . Elsevier, 1976. V
Marshall , K T G rinold , ~ CManpower planning models.
American Elsevier, 1976. 256 p.
Mars hall, K T G r~.nol d, R CManpower planning under uncertain conditions
The Inst. of Manage. Science, Studies in the Manage.
Sciences, vol. 8, p. 209—217, (1978).
Neil , D E
Laboratory investigations for the analysi s of
biorhy thms , (Ch. 7) •IN Ai bert Thumann , ed. Biornythms and industrial
safety. Fairmont Press, 1977.
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE S~ HOOLMonterey, California
DEPARTMENT OF OPERATION S RESEARCH
CONTRIBUTCONS TO BOOKS (cont’d)
Neil D R . •Statistical techniques for the analysi s of biorhythms.
(Cli. 6L ~N Albert Thuiain , ed. 5io~ izy thns and in dustrial- safety. Fai:mont Press, 1917.
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• DEPAR?M EN~ OF OPERATION S RESEARCH
JOU RNAL PiES & CONFERENCE PROCS
Barr, 0 B; Burae~ t , PA non parametric anal9jy of the analysis ,of covariance.
Journal of Educational and Psychological Measurement,
- vol. 37, no. 1, (1977)
Barr , D R R ichards, F R
Induces priors in decision problems.
Th e A nnal s of Statis t ics, vol. 5, no. 1, p. 182— 184,
(1977).
Barr , 0 9 Shudde, B
An analysis of earthqiake -frequency data.
Bull. of the Seismological Socie ty of America (Oct .
1977)
Barr, D B Skudde , R H
An analysis of earthquake frequency data
Bull. Seismological Soc. Am. , vol. 67, no. 5, p.
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autoregress3~.ve processes (DAR (p)ESpoasored by the Office of Naval Research . Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—5518022) , 1918. 29 p.
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- Lewis , P A N;  4 .awrance , 1 3
An exponential aut9regressive-moving average process
EARMA (p,q): definition~ and corre la t ional  propert iesSponsored by the Office of Naval Research . Naval
Pos tgradua te School, (NPS—557801), 1978. 35 p.
Lewis, ~ A N; She d ler , G S 
- 
• -Statistical analysis )f non— stationary series of events
in a data base system.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—55Lw76092) , 1976. 51
p.
Lewis, P A N; Shedler G S
Analysis and modell in; of point processes in computer
systems.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557738) , 1977. Lii p.
Lewis, P A N; Shedler , U S
Simulation methods for Poisson processes in
nonstationary systems
Sponsored by the  O f f i c e  of N a v a l  Research . Nava l
Pos tgraduate  School , (N PS—5 57801 9) , 1978. 25 p.
Lewis , P A N ; Shedler, U S
Siaula tion of nonhomo geneous Poisson processes b y
t h inning
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—5578014) , 1978. 23 p.
Marshall, K T
An analysis of bolter-hole spacing in aircraft carrier
landings -Na val Postg ra duate School, (NPS—~ 5780i3), 1978. 50p.
Marshall  K T
An interactive model to compute the officer manpower
plan for the United States Marine orps.
Naval Postg ra duate School, (NPS—557737) , 1977. 42 p.
Marshall, K ,T
Forecasting the number s and types of en~~ sted personnelin the United States Marine Corps: An interactive
cohort model.
Na val Postgraduate School (NPS—55—77—24) 1977. 31 p.
Marshall  K T
— - Department of Operations Research technical report list
1966’1976.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557735) , 1977. 16 p.
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Marshall, K T • • •A classroom demonstra: ion of the ~.angth—bias paradox inrene wal theory first words on printed lines are longer
than average.
Na val Pdstgraduate School, (NPS—551712) , 1977. ii p.
Marshall, K T
A classroom demons t r at i on  of the l en g t h — b ~ as p a r a d o x  inrene wal theory: f i r s t  words  on p r in ted  lines are  lon gei
than average.
Naval Postgraduate School , (NPS—5577i2) , 1977. ii p.
Marshall , K T • •Effic ient  com pu tation and  lon g r ange  op t imiza t ion
applications using a two—characteristic Markov-type
manpower flow model.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557723) , 1917. 31 p.
Marshall  K T
An int eract ive  model to compute the o f f i c e r  man power
plan for the (Inited States Marina Corps.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557737) , 1977. 42 p.
Marshall, K T; Butterworth B W
Survey of numerical met hods for application s of renewal
processes.
Naval Postgra duate School
Marshall, K T• Bicha;ds, F R
Analysis o~ deficits in discrete time resourceallocation problems with correlated supplies and
deman ds.
Naval  Pos tgradua te  School (NP S— 55 M TR H7 605 1)  1976. 18
p.
Mu ch , P R
A model for t h e  p r ed i ;t i on  of a d v a n c e m e n t s  in the  N a v y
Enlisted Force.
Naval  Postgraduate  School ( N P S — 5 5 M H 7 6 0 6 1)  1976. 14 1
p.
filch P R -Estimation of parametr ic length of service distributions
of advances of the Navy Enlisted Force.
Naval Postgraduate Schoo l (NPS—55NH76121) 1976. 141
p.
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Milch, P 9
The establishment of a new method of estimating the
num ber of advancements in the Navy enlisted force
Sponsored by the Uureau of Naval Personnel and Naval
PR&D Center. Naval Postgraduate School,
(NPS—557806~ , 1978. 147 p.
Zlilch, P 8
The establishment of a new method of estimating the
number  of advan cements in the Nav y enlisted force.
Naval Postgraduate School , (N PS— 55786) , 1979. 164 p.
Pilnick , S E • •An exan p~e of phased mission reliability analysis for ahypothetical naval weapons system .
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557728) , 1977. 36 p.
Pilnick, S E • • -An ex amp ie of phased mission re l iabi l i ty  analys i s  for  a
hypothetical  nava l w e ip o n s  system .
Naval  Postgraduate School , (N PS—5 5 7728)  , 1977. 36 p.
Poock , U K
Trends in majo r  a i r c r a f t  accident rates .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—55PK76061) 1976. 23
- p.
Poock , U K 
-Factors involved in the variability of monthly major
aircraft accident rates.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—55PK76071) 1976. 11
p.
Raike, N f; Buckingham 3 R; Kellehe r, N D
An optimization stu~ y of a low ther mal potential powe rsystem .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—69KK76091) 1976. 108
p.
Read , B B
Asymptotic efficien cy and some quasi me thod of moments
estimators.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—55777) , 1977. 69 p.
Read B R  •Stud y of the prediction of manpower change behavior
using regression methods.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557726) , 1917. 62 p.
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Read , 9 B
Methodology for efficLency and alteration of the
likelihood system.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—55-17—9) 1971.
Richards, F B 
-A nser~ s guide to the OA 3660 API. workspaceNaval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5578028) , 1978. 113
p.
Richards, F R~ Mars haLl, K TAnalysis o~ deficits ;n discrete time resourceallocation problems with correlates supplies and - I
deman ds.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—55t1TRH16051~ 1976 . 18p.
Richards F R - Woodall, S R
An interactive software package for time series analysis
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—55780314 ) , 1918. 171
p.
Richar ds, F R Woo dall, S B
User’s guit~e to the time series editorNaval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5578035), 1978. 32
p.
Shubert , B 0; ~rown, G COn random binary tree;.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—558W76061) 1976. 45 I -
p.
Shudde R H
HYF iX — Hyperbolic fi ing  wi th  three  sonobuoys.
M AVTA CSUP PA~T Fleet Mission Prog ram Library (Doc.C l O O l S )  1976.
Shudde R H
DIF~R — Bearings only t r~ ck~ ng wi th  least squares.NA V ?ACSU PPAI. T Fl eet Mission Progra m L ib ra ry  (Doc.
U 100 16) , 1976. -
Shudde 9 H 
-DAC~FIVE 
— Least squares tracking vita time, bearing, and
range.
NAVTA CSUPPACT Fleet Mission Program Library (Doc.
- 010017) 1976.
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Shudd e , B H
P511 Effectiveness project — results of 2 research
quarters.
Naval Postgraduate School letter report
(NCII(55SU) /pc, 3903. Ser: 5120) 1976.
Shudde, B H 
-Non~ ywmetra.c ballastic range, heigh t, time—of--flight andoptimal flight path angle computations with programs for
a Hewlett—Packard 65 calculator
Naval Postgraduate School (525—555076031) 1976. 17
p. -
Shudd e R I !
Sur!ace duct pr opagation  lo~ s — U P — 9 7  p l9t vers ion.NAVTACSUPPACT Fleet Mission Prog ram Library (Doc.
010015) 1976 .
Shudde B H 
- -filL6? — Hyperbolic lines- of- position wi th  two sonobuo ys .
N A V T A C S U P P A C T  Fleet Mission Progra m Libra ry  (Doc.
C10019) 1976 .
Shudde, B H
Speed and course give n range—only data from two
sonobuoys of two or more ti~es. -• NAVTA CSUPPA T Fleet Mission Program Library (Doe.
010021) 1976.
Shudde , B H
Bearing, speed and course given range and Doppler data
f rom two sonobuoys. 
-NA VTACSUPPACT Fleet Mission Program Library (Doe.
010020) 1976.
Shudde, B H  -On—station update of ceanographic information with
programs for the  HP —6 7 calculator
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—55774i), 1977.
Shud de B H
An in alysis of the Lloyd mirror pne nomena under constant
velocity gradient con~ itons with programs for theHP—67/91 calculator
Naval Postgraduate School , (NPS—557736) , 1977.
Shudde , B kIEst imation o f a  contacts ’ course speed and posit ion
based on bearings — only information from two moving
sensors with  a program f o r  an HP -67/ 9 7 calculator
Naval Postgraduate Schoo l, (525—557743) , 1977.
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Shudde B H
Tactical analysis on :he personal programmabl e
calculator—-six algorithms.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—55—77—31) 1977. 89 p.
Shudde , B H -An an~ lysis of the Ll3yd .irroç phenome na un~ er constan tvelocity gradient conhitions with programs  for the
HP—67/97 calculator .Na val Postg ra duate School, (NPS—557736) , 1977. 120
p.
Shudde , B H -Estimation of a conta~ t’s course, speed and positionbased on ~earings-only information from two movingsensors with a prog ra i f o r  an HP— 61/ 97 ca lculator .
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5577L43) , 1977. 16 p.
Shudde, R H
On—station update of oceanograpnic information with
programs for the HP-’61 calculator.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557741), 1917. 13 p.
Shudde B H
Tactical analy~ is on t he personal p rog ramma blecalculator — six algorithms. (rev. ed.I
Naval Postgraduate School, (525—557731) , 1978.
Shudde, ~ H -Tracking and environmental algorithms for the
Hewlett—Packard HP—67 calculator
Naval Postgraduate School , (NPS—55789) , 1978.
Shudde, ~ II -Tracking and environmental algorithms for the
Hewlett—Packard Ht-—67 calcul~.tor.Naval Postgraduate School, (525-55 789) , 1979. 59 p.
Shudde, B H; Barr , D B
An analysis of earthqiake frequency data.
Naval Postgraduate School tNPS—55S076121) 1976. 11
p.
Taylor .1 G 
-Optimal fire—support strategies.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—55TN76021) 1976. 146
p.
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Taylor J G  - -Differential—game exaiination of optima l tims—sequential
fire—support strategies.
Nava l Pos tgraduate  School (N P S — 5 5 T W 7 6 0 9 1 )  1976. 53
p.
Ta y lor, .3 G -Error bounds for the Liouville—Green approximation to
initial-value problems.
Nava l  Postgraduate  School ( 525 55—77—29)  1977.
Tayl9r , .3G - - -Fire distribution in anchester ine rtial combat, I:
“Square—law ” attrition of target types.Naval  Postgraduate  School , ( N P S— 5 57 7 11) ,  1977. 50 p.
Ta ylor • J GOn ~xouvil le ’ s normal  f o r m  for Lanchest~ r— type equation sof mo dern warfare wits variable coefficients
Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research and
Foundation Research Program. Naval Postgraduate
School, (NPS—557802(4), 1978. 28 p.
Taylor , 3 ~; Brown , C CAn examination of the effects of the criterion
functional on optimal fl.re—support policies.
Naval  Postgraduate  School LN PS— 5 5T W 55 5N 7 6092 )  1976 .
48 p.
Taylor 3 G Brown G G -A s&ort table ot Lanciester—Cliffor d—Scblaf~.i functionsSponsored by the U. S. Army Research Office and
Office of NAval Research. Naval Postgraduate School,
(525—557742) , 1977. 63 p.
Taylor, 3 C; Brown G G -A table of Lancf~ester- lifford—Schlafli functionsSponsored by the U. S. Army Research Office and
Office of Naval Research. Naval Postgraduate School,
(NPS—557739) , 1977. 90 p.
Taylor , .3 C; Brown U G -A table of Lanc~ester-Clifford— Schlafl1 functions.Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—557739) , 1977. 86 p.
Ta ylor, 3 G; Coistock , C
Force—annihilation coniltions for variable—coefficient
Lanchester—type equations of modern warfare, I:
M athema t i ca l  t h e o r y .
Nava l  Pos tgraduate  Schoo l (NPS—55 TW 7 60 81)  1q76.  35
p.
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DEPAR TM EN T OF OPERA TI ON S RESEARCH
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Tayl~ t .1 G; BroVn , C GP. -- :ther canonical met~ ods in the selection ofvaria ble— coefficient Lanchester-type equations of modern
warfare.
- Naval Postgraduate School, (525—557727) , 1977.
Thomas , N (I; Parry S N
An evaluation o~ the manufacturing operations at theRock Island arsenal.
Task Order (76—0O6~ p Battelle Columbus Labs., 1976.
Thomas, N U -  Ra ik e , W N -Note on £ ounding aome~ ts of an unknown probability massfunc t ion .
Amer .  Inst. of m d .  Engrs . Transac t ions, vol.  8 , no.
1, p. 153—154 , (1976) .
Thomas, N U 
- 
R ichar ds, F H 
-construction workload planning: A final report.
Naval Postgraduate School INPS—55RH761201) 1976.
Thomas , N U- Richards, F B -Construction workload planning: P~ final report.Naval Postgraduate School ~NPS—55RH761201) 1976.
W ashburn , A B
Gross mea sures of su rface—to- surface  Nava l  f i repowe r.
Na val Sur face  W eapo n s  Center .
Washburn  A R
Intro~~uction to Blotto gamesNaval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5578023) , 1978. 30
W ashburn , ~ B -Simulation of K a l m a n  f i l t e r  used fo r  short baseline
underwater tracking
Sponsored by the  N a v a l  Torpedo Station , Keyp or t ,
Wash. Naval Postgraduate Scnool , (525—5575015),
1978. 11 p.
Washburn  A B
Results of p l ay ing  an evasion game
Na val Postgraduate School, ~NPS—55783) , 1973. 8 p.
Howar d, G T
A target selection molel
Na val Postgraduate School, (NPS—557830) , 1978. 25 p.
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T ECHNI CAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont ’d)
Taylor, .3 C -
Fire distribution in •anchester inertial combat , I:
‘square— law ’ attrition of target types.
Naval postgraduate School , (Np5—557711), 1977. 50 p.
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D E P A R T M E N T  OP NATIONAL SECURITY A F F A I R S
CONFERE NCE PRESENTATION S
Valenta, J -The collective leader5hip and succession in the USSR.
15th Annual Southern Conf. on Stavic Studies , Univ.
of Virginia , Oct . 2 1 — 2 3 , 1976.
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DEPAR TMENT OF N A T I O N A L  SECURITY A F F A I R S
- 
COHTRIBU1’ (ONS TO BOOKS
¶ - Valenta, .3 - -Soviet—Cuban interven:ion in Angola 1975.
Univ. of Denver , ~~lo., 1976.
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JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS
Burke D P  - - -HeiLyer and land ymore: armed forces unification and an
Admira l ’s  revol t -Amer. Rev , of :a~ adian  Studies , Fall 1978.
Daniel, D C -Trends and patterns in major Soviet naval exercises
Naval War College Rev., p. 34—44 1, (1978).
Laurance 5 .3 - -The changing role of congress in defense policymaking
.3. Conflict  Resolut ion , vol. 20 , no. 4 , (1 916) .
Magnus, B 
-Muhammad Zahir Khan former king of Afg hani aa.
The Mi ddle East 5., vol. 30, no. 1, p. 17-8.., (1976).
Ma gn~is B H -did&le East oil and tie OPEC Nations.
C~{~~~
nt History, vol. 70, no. 112 , p. 22-26 , 28,
Magnus , B H
The foreign policy of the Arab Republic of Egypt.
.3. N. Rosenau and others eds., World Politics New
York: The Free Press, l~Jl6, p. 222—238.
Schutz, B N -The colonial heritage of strife: sources of cleavage in
the Zimba bwe liberation movement
Africa Today, vol. 25, no. 1, (1978).
Valenta, J
Reflections on the So, jet Foreign Polic y decision
Symposium Wtshington, D. C., May 9—10 , 1975.
IN Proc., 19~ 6.
Valenta, .3 -Eurocommunism in Eastern Europe: promi se or threat?
Problems of Communism , Mar. — Apr. 1978.
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Daniel, D C - -Defense natiomale per :eptions of the US—Soviet military
bal
~~~:~
.
postgraduate School (NPS—56DL76111) 1976. 127
p.
Daniel, D ç -Perc~ ptions of the su perpower mi l i ta ry  balances:Considerations and evidence.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5678001) , Feb. 1978.
290 p.
Magnus B H
Sha& , state and society in  c ontemporary I ran.
Report  on ir an , The S t an fo rd  Res .  Ins t . ,  1976.
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Harrison D E •Computer simulation of t~te sputtering o~ clustersWehner Retir em ent 5e.inar on Sputtering and Surface
Characterization , !Unneapolis, Nina., May 15, 1978.
Harrison D B; Garrison, B .3; Winograd , N
Computer simulation of sputtering
2nd m t .  Worksh9p: Inelastic ton—Surface Collisions,
Hamilton , Ontar io, Au g. 14—16 , 1978.
Sct*ache;, G B; Fairall W~ Davi dson, K L Houlihan, T Nscal~~ng laws for CN~ in the marine boun&ary layerHigh Energy Laser Progra m Rev. , Washington , D. C.,
J u L y, 197u .
Schacher , C E; Houlihan I N; Davidson, K L- •Fai;all C WShipboard measurements  of turbulence scaling in tf~emarine  boundary layer 
-We st Coast , A m .  GeoDhys i c a l  Union , San Francisco ,
Cal if . ,  Dec. , 1977 .
Tolles, W N ; Junq~ , D NModel of non-line—of—sight communication with lasers in
the •iddle UV
7th In —Service Ultraviolet Technology Meeting,Wa shington , D. C.,  N a v a l  Res . L a b o r a t o r y ,  Jan.  25 ,
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CON T~ IBUTtONS TO ROOKS
Schwirzke  F 3 
-1978 IkEE internationil conference on plasma science,
Monterey, Calif. Nay 15— 17, 1978
IN Proc., ±nst. of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, 1978, p. 330.
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Buskink, F B- No9re G L Daily, B B; Dyer , .3 N;
Maru yama , X k ;  Pit t~ an ~~ -The w idths of the E~ (delta T = 0 and delta T = 1) gian treson~ nces ~.n Iio—1 65Zeitschnift fur Naturforsc hung, vol. 31a, p. 668—669,
(1976) .
Buskirk, F R Pitt han, B
Isospin o~ the fine structure between 8 and 12 MeV inPb—208 and its implication for the nultipole assignment
of the 8.9 MeV resonaice
Physical Rev., vol. C16, p. 983, (1977). I 
d
Buskirk F B; Pitthan , R; Da ily, B B; Shannon, J ~;Smith, ~ UGiant resonances and bound collective states observed in
the scattering of 92.5 MeV electrons £rom the
closed—neutron- shell nucleus Y—89 between exCitation
energies from 2 .0  to 55 (1eV
Physical  R e v . ,  vol . C 16 , p .  70 , (1977)
Crit tenden, B C; Cooper , A N ;  Miln e, E A ; Rodeba:k , G N;
Kaimbach , S H; Açmstea d , B L 
-Long path, shipboard, and slant path extinction
measuremen ts - -Meeting of Propaga:ion Subpanel ot the High Energy
Laser Rev . ~rou p, wash ington , 0. C., July 18—20 ,
I~ Proc., Lincoln Labo ratory, 1978.
Coppens , A 8  
-Theoretical study of the p~opaga ti.on of sound into afast bottom from an overlying wedge
95th Meeting of the Acoust. Soc. Am., Providence R.
I., May 16—19, 1973. 3. Acoust. Soc. Am. vol. ~3,suppl. 1, Sli , Am . Inst. of Physics, p. 96, (1978) .
Cop pens, A B
Theoretical study of the propagation of sound into a
fast bottom from an overlying !~uid wedgeWorkshop on Seismic Propagation in Shallow dater ,
N R L  Wash ing ton  D. C., July 6—7 , 1978.
IN Proc., Ofhce of Naval Bes., 1978.
Crittenden B C- Cooper, A N ; !lilne, B A; Rodebac k, G N;
Kalibach ~ H; Ar estead, R LE f f e c6  of t u r b u l e n c e  on ima g ing t h r o u g h  the a tmosphe re
Optical Properties of the Atmosphere , Washington , D.
C. , Mar. 30—31 1978.
IN Optical  prop er ties  of the  Atmospher e , vol~ 142,Proc., Soc . of Photo—Optica l  I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n
Engineer s, 1978 , p. 130—134 .
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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
JOU RNAL PJBS & CO NFER ENCE PROCS (cont’d)
• Crittenden B C Cooper, A N; Mim e, E A ; Ro deback , G N;
Kalabach, ~ H~ ~rmstead, B LImage resolution through atmospheric tubulence
Conference on Range Instrumentation , Soc. of
- p hoto—Optica l Instrumentation Engineers, Fort Walton
Beach , Fla., Mar . 13— 114, 1 978.
IN Photo and El~ ctro— Optics in RangeInstrumen tation, vol. 134, Proc. SPIE, 1978, p.
Cnittenden B C Cooper , A W ;  M i m e , B A; Rodeback ,  G U ;
icaimbach ~ H ; 1rm st ea d, R Lspot f roa den inq and w i n d e r  in tu rbulence
Meeting of Propagat ion Subpanel of the High Energy
L~~ gr Rev. Group, 4ashington , D. C., July 13—20 ,
Proc., LincoL n Laboratory, 1978.
crittenden , B C; D~ vids3n, K LLaser transmissions in the marine environment.
Naval Res. Rev., vol. 29, no. 2, p. 6—10, (1976)
Harrison D B; Delaplain C B
coapider simu lation o~ the sputtering of clusters
~~ . of Appi . Phys., (1976) .
Harrison 3 B; Garrison, B 3; Winograd , N
Computer simulation of sputtering
A m .  Soc. for Mass 5pectrometry, St. Louis, No., May
28—June 2, 1978.
IN Proc.
Harrison, D E; Kel~ y, P 1; Garrison, B J; Winogra d, N 
I 
-
Low energy ion im pact on single crystal surraces
Surface Sci., vol. 76, p. 311—322, (1978) .
Kelly, B L Harrison , D ~ionization potent ia l  of FeXV I I in the  neon i.soelectronic
sequence, revised va].Iae
Atomic Data and Nu:iear Data Tables, vol. 1), p.
30 1—303, (1977) .
Medwin , H - -In Sit u  acoustic measurement s ot microb ubbles it sea
J. of Geophys. Res., vol. 82, no. 6, (1 977 )
M edvin ,  H
Counting bubbles acoust ical ly a r e v i e w
Ultrasonics , vol .  15 , no. 1, p. 7—13 , (1977k
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DEPAR TM EN T OF PHTSI S AND CHEMISTRY
JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Medwin , H . -Acoustical determinati ons of bubble size spectra
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., vol. 62, no. 4, p. 1041— 1044,
(1977)
Pitthan R; Buskirk F R 
-On t~ e monopoi~ Eireatht~ig mode in nuclei ,Spring Meeting , American Physical Society ,
Washington, D. C., A pr., 1 978. Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.,
vol. 23, p. 506, (1978).
Pitthan ,  R Hass, H Meyer , D H; Dyer, 3 N; Buskirk , F B
El tormLactor an& the existence of a breathing mode at
80 A—1/3 (1eV in heavy nuclei
Phys-. Rev. Letters, vol. 41, no. 19, p. 1276, (1978).
Sanders, 3 V - Coppen s, A B; Netzorg, ~ BExperimen tal study of the propagation of sound into a
fast bottom from an overlying fluid wedge
95th Meeting of the Acoust. Soc. Am ., Providence, B.
I., May 16— ’19, 1978.
IN ~~ . Acoust. So:. Am ., vol. 63 suppi. no. 1,
(1978) , Am. Inst. Phys., 197~ , p. 511.
Sanders, J V . - -The experiment: transmission of acoustic waves into a
fast fluid bottom fr9m a converging fluid wedge
Workshop on Seismic Propagation in Shallow Water ,
NRL Wash., July 6-7, 1978.
IN Proc., Office of Naval Res., 1978.
Sanders 3 V; Rajni~ec , 3The fattie of Tn Dub~ - Part 2Air Classics, (1977).
Schacher G B ; Fairall , : N- Davidson, K L ; Houli han , T N
Turbulence and drag coefhcient over the ocean
Oceans ‘78, Uasflinjton, D. C., Sept. , 1978.
IN Oceans ‘78: The Ocean Challenge , IEEE , 1978,
p. 6.
Schacher ~ B ; Davi dson , K L; Houlih an , r (1; Fa i ral l , C UVariation of turbulen:e parameters in marine fog
5th Symposium on Turbulence, Rolla , Mo., Oct., 1977.
IN 5th ~ymp os i uw on Tur bulen :e , Rolla , Mo ., Univ.of Missouri, 1978, p. 5.
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DEPARTM ENt OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
JOU RNAL P~JBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (:ont ’d)
• Schacher G B; Fairall, N -Use o~ resistance wires for atmosp~ eric turbulencemeasurements in the marine environment
Rev. Sci. Xastr., .31. 47, p. 703—707, (1976).
Schacher , G B; Fairall, C N
Frequency response of hot wires used for atmospheric
turbulence measurements in the mar ine environment
Rev. Sci. Inst., vol. 48, p. 12-17 , (1977).
Schacher , G E; Fa~.rall C N -Producing small scale temperature fluctuations in an
airst ream
Rev. Sci. Instrumeits , vol. 49, no. 10, p. 3, (1978).
Schacher , G E-Faira ll , ~~W; Houlihan, T (1; Davidson K LAn examination of scal ing laws for Ct squared in the
layer adjacent to ocean waves
Technical Digest, Opt ical Pro pagation Throu gh
Turbulence, Rain and Fog, vol. TUC 3, no. 1-3 ,
(1977)
Schacher , G E ;  Fairal]. N -Observational results on marine fog related variations
of small scale turbulence parameters (Ct squared and
epsilon) - - -Technical Digest, Optical Propagation Through
Turbulence, Rain an d Fog, vol. TVA 4, no. 1-4 ,
(1977)
Schacher , 3 B; Fairall, C N ; Houlih an , T fl’ Davidson, K L
Observations of the iiarine inversion with a shipboard
acoustic sounder -
Technical Digest, Optical Propagation Through
Turbu lence, Rain  an d Fog, vol. TUB 4 , no. 1-3 ,
(1977) .
Sctiwirzke, F R; Colper , ~ .W (1 - -Spontaneous magnetic field genera tion in shock waves
19th Annual Meet ing of the Division of Plasu
Ph;sics, Am. Phys. Soc., Atlan ta , Ga., Nov. 7—11 ,
IN Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 22, no. 10, Am.
Inst. Phys., 1977.
Schwirzke, F B; Cooper, A N
Spontaneous magnetic field geneçation in shock waves
19th A nnual Meetin; 9f the Division of Plasma Physics
of the American Physical Society, Atlan ta, Ga., Nov.
7—11 , 1977. - 
-
IH Bull. Am. Phys . Soc., vol. 22, p. 1160 , (1977).
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Schwirz ke, F B; Or~ n, L; ~almadge , 5; Taylor , R 3Diagnostics of impurities on Toka iaak surface by
laser—induc~d desor pt ion2nd Tropical Conference on High Temperature Plasma
Diacznostics, San ta Fe , N. N., Mar. 1—3 , 1978.
IN Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., vol. 23 , p. 697, (1978).
Schwirzke F B; Oren , L ralmad ge, S; Taylor , B 3
Laser—induced desorption of impur ities from the macrotor
Tokamak walls
Phys. Rev . L.etters, vol. 40, no. 18 , p. 1131—1184 ,
(1978) .
Sch wirzke, ~ B; Taylor , R 3 - -9oservation of radiativ e continua from high—Z ~.In purit1~ sin a Toi amak plasma . - -20th . Annua l Meetin~ Division of Plasma ~‘hy sics,American Physical ociety, Colorado Springs, Cob .,
Oct. 30—Nov. 3, 1978.
IN Bull. Am . PhYs. Soc. , vol. 23, p. 802, (1978)
Tolles, N N ; tJibler J N; McDonald~ J R; Harvey A BA review of the theor y and application of co~~ r en tanti—stokes Raman spe:troscopy (CARS)
AppI. Spectrosc., vol. 31 , p. 253—271 , ( 1 9 7 1) .
Tolles, N 1; Turner , B D
A com parative analysi3 of the analytical capabilities of
coher ent anti Raman spectroscopy (CARS) relative to
Rama n scattering and absorption spectroscopy
App l . Spectrosc., vol. 31, p. 96—103 , (1977)
To.Lles, N N ;  Essley  ~ L; Levenson , N DHeterodyne detection of coherent signals
Soc. Photo—Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
IN Proc., vol. 113 , p. 73—79, (1977) .
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
Coppens, A B
Comparis9ns of isograt ient—and isospeed—layer models for
ray tracing.
L1 Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—61—78--OOL$) , Apr. 1978.
46 p.
coppens, A B 
-Comparisons • f isogralient— and isospeed—layer modelsfor ray tracin g
Sponsored by the Naval Torpedo Station , Keyport ,
Wash. Naval Postgraduate School , (NPS—61780014) ,
1978. 46 p.
Coppens, A 8; S~nders, J V -An introd uction to th~ sonar equations withapplications.
Naval Postgraduate Schoo l (NPS—61SD76071) 1976. 120
p.
Fairall C U -  M ar k son , B - Sedlacek , 3
Alt i tude dependence o~ CT2 over the  ocean.tiaval. Postgraduate School (NPS—61FR77101) 1977. 50
p.
Fairall C N; Schacher 3 B -San ioaquin Valley tog: Attempts at electrical
dissipation .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS— 61SQF176031) 1976. 32
p.
Harriso~i D B; Fuman , U ~1 -FeasiLibity study of technical translation by a
technologist/translator (T/T) team.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—61flX76101) 1976. 16
p.
tiovarini, J C; Bruno , D
Comparative analysi s of numerically modeled sea surfaces
with different power spectra. 
-Dep t. of Oceanog. Rydrog. Office , Argentine Navy.
Ref. DOF— IT— 10, 1~76, 35 p.
Reese, N; cunningham , U P
Predicting Soviet Naval exerc ises
Sponsored by the Naval Ir)telligence Command , Naval
Field Operational Intelligence 3ffice.
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NAVAL P3STGRADU~TE SCHOOLMonte r e y ,  California
DEPARTMEN~ OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (:ont’d)
Reinhardt , B A - - - -Reactive I!etals in int ernal explosi ves: the combustion
of ma gnesium in air 
-Sponsored bX the Naval Weapons Cente r, China Lake,Calif., (NW .—TM-~3429), 1978. 1t~ p.
Reinhar dt, B A; Graham K 3
The design and construction of a stopped—flow apparatus.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—61R176092) 1976. 44
p.
Reinhardt B A; Graham , ~~ 3Eguili~riuii and kinetics of some simple complexes ofpalladium (II).
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—61R176071) 1976. 50
p.
Sanders, 3 V; Cqppen s, A B 
-An introduction to th? sonar equation s with
applicat ions.
Na val Postgraduate School (NPS-61SD76071) 1976. 120
p.
Schacher , G E; Davidsoa, K 4.- Houlihan T N; Fairall C N
Observed height ~nd stabilit y depenãe nce of turbulentkinetic energy dissipation in the atmospheric surface
layer
Sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command. Naval
Pos tgradua te  School , (N P S— 637 7002) , 1977. 35 p.
Schacher , G E; Fai ra l l  W
S~ n Joaquin Valley tog: Attempts at electricaldissipation.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—61SQF176031) 1916. 32
p.
Schacher , G E; Fairall( N ; Davi dson, K L ; Houli h an , T N
Experimental invest igation of th~ ma rine boundary layerin support of air pollution studies in the Los Angeles
air basin.
Na val Postgraduate School (NPS—61—78—002) , Feb. 1978.
257 p.
Schacher , G E; Fairall , N ; Davi dson, K L; Houlihan , T f~Atmospheric turbulence measurements in marine fog during
CEVC0~ — 76Sponsored by t he  N a v a l  Air Systems Command. Naval
Postgra dua te Sch ool, (NPS—6177004) , 1977. 51 p.
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Mon ter e y ,  California
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS AND CHEMI STRY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Schacher G E; Fairall , N; Davidson, K L; Houl % h an ,  T N(JSNS fiayes marine b9undary layer research cruise:
preliminary evaluation of NPS data
Sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS— 6lFrDsHmSq77 lll), 1977. 32
p.
Schac her , G E; Fairall , C N ; Davi dson, K L; Houlitian , T N
Experimental invest igations of the marine boundary layer
in support of air pollution studies in the Los Angeles
air basin 
-Sponsored by the C~ lifornia Air Resources Board.Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—6178002), 1978. 250
p.
Schac her , G E; Fairall C U; Davidson, K L; Houlihan , T N
Atmospheric marine foundary layer measurements in the
vicinity of San Nicolas Island during CENCOM—73
Sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6178007) , 1978. 59 p.
Schacher , G E; Fairall , N; Houlihan T N; Davidson K L
Evaporation duct height measure ments in the mid—Atlantic
Sponsored by the Office of the Oceanographer of the
Navy. Naval Postgraduate School , (NPS—6178005),
1978. 136 p.
Schacher , G E; Houliha n, T N- Davidson , K L; Fairal l , C N
Observational results on the temperature str4cture
function parameter, Cr2, adjacent to ocean waves
Sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6377001) , 1977. 35 p. —
ScIaacher , G E; Houliha n, r N ; Davi dson, K L; Fai ral l , C V
Experimental aspects of a shipboard system used in
investigations of overvater turbulence and profile
relationships
Sponsored by the Naval Sea Syste ms Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6178001), 1978. 56 p.
Schwirzke , F B
The use of electrosta:ic probes in strong magnetic
fields - - -IEEE Mini—Course on Moder n Plasma Diagnosti:s,
Monterey, Calif., May 17—19 , 1978. 26 p.
Schwirzke, F B; Or en, L; T aylor , B 3
Measurem ents of wall impurity concent rations during
Tokana k d ischar ges 
-Sponsored by the tiPS Foundation Research and U. S.
Department of Ener~ y. Naval Po3tgraduate School ,(NPS—6179002) , 197g . 19 p.
Tolles, N N
A summary  of th e Po un la t .ion Development Program . R eportfo~ the period July 1, 1976 to Sept . 30 1977.Naval  Postg ra d uate School , (NPS—01278002PR) , Mar .
1978. 238 p.
Tolles, w N
A summary of the Founlation Development Program. Report
for the period 1 Jul 76 to 30 SeP 77.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—0l2—78—002PR) , March
1978, 238p.
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DEPARTMEN T OF PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Wilson , 0 B
Annual summar y report range studies prog ram report for
the period July 1975 - June 1976.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—71WL76081) 1976. 13
P~
Wilson, 0 B
Annual summary report range studies program.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—71—78—OO2PR) Dec.
1977. 33 p.
Wilson , 0 B
Annua l summary report: range studies program FY1978
Sponsored by the Naval Undersea Wartare Eng. Station ,
Keyport Wash. Na~ al Postgradua te School ,(NPS—61~ 90O1PR) , 1-978. 28 p.
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Baycura , 0 N
Nonlinear transforms.
Presen ted at the Conference on Annlied Mathematics,
Naval Postgraduate School, Feb. 2~—25 , 1978.
Baycura, 0 11
A nonline~r transformsywDosa.ua on The Information Linkage Between Applied
Mat~zematics and Industrv~ Navy Posf~graduate Scnool,Monterey,  Calif., Feb. 2i— 25, 1978.
Hoising ton, D B; Roder , P
The electronic warfare curriculum at the Naval
Postgraduate School.
5th Ann. Prowler E~ symp., NAS , Whidbey I.,Washin gton , July 1976.
iloisington, D B ?hoi~as, JThe Navy ’s e~ucational progr~ ms in elect;onic warfare.Presen ted at the Tn —Service Electronic Warfare
Conferen ce at the tipS, May 3—5 , 1977.
Myers , G A
Intearated circuit freguency demodulators.
SrEEM , Mon terey, MeKico, Sept. 19—23 , 1977.
Myers , G A
Internal mo dulation (IN) of sinusoidal carrier waves.
SIERN , Mon terey, ~1e~ ico, Sept. 19—23 , 1977.
Panhoizer , B
Pocket calculator update.
Wescon Prof. Proaram , Los Angeles , Calif., Tech.
Session No. 7, 1976.
Panhoizer , B
Advanced oocket calculators.
IEEE. tntern. ConY. Electro 76, Boston, Mass. , Tech.
Session No. 32, 197L
Panh9lzer , B
High performance building blocks for microprogrammed
systems.
Wescon Prof. Pro
Session No. 26, ~~~~ 
Los A n geles, Calif., Tech.
Parker , S B
Midwest s ymp o s i u m  on ;ircuits and systems.
Session ~hairiuan Lubbock , Tex., A u g .  1977.
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M o n t e r e y ,  Cal i forn ia
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE PRESEN TATIONS ( con t ’d )
Parker , S B - - - -The pheno!enon of limit cycles in digital filters
IEEE Circuits & Systems Soc. Santa Clara Section,Lockheed Cor pora tion , Dec. 1~ 77.
Parker, S B
Noise ja digital filters. 
-Seminar at the University of California, Lo s An geles,
Au g. 1977.
Powers J P  -
IE/~Q techn9logy base IElectronic Na~ fare  Nava l Postgra dua te School ,Monterey, Calif., sec. 4—9, 1978.
Strum , B D - - - -The teaching of electronic epgineering in degree courses
Conference at the Jniversity of Hull , EngLan d, 1976.
Tao T F  -
~resent status and future development of large scalememory an d storage dev ices.
Presented to a National Science Foundati on Committee
fleeting on Mass Storage Development , Palo Al to,
Calif., Apr. 6, 1977.
Tao T F  - - -f’rogress of bipolar injection logic and short channel
DMOS and VNOS logic .
Presen ted at the Institute of Defense Analysis
Symposium on the Ut~4ization of Large Scale -Integrated Circuits in Military Systems, Arlin gton,
Va., Au g. 9—11 , 1977.
Tao T F
f~resent status and future development of large scalememor y and storage devices.
Presented at the 1977 Symposium on Automated
P~ oç1uction Storage, Retrieval apd Display ofDigitized ~ngineerin g Data, Nava l PostgraauateSchool, Jan. 13—14, 1977.
Tao T F
~onrecursive PINSE spatial filter to suppress correlatedspatial noise.
Presented at the 11th Asilomar Conference on
Circuits, System s and Computers, Asilomar, Calif.
IN Proc., 1977.
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NAVAL ?OSTGRADUATE ScHOOL
Monterey, California
D E P A R T M E N T OF ELE CTRI CAL EN GINEE RING
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont ’d)
Tao T ~~; 8,rYehoshua, D; Martinez , Bapplications of microprocessors to control problems .
Presented at the 1977 Joint Automatic Control
Conference, San Francisco , Calif., June 22-24, 1977.
Tao T F; Gerard, H
~CD and SAW signal processingAsi].omar Conf. on ircuits, Systems and Computers,
As i.lomar , Calif.
Tao T F;  H9lmes , 5; Camobell, ~ ; Pollack, N Skiavanos G
~om parat3.ye sens1tivity studies of saapleã analog SA (4,CTD and digital processors. 
-Presented at NATO A GARD Symposium 9n Impact of Charge
çoup~ed Devices and Surface Acoustical Wave Devicesin Signal Processing and Imagery in Advanced Systems,
Ottawa, Canada , Oct. 11—15 , 1977.
Tao T F; Holmes, S- Plenning, K
present status o~ real time signa l processordeve~.opment . - - -Military Defense ELectronics Expo Conf., Weisbodem ,
V. Bar, Oct 6—8, 1976.
Tao T F ; Ku N - -
~heory an~ applications of recursive CTD sampled analogfilters.
Presented at NAT O A~ A RD Symposium 7 n Im pact of chargeçou p~ ed Devices a~id Surface Acoustical Wave Devicesin Signal Processing and Imagery in Advanced Systems,
Ottawa , Canada , Oct . 11—15 , 1977.
Thaler G J; Dçurey, H L 
-Nonhinearities in a submarine depth and pitch control.
Milwaukee Symp. on Autom . Control, 1916.
Thaler, G J ; Van Tansel , P
Singular  surfaces in t param eter space wi th a pp lica tion s
to feedback control systems.
Conf. on I~ form. Sciences and Systems at JohnsHopkins Univ., 1976.
Thaler, G J~ Vhrim .J JDesign o~ a nonlin ear 3peed control system.Milwau kee Symp. on Au tom . Control, 1976.
Titus, H A
Non—command guidances scoring
Crossbow Conf., Ft. Worth , Tex., Sept., 1973.
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NAVAL POSTGRADU A TE ScHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMENT OP ELECTRICA L ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Ti tus, H A; Beaudet, C; datts , K
EA— 6B mission pla~ning program.24th  Annual Joint Electronic Warfare Conference ,
Naval Postgradua te School , Nay 1977.
Titus, I~i A; Shach ar , MThe image processing tlgoni~ hins for lB target tracking.AsilOmar Con ference on Circuits and systems, 1976.
Titus, H A; Shu m a ker R -An analy sis of op~ imu~ methods of decontroling amissile.
24th Annual Joint Electronic Warfare Conference,
Naval Postgraduate School, May 1977.
Wozencraft, J N
Dynamic network routi.i g -
Data Networks, Massachusetts Inst. of Technol. ,
Cambridge , Mass., Dec. 14, 1977.
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N A V A L  P O ST G R ADU 4 TE ScHOOL
Monterey, California
DEPARTMEN T DY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CONTRIBUTtONS TO BOOKS
Powers, J P - - -Coiputer simulation of linear acoustic diffraction.
Acoustical Holography, vol. 7.
IN Ed by L. V. Kessler , Maw York , Plenum Press,
19~~7 , p. 193—205.
Titus H A  —io -E i~ Asilomar :onfereice Pro:eeding~ .Wester n Periodicals, Nov., 1976.
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N A V A L  ? 3S T G R A D U ~ TE S~ HOOLMon ter e y ,  California
DEPARTMEN T OF ELECTRICAL EN GINEERING
JOU RNAL P~JBS & CONFERENCE PROCS
Burton, B N -On measuring elliptically polarized surface currents.
IN Proc. Nati. Coat. on Electroma gn etic
Scattering, 1976 , p. 132—135.
Bur ton, B N; Beyatte, w ~Charge and current distributions on cross—monopole
transi~ tting ant9nna . - - -1977 Internat~onal Scientific Radio Union (URSI) ,Stanford , Calif, June 1977.
IN Proc.
Burton , B N ; Beyatte N
Charg e an~1 current di;trib~itions on cross—monopoletransmitting ant~ nna. - -1977 International Scientific Radio Union (URSI) ,
Stanford , Calif., June 1977.
IN Proc.
Burton B N ; King R N P - -Surlice currents and ;harges • n an electrically thickconducting tube ~.n an E-polarized , normal— by—inc ident ,plane—wave field, 2, me asurements.
Radio Sci., vol. 11 , nos. 8, 9, p. 701—711, (1976).
Bur ton, B N ; King,  B N P -Measured curreu ts and charges on thin crossed antennas
in a plane—wave field.
IEEE Trans. on Antenna s and Propagation , &P-23 , no.
5, p. 657—664, (1916).
Burton1 B N; Kin g B W P -Sur face . currents and :harges on an electrical~ y thickconducting tube in an E-polarized, norraal—by—iricident,
plane—wave ~ie1d, 1 , theory.Radio Sd ., vol. 11 , nos. 8, 9, p. 687—699, (1976).
Bur ton, R N; King ,  R N P; Shen, L E
Electri~c an d magn etic f i ç lds int~uc ad on the s u r f a c e s ofelectrically thin and thick cylinders and crossed
cylin ders by an incident plane wave. -IN Proc. Nati. onf. on Electromagnetic
Scattering, 1976 , p. 45— L4~~.
Burton, B N ;  Salle, J D
Infrared detect ion of surface charge and current
distributions. - -1977 International Microwave Symposium , San Diego,
Calif. June 1977.
IN hoc.
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL EN GINEERING
JOURNAL PJBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (:ont’d)
Bur ton, B If; Selim J D -Infrared detection of surface charge and current
distributions. - -IN Proc. 1977 Inter national ~icrowave Symposium ,June 1977, San Diego, Calif.
Chan , S G
On modified transmittal butterworth—chelyhen fitter
Presented at the 2Dth Midwest Symposi um on Circuits
and Systems, Lu bbock 4 Tex., Aug. 15—17 , 1977.
IN Proc., p. 115—118.
Hoisington, D 5 Alexander 1 S JA theoretical and experimental investigation of phase —
from distortion j4eaing (Y).
21st Annual  JOint Electronic W a r f a r e  Conference  at
the U. S. Air Force Academy, (ASD—TR—76—23) .
IN Proc.
Hoisington, J~ B Al~ xan der 1 S JA theore t ical and exper imen 1~a l  invest igat ion ofphase—front , distort ion j a m m i n g .
Tn —Service Electronic Wart are  C o n f . ,  Air Force
Academy,  Colorado Spr ings , Co b . ,  May  1976.
IN Proc., 1976.
Hoisington D B; Carroll, C B
Improveã sweep wavefor m generator for bistatic radar.
12th Ann. Joint Electronic Warfare Conf , A berdeen
Proving Ground Nd.
IN Proc., 1~~76.
Ifoisington D B; Carro]~l, C E , -Improve& sweep wave form generator for bistatic radar
Intelligence and Radar ECM/ECCN (U) , vol. 1, (19 76)
Hoisington D B~ Knorr , 3 BThe Soviet click jammers and the threa t to the U. S.
Navy radars (U)
23rd Annual Joint El~ctronic Warfare Coaf., A berde en,M d . ,  U. S. A r m y  P r o v i n g  ~r ou nds.IN Proc., U. S. Ar m y ,  1978 , p. 24.
Hoisington , D B; r it u s 1 I AElectronic war f a r e in wissij e  design.
IN Colboci. on the Design , Development , and
Evaluat ion of N a v y  Tactical Missile Sys tem s ,
Naval  P o s t g r a d u a t e  School , A pr. 1976.
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Kir k, D E~ Hewett , N D - -Tra1ec~ ory optim3 zatl n using a second—order epsilonmethod.
A IAA 3. Air craft , vol. 13 , no. 3, p. 174—179 , (1976)
Kirk , D B; La Rock B B; Pa r k  C Y
Computer—aided ~esign of ctserver-controllers.Computers and Elect. Eng., vol . 3, p. 53—64, (1976) .,
Myers , G A
New IC’s for telecommunications systems: an overview
WESCON ‘78, Los An;eles, Calif., Sept., 1978.
IN Proc., Electronic Conventions, 1978. p. 34.
- 
- 
OhlsoD, 3 E
Shipboard RFI considecat~.ons~1976 Natl. Telecommunications Coaf., Dallas, Tex.,
43.6— 1
Ohlson, 3 B -A correla tion polarimeter for noise-l~~ e signals.IEEE Trans. Aerospace and Electronic Systems , AE S—12 ,
no. 2, p. 245—254, (1976).
Ohison, 3 B - -A correlation polariacter for noise—like signals.
IEEE. Trans. Aer ospace and Electronic Systems, AES—1 2
no. 2, p. 2’46—254, (1976).
Ohlson, 3 B
Shipboard RFI considerati~ons.1 976 Natl. Telecommunications Conf., Dal las, Tex.,
143 .6— 1 to 43.6—3 (1976).
Ohlsoz~, J E  -Shipboard satellite c wmunica tion systems.
IN Naval Resear:h Revie ws, vol. 29, no. 2, p. 31 ,
1976.
Ohison • J ~statistics of the first—order phase—locked loop wit h
fluctuating signal amplitude
IEEE Trans. on Coemuns., vol. COM—26 , no. 10 , p.
1472— 1474, (1978).
Parker S B
synthesis of N-dimensional recursive digital. filters by
Taylor series ex pan~ ion ,IEEE Trans. ot Circuits and System s, vol. CA S Z~4, no.1 , p. 28—314, (1977 .
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Parker, ~ BModeling for fault tot eranc~ -• IN Proc., Industry/Joint Services Automatic Test
Conf., Nat’b Security Industrial Assn ., 1978,
p. 82—83 .
Parker , S a; Gir~ rd, P BCorrelated noise due :o roundoff in fixed point digital
filters. 
-IEEE. Trans. Cir cuits and Systems, CAS—23 no. 4, p.
204—211, (1976).
Parker , S B; Ko, S 3
A two dimensional adaptive recursive digital filter in
image processing 
-IEEE m t .  Symposium on Circuits and Systems.
IN Proc., 1IEEE *78CH138—ICAS), 1978, p. 308—312.
Parker , S B; Souchon , L
A design technique to an N—dimensiona l recursive fil,ter.
IEEE. Intern. Symp. on Circuits and Systems, Munich ,
Apr 1976.
IN Proc. 1976, p. 367—368.
Powers , 3 P - - -Computer simulation of linear acoustic diffraction.
IN Presented at the 71~h International Sympo~ iumon Acoustical Imaqinq and Holography, Chicago,
Ill., Aug. 3)—Sep-f. 1, 1976.
Powers 3 P - -An tM— CW laser radar incorporating an acousto-optic
modulation.
IEEE. Ultrasonics Symp., Anna polis, Md. Oct. 1976.
IEEE. Trans. on Sonics and Ultrasonics, f97$.
Powers, 3 P; DeBlois, 3 1 !; O’Bryon , B T;
A com puter aided ultrasonic imaging system 
-8th m t .  Syi posium on Acoust. Imaging, Key Bisca yn e,
Fla. May 29—Jun e 2, 1 978.
I~ Acoust. Holography, vol. 8. (Plenum)
Powers, 3 P; Frau fel der, N ;  Chance , T
A Co2 laser FM—CW ranging and vebo;ity measu rement
system incorporating an acoustooptic modulator.
IE EE U ltra sonics Sy m p o s i u m , Anapolis , Md., Sept.
29—Oct. 1, 1976.
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Powers, .J P; O’Bryon , H 1’; Patton , J W
An ultraso9ic imaging system incorporating
computer— aid~ d coherent processing -914th Meeting of the Acoust. Soc. A m .  , Miami Beach,
Pla. Dec. 12—16 , 1977.
Ifi 1. Aco ust. Soc. Am., vol . 62, suppl. no. 1 , p.
522, (1977).
Rahe , C A; Bobbins , C B
Spotlight
3. Acoust. Soc. Am. , vol. 61 , (1977).
Tao T F
~harge transport devices.Na val Res. Rev. , vol. 29, no- 2 , p. 19—23 , (1976).
Tao T F
~harge tran sport devices.Na val Res. Rev. , vol. 29, no. 2, p. 19—23 , (1976).
Tao T F
kesent status and future development of large scale
memory an d storage devices.
IN 1977 , Symp. o~ Automated Pr9ductlon , Storage,Retrieval, and Display of Digitized Engineering
Data.
Tao T F
fresent status and future developments of large scale
memor y and stoçage devices.
1977 Symposium on lutomated Production , Storage
Retrieval and Display of Digitized Engineering ~ata.IN Proc., p. 122— 134 , (1977).
Tao T F
~resent status and fut iire development s of large scalememory and storage devices.
1977 Symposium ~n (utoiaated Prod uction , StorageRetrieval, and Display of Digitized Engineering fata.
IN Proc., 122—1314 , (1 977J .
Tao T F 
-time signal proc?ssing 
-22nd of the Soc. of ~hoto- optical InstrumentationEng. San Diego Calif. Aug. 2 8 — 3 1 , 1978.
Proc., vol. 1514 , f978, p., 1—8.
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Tao T F; BaiYehoshua , 0; Martinez , H
Ipplications of microprocessors to control problems.
1977 Joint Automatic Control Conference.
IN Proc., p. 8-16 , (1977)
Tao, T F; BarYehoshua , D; Evenor , B; Ad~ ins JSta tistical nonrecurs ive spatia l filter ~or processin gor infrared mosaic sensor iw~ges22nd of the Soc. of Photo—optical Instrumentation
Eng., Aug. 28— 31 , 1978.
IN Proc., vol. 156 , 1978, p. 10— 19.
Tao, T F; Baryehoskiua , D Mar tinez , ti
Present status and future development of large scale
memory and stoçage devices. 
-1977 , Symposiuw on tutowated Production , Stotage
Retrieval and Displ~iy of Digitized Engineering fata ,p. 122—134
Tao T i’; BarYehoshua , 0; Martinex , H
}~pp lications of microprocessors to control problems.1977 Joint Automatic Contr cl Conference.
IN 2roc. p. 8—16.
Tao T F; Baryehoshua , 0; Martinez , B
A ppiicatiox~s of microprocessors to control problems .1977 Joint Automatic Control Conference.
IN Proc., p. 8—16 , (1977) -
Tao, T F~ - C~ mpbell G; P llack, MSens1 -~1v1ty stuãy of the chirp z transform and the primetransfor m as sampled analog d iscrete fourier transform
algorithms.
10th Asilomar Conf. on Circuits, Systems and
Computers , Nov. 1976 , Asilomar , Calif.
IN Proc. 1976 , p. 372—380.
Tao T F~~ C~ mnpbell G; Pollack , Msensitivity stuã y of the chirp I transform and the prime
transior am as samp led analog d iscrete fourie r transfor m
algorithms.
10th Asilomar Conf. on Circuits , Systems and
Computers , Nov. 1976 , Asilomar , Calif.
IN Proc., 1976, p. 372—380.
Tao , T F; Holmes , S with others
Sensitivity stu~ y of saiipled ana1o~j signal processing.19th IEEE. ~idwest Symp. on Circuits and Systems ,Milwaukee , ~is. Aug. 1976.IN Proc., 19’~6, p. 1430—1439.
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Tao T F; Holmes S w i t h  others
~ensit1vity stud y of samp led analog signal processing .19th IEEE. Midwes t Symp. on Circuits and Systems ,
Milwaukee, Wis. Aug. 1976 .
IN Proc., l9~ 6, p. 1430-1439.
Tao T F; dolmes, S with others
~he3ry and app l.icat ions of sampled analog recursive C~ Dcomb filters.
Corif, on Charge Cou pled Device Lechnol. and
AppllcatlDns , Dec 1976, Wa shington , D. C.
IN Proc. 1976 , ? .  1 — 1 0 .
Tao T F; Holmes, S with others
heory and app lications of sampled analog recursive CTD
coino filters.
Coof. on~~ harye Coipled Device rechnol. andApplications , Dec 1976 , Washington , D. C.
IN Proc. 1976 , ~ 1—1 0.
Tao T F; Saetre , L with others
~ecurs ive  CTD comb f i l t e r  and  its ap p l i c a t i o n s  to r TIradar  s ignal  pr9cessi.ig .
1976 Govt. Microcircuit Applications Conf., Nov.
1976, Orlan do F].a.
IN Proc., ¶976, p. 246—249.
• Tao T F; Saetre , L with others
~ecursive CTD comb filter and its applications to MTIradar signal processing.
1976 Govt. Microci:cuit Applications Conf., Nov.
1976 Orlando F la.
Proc., 1976, p. 246—249.
Titus, H A; Holsington 1 ) BElectronic warfare in missile design.
Collog . on the Design , Develop, and Evaluation of
Navy Tactica l Missile Systems. Naval Postgraduate
Scnool , A p r .  25— 30 , 1 976.
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Adler E W
“A~AP” antennas—~ cattarers analysis program: auser—oriented thin wire antenna coapute~ codm.-
‘ 
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—62AB770801), 1977.
133 p.
Adler, R V
Electromagnetic compatibility survey.Naval Post gr aduate School, (NPS—62Ab770901) , 1977.
V. p.
Duffin, J H  ,
Investigation of airb rne chemica l concent;ations in
certain work areas of Naval Air Rework Facility at North
Island, Calif.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—62DN76121) 1976 . 113
p.
Duffin J H 
• .A study of the aircraft engine ew~.ssions catal g in itspresent form: suggestions regarding a proposed summary
cata~.og -Aircraft Environme~tal Support Oftice, Nor th Isl and,Calif., (AESO 101—78—01) , 1978. 50 p.
Duffin J H
A stu dy of the aircraft engine emissions catalog in its
present form. Suggestions regarding a proposed summary
cata4og
Aircraft Environwe~tal Support Office, North Isl and,Calif., (AESO 101—78—01), 1978. 50 p.
Gerba, J A Thaler , G J
A aethol for scaling the heave motion equations of the
C.A.B. 6—D.O.P. loads and mot ion progra m from model to
full— size craft
Sponsored by the thwal Sea Systems Comman d (PNS—3014) ,
Surface Effect Ship Project Office. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6277002) , 1977. 112 p.
Gerba, J A; Tha~.er, G JPressure ratio effects on the heave motion
characteristics and pressure dyn~iics of the XR-3 loadsand motion program forforstep weight t~~ nsients.Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—ô2TrllOll) 1~ 77.
Gerba, J A; Thaler , G 3
Frequenc y response studies of ambient pressure effects
on the XR—3 computer prog ram (6—D.).F.J.
Naval Postgraduate School (tIPS—62TR—77091) 1977.
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• Gerba, J A; Tha~.er, G 3Pressure ratio effect on the heave moti on
characteristics and pressure dyna mics of the XR— 3 loads
and motion program for step weight transients.
Naval. Postgraduate School (NPS—62TR—77011) 1977.
Gerba, J A Thaler, G J
A •etho& for scaling the heave motion eguat~ons of theC.A.B. 6—D.O.F. loads and  motion p rog ram from model to
f u l l — s i z e  cra f t .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—6277002) , 1~ 77. 42 p.
Gerba, J A; Thaler , C 3
Frequenc y response studies of ambient pressure effects
on the XR—3 computer program (6—0 D. P.).
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—62Tr77091) 1977.
Gerba, 4 ~;.Thaler G , JSensitivity analysi~ of the XR— 3 heave equations tochanges in plenum air leakage and influx rates
Sponsored by the ~iaval Sea Syst?ms Command (PMS—304) ,Surface Effect Ship Project Office. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6278038PR) , 1978. 90 p.
doisington, D B
• Magnetic ranging and magnet ic sensors for the TRIDENT
program (V).
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—62Hs—77031) 1977.
Hoisington , D B Alexander 1 S JA theoretical and e~perimen~a1 investigation ofphase—front distortion jamming.
Naval Postgra duate School ~NPS—52HS7601) 1916. 35 p.
}Ioisington D B; Knorr , 3 B
Soviet !Iaval electronic warfare (U) , the Soviet cl.lck
jammers and the threat to U. S. Navy radars, initia l
effort (U)
Sponsored by the Naval Intelligence Support Center.
Naval Intelligence Command , (NIC—1732R—002—78) , 1978.
• 33 p.
Hoisingt on, D 5’ Thomas, J
TIRe Navy s  eàucationa i programs in electronic warfare.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—lJHs—77051) 1977.
Knorr J~~Eflectiveness of Sovi?t click jammers against U. S.
Naval radars: genera l considerations.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—7317001) , 1q77 .
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H Knorr, J B
Dielectric loaded finned wavequide study.
Naval Postgraduate School ~NPS—62Ko77031A ) 1977.
Knor~, J B ,Dielectric leaded finned waveguide study.
Nava l  Pos tgradua te  School , (N PS— 62K 077 0 3 1A) , 1977.
53 p .
Knorr, J B
Soviet Naval electronL c warfa re (U) , effectiveness of
soviet click jammers against U. S. Naval radars:
general considerations (U)
Sponsored by Naval Intellige nce Support Center.
Naval Intelligence oimand , (NIC—1732R—001—78) , 1978.
49 p.
Knorr,J B
Annual summary report, range studies prog ram.
Naval Postgra d ua te School, (NPS—71Wl76081) , 1976. 12
p.
Myers G A Kilborn , B
interval modulation (CM) of a sinusoidal carrier.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—62Nv—77031) 1977.
Ohison .1 E; Adler H W; Hollar B (C
Evaluation of t&e AS—3018/WS&—1(V) shipboard SATCON
antenna.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—52AB7603t) 1976. 61
p.
Ohison, J E Arneson, D
A level &enslty analyzer for shipboard BFI measurem ents.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76107) 1976. 83
p.
Ohlson J ~ Brick, B S£ slmpla.hed simulator for shipboard radio frequency
interference in satellite communications.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76109) 1976. 264
p.
• Ohlson, J 5; Carls9n R ~Receiver desensitization of the LNIVSC— 3 satellite
I . communications set.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—520L76091) 1976.
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Ohlson, 4 5; Carl.son, k
~uard ban ds and hardware modifications for RF~ reductionin &N/WSC—3 and ANISS&-1 satellite communications units.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76 121) 1976.
Ohison 3 B; Carlson , H F
~ertor~anc~ of the ANfWSC—3 and ANISSR— 1 satellitecommunications un its in the presence of pulsed radar
noise.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76122) 1976.
Ohlson,J 5; CarlsQn H
Receiver d~sensitizatton of the At4ISSR—1 satellitecommunications receiver.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76101) 1976.
OhlsQn, 4 5; Carlson , R F
8it—er~or rate measurements on the AN/WSC—3 an~ ANfSSR— 1satellite communications sets.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76102) 1)76. 60
p.
Ohlso~i, 4 E~ Landr y T CShtpboara radio ~reginncy interference in UHF satellitecoma unications.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76103) 1976.
Ohison 3 B; Mace, , F B
A high level noise blanker and HF amplifier syste, for
the UHF band.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76106) 1976. 107
p.
Ohison, 3 5; Meno, T D B
ITU registrations and Navy UHF SATCOM .
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—62OL7o104) 1976. 174
p.
Ohison .1 5; Parker G B
Deck boxes for uh~ SE~ OM radio frequency interferenceI , study.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS-6 20L76105) 1976. 55
p.
Ohison 4 E; Reid, N 5
Conical scan tracking wit h the 6~$-N—d iame ter antenna atgoldstone.
Jet Propulsion Laba Calif . Inst. Technol., Pasadena,Calif., (?R— 32— 1 60oJ 1 976.
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Ohison 4 5; Shuff, A H
instrumentation package for measurement of shipboard
RFI.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—620L76108) 1976. 73
p.
Rothauge, C H; WjJ,co; N L; Baycura, 3 N; Burton , H N
RM S system reliability study.
Nalal Postgraduate School, (NPS—6278005PR) , 1977. ló
p.
Sackman , G L
Future magnetic çangii g requirements for trident and the
feasability of simultaneous magnetic and acoustic
ranging (U)
Naval Postgra dua te School, (NPS—717700PR) , 1977,
(SECRET).
Sackian, G L
Introduction to acoustic signal processing.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—62Sa—77111) 1977.
Sackian, C L
Non—acoustj.c sensors.
IN Wilson, 0 B Range Studies Program: Annual
Summary Report , Naval  Pos tgra dua te School
(NPS—78l 76081), 1977. 13 p.
Sackman ,, G L~ Davis, W O~ Don4ldso n, P H• Introduction to acoustic signal processing.• Naval Postgraduate School, tNPS—62Sa77111) , 1977.
163 p.
Sackian , G I
Annual summary report range studies program.
• Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—71~ l16081), 1976.9—10 p.
Stentz,~ D A• A brief survey of adaptive control systems.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-62Sz77071) . 11 p.
Stentz, D A
A brief survey of adaptive control systems.
Naval Postgraduate school, (NPS-6278003) , 1978. 30
p.
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Stentz, D A
• A brief survey of adaptiye control systems• Sponsored by the Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering
Station. Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—6278003) ,
1978. 27 p.
Stentz, D A
Annual sumiary report range studies p rog ram.
• Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—71Wh76081) , 1976. 18
p.
Tao T 1; Pierret, H
in evaluation of inte;rated injection logic.
(FAA— RD—77— 137), Lag. 1977.
Titus, H A
Advances in passive target tracking .
Volumes I & II, Nava l. Postgraduate School , ~ay 1977.
Titus, H A Homer , C D; Kirk 0
The , application s of exten&ed Ka lman  f i l t e r ing  to thepos~~~~n locations reporting systems.
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Chang, C P
Study of planetary an! synoptic—scale waves of the
Northern summer mOnSOQfl .
~3ARP Study onf. on Numer ical Modeling of theTropics, Exeter, UK , Apr 1 97o.
Caang, ç P; ~elaney, 0 NPossibl3 inf luences  of sea—sur face  temperature on the
equat orial Pacific
uS/a S/ANS /DMG Conference  on ~4 a teor o logy  over  t h eTrogical Oceans, London, Unite d Kingdom , &i;. 21—25 ,
Davidson , [C I
Role of intermittancies in oDt~1.niag bulk estinates ofsmall turculance scale properties.
~4orkshop on Remote Sensing o~ tn e .iarifle 3oundar yLayer , Vail, Cob ., Aug. 1 976.
~avidson (C IStability and flux estimates in oari~~ fog :e~ imes .4tu Ann. Marine Fo~ Propa gation a.~v., Heno , ~ev.Jan. 1 976.
Da vi~ son , X L ;  Fairall, C N ; H oul inan , r :1; Sch acr ~er , G ~Evap ora t ion  auct height measure ment s
7th C A N CA N on fer en :e , Sh ecbroo~~e, Canada , ~a y ,  1978.
Bisberry , R I
Developmental exper iments for a west~ ra pacif:~ t:o~ i.ci4.cyclone forecast model.
Joint Organizing Coam. Study Con~ . on th~ Develop . otNume:ical Mo dels in t he Tro pics, Exeter, A pr. 1976.
Bisberry, R
Proqtess in tropica l rycbone forecasting.
Giooa1. Extea~ ed Raç~gs Automated Environ. Predict ionSystem Coord. Meeting, Monterey, Calif., lov 1976.
~ L; Camp,  N TRole of strong atmospheric forcing events in eodeli.ng of
oceanic tuermal s t ructure .
Ocean Forecast ing d or k sh o p ,  M o n t e r e y ,  Ca l if . ,  June
1976.
dan ey , R L
The oceans e ffec t s on L on g  te;, w e a t h e r  variaai l i .t ies
The ~or1d of t he  J :eaa , (G~ r 1 Scouts of Amer ica )  ,Asibom ar , Cal i f . ,  ~p r .  2 d — 3 0 , 1 918.
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Renard , R J
A new approach to the determina t~.on of climatologicalma rine—tOg freguencies with app1ic~ tion to thesummer—fog season ot the North Pacific Ocean• Monterey Peninsula Chapter of A m . Meteorol. Soc.,
Mon terey, Calif., Mar 1976.
Ben 
~I n . ~og diagnosis t n d  climatology from synopticweather reports and weather satellite observations over
the North pacific Ocean.Lath Cont . on Marine  Fog, Lab. of At mos. Phy.  , Desear t
Research Inst., Rena , Rev ., Jan. 1976.
Renard , H J
Marine—fog diagnosis and climatology from synoptic
weather reports and weather satellite observations over
the North Pacific Ocein.
lath Conf.  o~ Mar ine  Fog, Lab of Atmos. P hy . ,  Deser tResearch Inst., Rena , Rev., Jan. 6—7 , 1975.
Renard , R J
Observation, an alysis and predict ion of marine fog
Pro gram R~ viev tot Exploratory Development Program :Atm~spneric Environmental Support, N aya~.Environmental Prediction Research Facility, Mon terey,• Calif., Mar. 30—31, 1978.
Renard B J
Evaluation of remote ‘eather station data and the
airborne research data system in the Antarctica
U . S Antarct ic  Res. Program 1978 Or ient a t ion
Session, Arling ton, Va., sept. 17—20, 1918.
dilliaas , H ?. Ch ano, C P; Tupaz, J B
Stud y of p lanetafy and synOptic—scale waves  of the
northern Summer monsoon.
GLEP Study on Trop ical Numerical .  Modeling, Exetet ,
England , Ap r .  1975.
Bisberry R L; Shewchuk , J D; Walters. T PEffec~ s on in it ial data on a dy namical model of tropicalcyclone motion
Conterence on Meteorology over the Tropical Oceans,
Londo n, England , Lug. 1978.
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Bisbe rry , R L~LJpveLling in the oceai.
Ch . 11.
• IN Modelling and Prediction of the U er Layers ofthe 3cean, New York, Pergainon , 19ff, ~~~.178—228.
Renard , B J
Ch. 28 weather elemeits.tN American Practical Navigator, vol. 1. Defense
Zlapp1~ g Agency Hydrographic Center, 1977,(Public no. 9), p. 863—889.
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DEPART M ENT OF MET EO EDL 3 GY
JOU R N A L  P~ 8S & CONFEREN CE PROCS
• Chang, C P
Some theoretical prob . ems of the planetary scale
monsoons.
• 
Puri and Applied G?ophysics, vol . 115, p. 1089—1109 ,
Chanq , C P
Viscous jnter~ a1 gravity waves and low frequencyoscillations in the tropics.
• J ournal  of t h e  Atmo sphe r i c  Sciences , vol. 31$ , p.
• 901—9 10, (June 1977).
Chang, C p; Miller , C, III
Comparison of eas t erlF waves  in the  tropical p ac i f i c
dur ing  t w o  contrast in; periods of s ea— s u r f a r e
temperature anomalies.
~ourn al  of t h e  A t a spher ic  Sciences , (Apr .  1977)
Chang, C P; Pentimont i  ~ • JA numerical  s t udy  o~ t].me—mean N9rthern summer monsoonwith steady and t luc tuat ing  heating
Indian J. Meteo ro l ogy  Hydrolo gy and Geophysics , vol .
29, no. 1—2, p. 205-2~ 4, (19781.
Chana, C P
Viscous internal gravity waves and the low—freguency
tropical oscillations.
10th Tech . Conf .  oi Hurr icanes  and Trop.  Meteorology ,
Charlottesville, Vi . ,  Jul y 1976.
IN Bull. Am. Ne~eoro1. Soc., vol. 57, (1976).
Chan g, c PForcing of sttatosphe:ic Kelvin waves  by t ropospher ic
heat sources.
J. Atmospheric Sciences, vol. 33, p. 740—7141$ , (1976).
Chang , c PVertical structure of tropical waves maintained by
internally—indu ced cumulus heating.
J. Atmospheric sciences, vol. 33, p. 729—739, (1976).
Chang , C P
Comments on “Instability of large—scale disturbances in
the tropics”.
J. Atmospher ic Sci~nces , vol. 33 , p. 1667— 1668 ,(1976)
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• DEPARTMEN T OF METEOROLOGY
JOU RNAL PUBS & CONF EREN CE PROCS (cont’d)
Ch ang ,  C P Kuo , H L and o thers
Theoretical studi es.
Rept. Study Conf. )n Develop. ~umerica1 Models for• the T;opics, Exeter GASP Working Gro~ p on NumericalEx periments. Rept., vol. 13, p. 89—105, 1976.
Ch ang, C 2; Maas , E
A case of cr o s s—equa tor i a l  disp lacement  of a vor tex .
Monthly Weather Rev., vol. 101$, p. 653—655, (1976).
Ch ang, C P
Barotropic ins tability  of a sp~ t i a l l y — v ary i ng  m~ ap  flow .Conf. Atmospher ic  and Oceanic Waves an~ S tab i l i ty ,Seattle, Mar 1976.
IN Bull. Amer . leteorol .  Soc., vol.  57 , p. 101,
(1976)
Chang , C P Williams E~~ ; Tupaz , J BStudy o~ Monsoonal cirçulations.~Study Couf.  on Trop ical  Numer i ca l  Model l ing ,  Exeter ,
Engi . , UK , Apr 1975.
Da vidso n, K~ LDescriptions of op t i ca l ly  relevant  turbulence
parameters.
ODDS & £ Opt/Subm ill. im eter Wor kshop USA ? A cad. ,
• Colorado Springs, ~O1O., Dec. 1976 .
Davidson, K L
Shipboard measurement ;  of sma l l—scale t u rbu l ence
properties.
2nd Conf . on Ocean-Atmospher e Interact ions  (A N S)
Seattle, Wash., Apr . 1975.
IN Bull. Am. Meteorol .  Soc., vol. 57 , p. 137 ,
1976 .
Davidson , K L; cr it t en~ e1 ELa ser transmission in t he  mar ine  env i ronmen t .
Naval Res. Rev. , vol. 26, p. 6—Il , (1976) .
Davids9n , K L; Fairall , : W ; Hou l ihan , ? N ;  Schacher , G E
Optimal turbulence parameters in marine boundary
Laser s ‘78, Or lan do, Fla., Dec., 1978.
IN Proc., Spons~red by the SOC. PhotoInstrumentation Engineers, 1978, p. 10.
Da vidson , K L; H o u l i h a n , r
Optically relevant turbulence parameters in the marine
boundary layer.
A dv. Eng. Sd ., vol. 3, p. 1137—1152 (1976).
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Davidson K L; Hou l ihan , T
Besults on optically :elevant turbulence properties in
-
• marine boundary layer.
• SPIE/SPSE Symposium , Reston, Va., Mar. 1976.
IN Proc.
Davidson K L; Houlihan, ?
Turbulence effects upon laser propagation in the marine
boundary layer.
SPIE Con!. on Imaqinq througn t he  Atmosp he re  Reston ,
Va., Mar. 1976. SPI~~, vol. 75, p. 62—63, (l~~76J
Sisberry, H L; An thes, R and others
Dynamics and modeling aspects of tropical cyclones.
Study Conf. on Develop. Numerical Models for the
Tropics, Exeter England. Global Atmosphere Res.
Program WGNE . f eport No. 13, p. 119—131 , (1976)
Elsberry, R L; Camp, N. F
Oceanic the;maJ response to strong atmospheric forcing:
I characteçistics ol forcing events
J. Ph1si . Oceanogr . ,  vol. 8, no. 2 , p. 206—214,
Elsberry ,  B L; Cam p , N T
• Vertical heat fluxes associ~ ted with the deepeningmixed—layer during the cooling season.
2nd Conference on ):ean—Atmosphere Interactions.
IN Dufl. Am . Neteorol. Soc., vol 57, no. 1, p.
135, (1976).
Hisberry, B L Camp, N T
Th~ tole o~ st~ onq a tmospher ic  forc ing events inao~eling oceanic therial structure.Fall Meeting, AGU , San Francisco., Calif., Dec.,
ii~ EDS, vol. 57, no. 12, p. 936, 1976.
Elsber;y,  H L; Fr a im , T 3; Trapnel l , H N
A mixed— layer model of the oc~anic thermal response tohurricanes.
J. Geophys. Res., sol . 81, no. 6, p. 1153—1162 ,
Elsberry, S L; Garwood H N
Sea—surface t empe ra tu r e  anomaly  gene rat ion  in relat ion
to at m ospheric stor ms • Soc. , vol. 59, no. 7, p.
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• Lisberry, a L; Joh nson ,~4 FTest~ n g a  one—dimensional ocean therma l structurepred ict3on model with opera tional da ta
• Ameri can Geophysical Union Annual Fall Meeting, SanFrancisco, Cal i f . ,  Dec. 1977.
IN Tr ans. Amer. Geophys. Union, vol. 58, p. 1163.
Elsberry, B L; Ley , G V
On the strateg9 of initializing nested grid meshes in
numerical, weather prediction.
M on. Wea. Rev. , vol. 104 , no. 6, p. 797—799 , ( 1976).
Elsberry, H L; Ley, G N
Forecasts of t yphoon  I rma using a nes ted—gr id  model .
Non. Wea. Rev. , vol. 101$, no. 9, p. 11514—116 1 ,
(1976)
Rlsberry, R L; Per ry ,  B ; f l inswa i~ DExperiments with  a nested gr iã model fo r  tropical.
cyclone motio~ forecasts.Conf. on Simulat ion of Large—Scale Atmospheric
Processes, Hamburg, Germany Aug .fSept., 1976.
IN Proc., 1976, p. 162—115.
• Elsberry, B L; Raney , S 0Sea—surface tem perature response to variations in
atmospheric wind forcing
J. Phys. Oceanogr. , vol. 8, no. 5, p. 88 1— 837 ,
(1978 j .
Ha1ti r~er , G J. Backer , E IiInitial balancing with a variational method .
Pro. Intern. Coni. on Simulation of Large Sca’e
Atmospheric Processes. Annalen Der Meterologi e, N eu e
Poi ge 11, 1976, p. 119—121.
Haltiner G J; Sasaki, V K; Barke~ , E HA variation procedure for obtaining global balanced
winds.
World Meteqroloqical Conferenc e on Four— Dimensional
Data AssimilatiOns Paris Nov 1975.
IN Proc., vol. ii , p. f 98—223, (1976).
Haney, B L
Dynamical prediction f large scale sea surface
temperature anomalies.
IN Joint Oceanog. Assembly, Edin burgh, Scot.,
Sept. 1976.
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J O U R N A L  P~JB S & CONF E RENCE PSOCS ( :ont ’d)
Wanev, B L
The role of sur face mixing in the seasonal variation of
ocean thermal structure.
A .M . S .  Conf .  on Ocean Atmoph ere  Interact ions,• Seattle, Nash., Apr. 1 976.
IN Am. Meteorol. Soc. Bul l . ,  vol. 57 , n o. 1,
(1976)
Haney , S L
The effect  of s ea sgnaL ly  va ry ing  a twospherth  f o r c i n g  on
the  ocea n c i rculat ion.
Fall Ann .  Meet in g of the AGU , San Francisco, Calif.,
Dec 1976.
IN •E O S, Trans., vol. 57, no. 11 , 1976.
Haney R L
Mo&eling sea—surface  emper a tur e  anomalies.
Ocean Modeling , vol. ii , (Apr . 1977)
Haney , R L; D4vies R N ,
The role 0! sur tace m i x i n g in the seasonal var ia t ion  of
the  ocean thermal  s t ruc ture .
• J. Phys. Oceanog., vol. 6, no. Li , p. 50 ’4—5 10 , (1976)
Haney S L; Shiver , V S~ Hunt, K HA Aynamicai—numericai study of the fo rmat ion  and• evolution of large— scale ocean anomalies
• 7 Y 
Oceano;r. ,  vol. 8, no. 6 , p. 952—969 ,
Renard, R J
• The ob~ervation , analysis, forecast~,ng and climatologyof marine fog on t he  h igh  seas and in coastal areas.
VM O Tech . Conf . on th e  Appl icat ions  of Mar ine
Meteorology to the  High  Seas and Coastal Zone
• Develop . Geneva Swa,tz., Nov 1976. VMO Pub. No.
($54, 1971, p. 21i-223.
Benard , B J; Jarrell , J )
The climat9logy and forecast ing of Eastern N o r t h  Pacific
Ocean tropicaL cycl ones.
10th Tech. Conf. on Hurr ican e s  and Tropical
Meteorology, Charlottesville, Va., July 1976.
IN Bull . Am. Neteoro] .. Soc., vol. 57, p. 524,
• (1976~ .
Renard 5 J; Van Orman B L
statisticai diagnostic modeling ,  of mar ine  fog using
model output parameters
58th Annua l  Meetin g of the  Ai .  Met eorol .  So:.,
Savannah Ga., Jan. 29—Feb. 2, 1978.
IN Bull .  Am.  Meteorol .  Soc. , vol. 58 , no. 10 , p.
1131, (1977).
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JOU RNAL PJBS & CONFEREN CE PROCS (cont ’d)
• aenard , B J; Will iams G B
A n~w ‘approach to the  de~ ermination of climatological.marine—tog frequencies with , application to the summer
fog season of the North  Pacific Area.• 2nd Cont , La. Meteor. Soc. on Ocean—Atmosphere
Interactions Seattle, Mar. 30—Apr. 2, 1916.
IN Bull. iii. Meteor. Soc., vol. 57, no. 1, p. 150,
(1976) .
Renard , H J; Williams G B
A new approach to the determina t~.on of cl imatologicalmarine—tog freinencies with application to the summer
fog season of the North Pacific area.
2nd Conf. Al. Neteorol. Soc. on Ocean—Atmosphere
Interactions Seattle, Wa sh., Mar /Apr  1976.
IN Bull. ~a. Meteorol. Soc., vol. 57, p. 150,(1976)
Williams , H T
A review of theor et ica l models of atmospheric
frontogenesis
Chapman , Conferça ce on Oceanic Fronts , American
Ge~~hysica1 Union, New Orleans, La., Oct. 11—1 ( 4 ,
Proc., Trans. AGU, vol. 59, no. 5, p. 492.
Williams, a~ T; ,Chang, C PBarotropic instability of a spatially—va;ying iean flow.
Conf. on Atmosphert: Waves and Stability, Seattle,
March/April 1976.
IN Bull. Am. fle~eorol. Soc., vol. 57, p. 101 ,(1976)
Williams ,, H T; Ha y es J L
Numerical simulation of air flow over mountains
Pall Annual Meet ing, American Geophysical. Union , San
Francisco, alif., Dec. 5—9, 1977.
IN Trans. AGU , rol. 58, no. 12, p. 1147.
Williams, R T Kelley, R ,~• A finite elemen t pr ediction xodel with variable element
sizes.
Am. Geophys. Union, Fall. Ann. Meeting , San
• Francisco, alif., De ., 1976.
IN Union Trans., vol. 57, no. 12, p.
~~~~~~~ :
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JOU RNAL PJBS & CO NFER ENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Williams H T; Kuc th, 5~P . . .?orma tion of discontinuit ies in a stratified, rotating
atmosphere.
J. Geophys, Res. vol. 81, p. 1133—1140, (1916)
Williams , B T; ~choenstaIt A LThe computational s tability  properties of the Sh u m a n
pressure gradient averaging technique.
J. Comp. Phys., vol. 21, no. 2, p. 166—177, (1976).
W illiams, B T’ Tupaz, J ,B C hang P
A numerical study of t&e locally unstable barotropic
Easter’y jet -Indian J. Meteorob gy ,  Hydro logy and Geophysics , vol.
29 , no. 1—2 , ( 1978~
Williams, B T Tupaz, J B; Chang, C P
A nuierical study of barotropic instability in a zonally
varvin~ Easterly jet
~~~. £tmos. Sci., vols. 35—37, no. 7, p. 1265—1280 ,(1978)
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D E P A R T M E N T  OF ME T E OROLOGY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NODES
Chanq, C P
Plan for U.S. partici~ation in the monsoon experiment.National Academy of Sciences, 1971. 126 p.
Chan g, ç P Willia ms, H F
Tropical. wave dynamics
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation. Naval
Postgradu ate Schoo l, (NPS—6378001PR) , 1978. 65 p.
Chang, C P Williams , S F
Tropical wave dynamics.
Sponsored by the National Science Foundation. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—63Cj78031) , Mar. 1978. 65
p.
Chang, C P; Miller C B, III
Spectrum au~lysis of easterly waves in the tropicalpacific during two contrasting periods of sea-surface
temperature anomalies,
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—63CJ76071) 1976. 46
p.
Davidson , K L; Houl~.han TOptical propagation in the marine boundary layer ,
meteorology studies.
Report, (1976).
Elsberry H L
operational data tests with a tropical cyclone model.
Naval  Postgradua te school , (NPS—63Es77031) , 1977. 2b
p.
Elsberry, H L; Camp, N ?Oceanic thermal. res ponse to strong atmospher i: forcing,
I. characteristics of forcing events.
Journal of Physical Oceanography, vol. 8, no. 2, Mar.
1978. 206—214 p.
R enard , R J
Proposed Navy—r elat ed vea~~her o~ servat4 ons and researchfor the United States’ scientific mission in Antarctica.• • Polar Meteorology Jorkshop, Reno, Nev., 1975.
IN Tech. Rep. Ser. P, no. 18, 1976. 88—90 p.
Renard, B J; Bowman , N N
The climatology and forecasting of Eastern North Pacific
Ocean tropical cyclones.
Naval Znviron. Pre~ ic~ ipn Res. Facility, Mon terey,Calif., (Tech. Paper o—i5) . 27 p.
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• DEPARTMENT ~iF METEOROLOGY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’ d)
Renard, B J; Foster, N S;
The air~orne resear ch data system: description and anevaluation of meteorological data recorded during
• selected 1977 Antarctic fliqhts.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—6378002) , May 1978.
90 p.
Renard, B J; Foster, N S
The airborn, research data system CARDS) : description
and an evaluation of meteorological. data recorded during
selected 1977 antarctic flights
Sponsored by the National Science Foun4ation Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6378002) , 1978. 96 p.
Renar d, R J; Salinas, M 3
The hj story operat ion and p erformance qf an
experimenthl automatic weather station ip Antarct ica.
Na val Postgraduate School, (NPS—63Bd77101) , Oct.
1977. 57 p.
Renar~, B J SClimatology and synop;ic meteorology: recommendations
for the Antarctic and Arctic areas.
Polar Meteorology Jorkshop, Bean , Nev., 1975.
IN Tech. Rep. Ser. P, no. 18, 1976. 7—10 p.
Williams, H T
The polar problem in a global prediction model.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—63V076111) , 1976. 29
• p.
• Willi ams , S
FGGB and its potential. benefits to the Navy.
Naval. Postgraduate School, (NP$—6311U76091) , 1976. 39
p.
Williaa~ , H T; Chang , c ~Tropical. wave dynamics
Sponsored by the National. Science Foundation. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6378031PR) , 1978. 65 p.
Williams H 1’; Hayes , 3 L
Numer ical simu lation of air flow over mountains.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS-63Wu77I41) , 1977. 68
•
p. -
WilliaN s a T’ Ke l ley ,  B 3
A f inite eleae~ t prediction odel with variable elementsizes.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—63WU76101) , 1976.
109 p.
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DEPARTMENT OF ME T EOROLOGY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Williams B T Robertson , r G
Effect of ~ISK on barotropic instability.Report, 1976. 19 ~~~.
Williams, B T~ Bos mo~ d, 1~Divergent initialization experiment s using a spectral.
model.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—63Wu7791) , Sept.
1977. 81 p.
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DEPARTM ENT OF AERONAUTICS
CONF ERENCE P R E S E N T A T I O N S
Ball B E Biblarz , 0
T&e M iffs—sheath voltage drop, effects of higher currents
IEEE m t .  Coaf. on Plasma Sc].., Monterey, Calif., May
• 15—17 , 1978.
Ball, S E; Citerley • R L Gibson W CResponse of a cylindrical fluid container to seismic
motion.
J9int Petrol. Mech. Eng, and Pressurç Vessels and
Piping Conf., ASME, Mexico City, Mexico, Sept. 1976.
Biblarz 0
El.ectroga~dynamic spectrol a nemometerSymposium on Electrohydrodynamics Cob . State Univ.,
Fort Collins, Cob ., Jan. 16—18, ¶978.
Biblarz, 0
A re—examina tion of tee classical solution to the
positive column of a glow discharge
1978 IEEE m t .  Con!. on Plasma Sc].., Monterey,
Calif., Nay 15—17, 1978.
• Biblarz, 0 Dolson , ~ CA compute r analysis of the NHD—sheath plasma drop.
IEEE intern. Plasma Sciences Meeting , Austin , Tex.,
May 1976.
Layton , D N
The effects of bow sea], shape on th e per form ance  of a
captured air bubble surface effect ship.
Advanced Mar ine Vehicles Conf., Arlington , Va., Sept.
1976.
Layton, D N
Current activ4.ties in lighter—than-air.
Sigma Xi Dinner Meeting, Dec. 1976.
Lindsey G H; Can ton, C ; Francis, B C
Soli& propellant fracture behavior in a combined
straining — cooling motor loading c9ndition.
• To be presented at the 15th Meeting o~ J A N N A F• Structures & Mechanical Behavior Working Group
Meeting.
Lindsey G H; Francis, E C ; Carlton, C
Fracture analysis of rocket motor subjected to slow
coil— dowp
AnnuaJ. Meeting o~ JA N NAF Structures and MechanicalBehavior Subcommittee , Naval postgraduate School.,
Monterey, Calif., P~pr . 17- 19, 1978.
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DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS
CONFERENCE P R E S E N T A T I O N S  ( :ont ’d)
• Netzen, P W
Experimen tal investigations of solid fuel raijet
combustor s.
JANNAF Workshop on Solid Fuel. Ramjets, NPS, June• 1976.
Netzer, p N
Modeling solid fuel ra ip jet combustion .
13th JANNAF Combustion Meeting , Naval  Postgra dua te
School , Sept. 1976.
Netzer, D N
Modeling solid fuel ramjet combustion.
J A N N A ? Workshop on Solid Fuel R a m jets, NPS, June
1976.
Netzer D N’ Zar~ in qo, FStatus o~ solid !uel raijet technology.JANMA F Propulsion ~eeting, Atlan ta, Ga., Dec. 1976.
Netzer, D N - Zarb ingo , ~~‘Effect ol system design and operational environment on
• the combustion behavioç in soli d fue l  ramje ts .• 13th JANNAF Combustion Meeting, Naval Postgraduate
School , Sept. 197e..
Platzer, N F; Chadw4ck, ~ H; Schlein, P BUns tead y ~ransonic and supersonic cascadç flows.SympOsium on Aeroelasticity International Union for
Theoretical and Applied Nectanics, Paris, France ,
Oct. 18—23, 1976.
Platzer N F; Margason B N
Prediction methods b r  jet VSTOL. propulsion
aerod ynamics.
AIAA A ircraft Systems and Technol. Meeting , Dall as,
Tex., Sept. 1976.
Schmidt, L V
Unsteady aerodynamics of a circulation controlled
airfoil
~lth European Rotor:raft and Powered Lift AircraftForum , Stres a, Italy, Sept . 13—15 , 1978.
Shreeve R P -caiiE~ration & application of multiple sensor pneumaticprobes for velocity determination with corrections for
boundary effects.
AIAA 9th Fluid & Plasma Dynamics Conf., San Diego,
Ca lif. , Ju ly ,  1976.
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D EPARTN EN~ OF AERONAUTICS
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Shreeve, H P
Real—tim e measur em en t 3  in a transonic compressor.
OWl —NA V A l ?  worksho p on Transonic Flow Problems in •
Tur bomachi.nes, Naval  Postgra dua te School, Feb. 1976.
Shreeve, R P
Probes 4nd measurem ent techniques from tests of a small
transonic compressor
AIAA/SAE 1~ th Joint Propulsion Conf., Las Vega s,Nev., July 25—28, 1978.
Shreeve, B P; Dodge P J; Hawkins, N B’ Larson , V J
Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a small
axial transonic rotor . -AIAA 1 1th FLuid and Plasma Dy namics Conf., Seattle,
Wash., July 10— 12, 1978. (Am. Inst. Aeron.
Astronautics Paper 78—119 8) , Am. Inst. Aeron .
As tronau tics, 1978, p. 52.
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CO&TR IB U T C O N S  TO BOOKS
Lay ton, P N
Proceedings of the flight cQntrol. systems criteria
symposium
IN Proc., 1978. 1156 p.
Platzer N P
Prediction me thod s fo: jet USTOL propulsion
aerodynamics. (editor)
Naval Air Systems Command Res. Technol. Group, 1976.
Platzer , N P ;  Adamson T C
Transonic f low prol,leas in turbam ach 3,n ery  (edi tor)
Projec t  SQUID Workshop  on Transonic  Flows in
Turbomachines Nava l Postgraduate School, 1976.
Hemisp here Pus. Corp., 1977.
Zu cker 11 D
Fun&aaent~ ls of gas dynamics .  —Champaign , Mafrix, Ill., 1977. 1143 p.
I ’
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JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFER ENCE PROCS
Ball. B £
structural response of fluid-containing tanks to
penetrating pçojectiles~Hy drodynamic Rain Seminar, Wright—Patterson AFB , Ohio,
Oct. 1976. Coaf. Record , (1976)
Ball, B E
Research on the damage to ~ircraft composite miterj .alfuel. t anks  due to pene t ra t ing  proj ectiles ( h y d r a u l i c
raw) at the Naval Postgraduate School.
IN Army Symp. solid Mech., 1976. Trans. (1976).
Ball , B E
Transient response of fluid-backed plates — a comparison
of Piston theory and NASTRAN solutions.
Presented by w. .1. Stronge at~ the 15th !~idwesteri~Mechanics Conf erenc e, University of Illinois, Chicago
Circl e Mar.  23 — 25 , 1977.
IN ~onferen ce Proceed ings contains only abstracts.
Ball , B E Fahre4kr og,  ~S L• Crack àaaage in fluid-containing tanks due to ballistic
penetrators.
Hydrodynamic Ran Seminar, Wright—Patterson APB, Ohio,
Oct. 1976. Conf. Record , (1916) -
• Ball, ~ E; Rem~rs B T , •Designing milit ary aircraft for survival in combat. 
•
Astronautics and Aeron., vol. 14, no. 5, p. 62—64, •
(1976).
Biblarz , 0
Phase plane—analysis of transonic f~.ows.AIAA. 9th FLuid and Plasma Dynamics Conf. San Diego,
Ju~~ 1976. Conf. Record , AIAA paper No.
Binlarz , 0
Phase plane an4ysis ot transonic flows.
9th &IAA Fluid and Plasma Dyna mics Conf., San Diego,
Calif., July 14—16, 1976.
Biblarz 0
Electrode loss mechanisms in MHD~ gene rators.IN AP OSR C9n trac tors ’ Meeting of NHD PowerGenerat ion and Lasers, Stanford , hay 1976.
conf.  Record (1976) .
I
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JOURNAL P385 & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
• Biblarz, •Stabilization of glow discharges by supersonic flows.
Presented at the 3)th Annu~]. gaseous ElectronicsConference , Palo A L t o , Calif .  Oct. 18—21 1977 ,
(abstract in con ference recor& and in Bulletin of the
American  Physical  Society)  -
Biblarz 0
Elect rogasdynam ~c spectral a nemometer.IN Sympo sium on E lec t rohydrodynamics  at Colorado
State University, Jan. 16—1 8, 1978. (Abstract
on con ference recor d and paper to appear in
Journal of Electrostatics).
Biblarz 0
Electrogasdynamic . spectral anemome terJ. Electrostatics, vol. 5, p. 131— 120 , (1973).
Biblarz , 0; Barto J L; ?ost H A
Gas dynamic efbects on dibfuse electrical discharges in
air
Israel J. Technol., v o l .  15, no. 1 & 2, p. 59—69 ,
(197 1)
Biblarz , 0; Barto , J L’ P ost , H A
Dynamic effects on diffuse electrical. discharges in air .
19th Israel Ann. C o u f .  Av iation and As t ronaut ics ,
Israel (1971).
Biblarz 0; Barto J L; ?ost H A
Gas &yna m ic efbects on dibfuse electrical discharges in
air.
Israel Journal of rechnology, vol. 15, no. 1—2.
Bib].arz, 0; Dolson , R C
Analy sis of the voltage drop arising from a collision
dominated sheath..
J .A ~fl. Phys., vol. 47, no. 12, p. 5280—5287,
Biblarz, 0- Dolsoa, ~ CA computer analysis of the MHD— sheath voltage drop.
15th Symp. Eng. Asoects of MHD, Univ. of
Pennsylvania , Nay 211—26, 1976. 
• 
AIAA J.
Biblarz, 0; Fuhs, A B
Laser aerodynamics.
Naval Res. Rev. , vol. 29, no. 2, p. 11— 13 , (1976).
I •‘~ •
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DEPARTMEN~ OF AERONAUTI CS
JOU RNAL PJBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (:ont’d)
Gawain, T H; Bail, B E
Impro ved finite difference formula s for boundary value
problems
Numerical Methods Eng., vol.. 12, p. 1151— 1160 ,
• (1978) .
Lindsey, G H • • 
-
Aircraft fatigu e instrume ntation.
Naval Res. Rev. , vol. 29, no. 2, p. 17—18 , (1976).
Miller, J A
A sim ple ~xnearized hot—wire anemometer.J. Fluids Eng., vol. 98, p. 7119—752, (1976).
Netzer , 1~ ~4Modeling of solid fuel. ranjet combustion phenomena.
IN AFOSR Contractors Meeting, WPAFB , Aug. 1976.
Netzer , ~ WModeling solid fuel ranjet combustion.
• J ournal  of Spacecra ft  and Rockets , Dec 1977.
Netzer , ~Modeling solid- fuel ranjet combustion
J. Spacecraft and Rockets , vol. 14, no. 12, p.
762—766, (1977).
Netzer, D W -Propulsion syst ems fo: future air launched tactical
missiles.
2nd NAE I Tactical lissile Colloquium , May 15—20 ,
1977, Naval Postgraduate School.
N etzer , D W
Model applications to solid-fuel. r amie t  combustion
J. Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 15, p. 263—2611,
Sept./Oct. (1978).
Netzer, D W Andrews, J ~i~aser sctilieren for study of solid-propellantcleflagration.
A IAA J., vol. 111, ~o. 3, p. 1410—412 , (1976).
Pla tzer , N F
Unsteady phenomena in t u r b om a c h i ne r y .
46 th  Pr opulsion & Energetics Pane]. Meeting, AG ARD
Conference.
IN Proc., no. 171 , (1916) .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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DEP A R T ME N T OF A E R O N A U T I C S
JOU RNAL PUBS & CONF E RENCE PROCS ( cont ’d)
Platze~ , N F• Technica l evaluat ion report .
4 16th Meeting of the AGARD Propulsion & En~ rgeticsPanel , on Ua s~ eady Phenomena in  ~u r b om a ch in e ry ,Monterey Calif. Sept . 22—26, 1 975.
IN AGIRD— CPP—f77, p. 3 X — x V i , (1976) .
Platzer, N F
Unsteady flows in tur omachines — a review of current
developments.
A GA RD Symposium on Uns teady  Aerodynamics , Ot tawa ,
Canada , Sept.  26—28 , 1977 .
Platzer, N F
Unsteady flows in tur o.achines — a review of current
developmen ts.
IN Proceedings of A GARD Symposium on Unsteady
Aerodyna mics, Sept . 26—2 8 , 1977.
Pl.atzer, N F
Unsteady flows in turoomachines — a review of current
developments
AGARD Conf. on Unsteady Aerodynnmics, Ottawa , Canada,
Sept. 26—28, 1977.
IN AGAR D Cons. ?roc. No. 227 Unsteady
Aerodynam ics, (AGARD—CP—2~ 7), Advisory Groupfo~ Aerospace Res. & Development Neuilly surSeine, France , 1978 , p. 33—1 — 3~3—28.
Pla tzer, N F
Transonic blade flutter — a survey of new developments
S~ o~~ and Vi bration Digest, vol. 10, no. 9, p. 11—20 ,
Platzer N 1; Ch4 dvick  W B ; Schlein , P B
On t&e an~ly~is ot the aerodynamic and fluttercharacteristics of t r a r isonic  compressor blades.
Rev .  Franc. Necan., Numero Speciale, p. 65 ’72 ,
(1976)
Platzer N F; Chadwick , I B and others
On t~~e analysis of superson ic f low past osci l lat ingcascades.
116th Meeting of the AGARD Propulsion & E~ergeticsPanel on Unsteady Phenome na in Turbomachinery,
MontereY Calif. Sept. 22-26 1 975.
IN ACI1RD— CPP—f77, 29.1—29.i3, (1976).
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DBPARTM ENI OF AERONAUTICS
JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Platzer, N F~ Lin D DApproximate methods for t ransonic f low past f i n i t e  wedge
profiles.
• Z. 3n~
e. Math. Mech., vol. 56, no. 1, p. 51-57,
Platzer N F; Li4, D D; R u o , S 3
Stability derivatives for bodies of revolution at
subsonic speeds.
AIAA 3., vol. 1~4, no . 2, p. 247—250, (1976).
Platzer, N F; Nargason B 3
Prediction method s ~or jet YSTOL propulsion aerodynamics3. Ai rc ra f t , vol.  15 , no. 2 , p. 69—77 , (1 978) .
Platzer, N F; Simmons J M • Bremhorst KEntrainment characteristics of u~isteady subsonic jetsAm. Inst. Aeronaut. Astronautics, vol. 16, no. 3, p.
282—2811, (1978)
Shreeve, a P; Anderson , ) 3; Olson , J A
Velocity vector determination from mul t i—sensor
pneumatic probe measurements
Am. Inst. Aeron. Astronautics, vol. 15, no. 11 , p.
• 1539— 1540, (1977).
Shreeve, a p• Simmons, 3 N; Winters, K A; West 3 C
• Determination of transonic compressor flow held bysynchonised sampling of stationary fast response
traasduce~s• ASNE Winter Annual Meeting, San Francisco, CAlif.,
Dec. 10—15 1978.
• IN Nonsteady fliid dyna mics, Am. Soc. of
Mechanical En;., 1978, p. 91—101.
Simmons 3 •Aero&ynamic measurement s on oscillating two—dimensional
jet flap airfoil.
A IAA J., vol. 14, no. 6, p. 741—748, (1976).
Simmons, 3 ti~ jlooker ,.R 3 •Experimental and simulation studies of transmission line
vibration. •Coat. on Vibr ation and Noise Control Bag., Inst.
Engrs. Sydn ey, Australia , Oct. 1976.
IN l~roc.
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JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Simmons, J M Radcliffe D F
A new met &od for optI~ai control of manipulative—type
L orthoses for ~igh— leve1 guadriplegics.Ned L and Biol. . Eng. , vol. 1~ , no. 3, p. 282-288 ,
• (1916).
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TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES
Ball B E
Structural. response ,of fluid—con taining—tanks to
penetrating pr~~jecti1es (hydraulic ram) — A comparisonof expe~isental and analytical, resultsNaval Postgraduate School (NPS—67I~N~ 7051) , 1976.
Ball, B E; Gava~.n, T HImpro ved finite difference formulas for boundary value
problems.
Naval.  Postgraduate School , (NPS—6 7G n77 0 51) , 1977.
Ball , R £; Gawa j n , IH
Improved finite difference formulas for boundary value
problems.
Naval  Postg ra dua te Sc hool, (NPS—67Gnh7O51) , 1977. v.
p.
Biblarz 0
Aeroãynaaic stabiliza:ion of gaseous discharges.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—67Bi77111 ~~, 1977. 25p.
Biblarz 0
Aero~ ynam ic  s t ab i l i z a t i on  of gaseou s discharges.Naval  Postgraduate School , (N PS— 678a77111) , 1977. 25
p.
Biblarz 0• Aeroãynaaic stabilization of gaseous dischar;es
SpOnsored by the Naval Postgraduate School
Foundation. Naval  Pos tgradua te  School ,
(NP S— 6 78 i77 111) , 1977. 25 p.
Gawain T U  
-
On the stability of two basic parallel flows: analysis,
progress report and proposal for further research
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—670n77061) , 19~7.
Ga wai n T H
Sta6ili ty problem and ~om e p re l imina ry  numerical  results• SponsOred by the  Ca ie f  o~ Nava l Research. NavalPostgraduate School, (NPS—6178006) • 1978. 37 p.
Gawain , T H; Ball , R B
Improved finite difference formulas for boundary value
problems.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—67Gn77O51) , 1977. v.
p.
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DEPARTMENI OF AERONAUTICS
TECH NI CAL REPORT S AND NOTES (cont ’d)
Gawa in , T H
A ma thematical model for turbulent flow s involving
supersonic , subsonic and recirculating regions
Spoi~sored by the Naval Weapons Center China Lake• Calif. Naval Post;raduate School, (Nf’S—67Gn78003f ,
1978. 105 p.
Layton D 11
Seal loads of the surface effect ship testcraft XR—3.
Naval Postgra dua te School, (NPS—6778001PR) , 1977.
142 p.
• Lay ton D NSeal loads of the surface effect ship testcraft XR— 3
• Sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command. Naval
Postgraduate School, (NPS—6778001PR) , 1978. 156 p.
• 
- Lindsey,  G H
Progress report on aircraft fatigue studies.
Naval  Postgraduate  School , ( N P S — 6 7 L i 7 7 0 9 1 ) .
Lindsey, G H• Microprocessors as aircraft fatigue monitors.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—67Li77O41), 1977. 17
Lindsey, G H
Microprocessors as air:raft fatigue monitor.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—67Li77O1$1) , 1977.
Lindsey, G H• Progress report on aircraft fatigue studies.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—67Li77091) , 1977. 31
p.
Lindsey , G H •Research on fatigue of aircraft structures
Sponsored by the Naval Air $ystems Command. Naval
Postgraduate  School , (N PS—6778 00 1$PR) , 1978. 25 p.
Net;er , D~W .Sensitivity o~ A QAN predict ions for naval air operationsto meteorological and dispersion model parameters.
Naval  Pos tgraduate  School , ( N P S — 6 7N t78O5 1) , 1978. 64
p.
Netzer, D~~Sensitivity of AQA M p :edictions for Naval air operations
to meteorological and dispersion model parameters
Sponsored by t h e  N a v a l  Air propuls ion  Center .  Naval
Postgradua te School , (NPS—67Nt78051) , 1978. 6~4 p.
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NAVAL ?OSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California
D E P A R T M ENt OF AERON AUTICS
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (:ont’d)
Netzer, D ~ Nady, C 3; lickey P JAn investigation of the combustion behavior of solid
fuel ram jets.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—67Nt77092) , 1977. 145
p.
N etzer , D ~; Speakman 1 G C Hayes , 3 DInternal aerodynamics oL turbojet te~t cells.Na val Postgraduate School, INPS-61NT76121), 1976. 61
p.
Netzer , D W ; Thpmpson • G BAn am bient air quality model for assessment of U. S.
Naval Aviation emittants.
Naval Postgra dua te School , (NPS—67NT76091) , 1976.
100 p.
Platzer, N F
The oscillating j et f lap .
Naval  Postgraduate  School , (N PS - 57P 17603 1) , 1976. 39
p.
Schmidt , L V
Circulat ion control a i r f o i l  study, progress report no.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—675x77111) , 1977. 25
p.
Schmidt, L V
Fin— o~~en ;ng dynamics  fo r  an 8—inc h gun  la unchel  extendedrange guided projectile
Sponsored by the  N a v a l  Air Syste ms Command ,
Wa shington D. C. Naval Postgraduate School ,
(NP S—6 778 0 S0) , 1978.
(
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DEPA RTNENI O F OCEANOG R A P HY
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
Andrews, B S 
-Self—instruction methods in teaching i n t roduc to ry
geology.
Fall Meeting Nat).. Assoc. of Geol. Te~cher s, Far• Western and hawaii. Sec., Monte rey, Calif., Oct. 9,
1976.
Andrews, R S Heacock, J ~Department of Defen~ e interests ~.n continental d;illingWorkshop on Cont inental Drillinq for Scientific
Purposes, Los Alam os, N. N. July 17—21 , 1978?IN Proc., U. S. 3eodynamtcs ommittee , Na tlon4].
Academy of Science/Nat ional Research Council ,
1978.
Andrews a 5; Heacock , 3 3
Eart~ physics p ro gramOffice of Naval Research. Terrestrial Science
Subeiem~nt Rev., Apr. 10 1978.IN Minutes, p. 115—1 3~.
Bourke B H; Pfeiffer 3 F -Evi&ence of Subarctic water mass intrusions at ocean
weather station November 
-Chapman Conference on Oceanic Fronts, New Or lean s,
La. Oct. 11—1 14, 1977.
iN EOS Irans., Am. Geophys. Union , vol. 58, no.
9, ¶977, p. 887.
Penner, W W
• Naval Arctic Research Laboratory.
Arctic A SW Meeting, Seattle, Wash., Oct. 1976.
Denner , W W
The use of snow to augmen t fresh water supplies on
arctic regions.
Pacific Northwest A3U Meeting, Victoria, BC, 1976.
Denner , W ~
• Air support in arct ic research.NavY 5—Year Res. Planning Guide Meeting, W ashington ,
D. C., June , 1976.
Haderlie B C -Recent rock bor in g ma ;ine bivalves from Monterey Bay,
California
Dali Symposium , Geological Soc . A m . ,  A pr . ,  1979.
• • • 
IN Proc.
I
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Haderlie, B C -Fouling co~ munit 1es in t he  in ter t idal  zone on wooden andconcrete piling at Monterey, California .
4th Intern. Cong. Marine Corrosion Fouling,
Juanles—Pin , France, June 14—18 , 1976.
Haderlie, E , C -Comparative natural resistance of four Central Amer ican
hardwoods to mar in e  borers . .4th  m t .  Sympos ium on Biodeterioration , Berlin , Jan.,
1979.
IN Proc.
Jung, G H
New calculat ions of h e a t  t r anspor ted  polevard by ocean
currents .
Chapter  of A m .  Meteoro l .  Soc . Meeting, Naval
Postgraduat e Schoo l, Dec. 1976 .
Jun a ,  G H
Ocean energy transport anomalies during the Sunspot
maximum of the IGY (Autumn 1957)
Fall Meeting, Am . 3eophys. Union , San Francisco ,
Calif. Dec. 5—9 1971.
IN f~os 1 vol. ~9, no .  12 , Am. Geophys. Union , 1977 ,p. i220.
Ju na ,  G H
Are the qceans a n ece;sary link between solar
variability and earth’s climatic anomalies?
Chapman Solar Terrestrial Coupling Con ference,
Yosemite , Ca l i f . ,  Feb .  8—11 , 197 ,8.
Leippeç, D F ,
Training available at the Naval. Postgraduate School.
Conf. Educ. Marine Environ. Serv., Seattle, Wash.,
Aug. 1976. 
-
Leipper , D F
Overview of NPS progr~ w ( fog~ . -Block F u n d i n g  Mee t ing ,  NEPR F , M onte rey , Ca lif . , Sept .
• Lei p r, D F
~e!ense R > D an~ oceln9graph y. -I • Executive Seminar 3c2. Technol. Public Policy, 
-Berkeley Center, Civil Serv. omm., Monterey, Calif.,
• Ju ne 1976.
I
~i
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (cont’d)
Leipper D F• Pilie and tbers -The Importance of organized vertical motions in coastal
fog.
Coastal Meteorology , Virginia Beach, Va., Sept.
Thomp son W C Reynolds , F N
ciimaEoioglcal ocean wave models.
15th COnf. on Coastal Eng., Honolulu , HI, July 1976.
Thompson N C Vieira N ~ Csynoptic histor y ol sand fill in a harbor entrance.
15th Conf. on Coastal Eng., Honolulu , HI , July 1976.
Thorntqn , 3 B
Review of status of energetics and momentum fluxes in
the surf zone: field data
Wo~ ksho p on coastal sedime nt tra nsport processes,Univ. of Delaware, Dec. 1976.
Thorntqn , B B
Review of longshore current relationships and data base.
Workshop on Coastal Sediment Transport Processes,
Univ. of Delaware, Dec. 1976.
Traqan;a , B D
Egu~.libçium calculations as evidence for, normal , C/ATPratios in marine zooplan kton
• Gordon Res. conf. on Chemical Oceanography, NewHa m pton, N. if., July 31—Aug. 4, 1978.
• Traqanza , B D; Swinner ton , J N ; Cheek , C H
• Methane supersaturation and ATP— zooplankton, bloom s in
near—surf ace waters of the Western Mediterranean anA the
subtropical North 4tlantic Ocean
• Gordon Res. Cont . on Chemica l Oceanography, New
klopton , N. H., July 31—Aug. 4, 1978.
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JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS
And rews, B 5; Clark B E; Druzbick , J
Proceedings of t~e seismic/acoustic passive surveilla nceworkshop, held at the Marine Corps Education enter ,
Quantico, Va., Mar. 7-8, 1978. ‘• •
Marine Corps Development and Education Command , 1978,
140 p.
Andre ws, a ~~ - -Customizing geology in the self—instruct mode: for
ex am p le, geological o:eanogr~ ph yJ. ~eol. Educa., (1977).
Bourke, R , H
Atlan tic water on the hukchi shelf.
Ann , Fall Meeting Am . Geophys. Union , San Francisco ,
Calif. Dec., 197L
IN f rans.  , AGU , vol. 57, no. 12, p. 939, (1976)
Bourke, R H ;  Paquette R 3
A tlantic water on ~he Chu kchi shelf .Geo~h1rs. Res. Letters , vol. 3, no. 10, p. 629—632,
Bourke, B H; Paguette B 3
The oceanography ot the marginal sea - ice zone.
Naval Res. Revs., vol. 29, no. 2, p. 29—30, (1976).
Bourke, ~ H; Paguet te, ~ 3 -Low frequency acoustic propagation and oceanography of
the Pacific Marginal Sea — Ice Zone (U)
U. S. Navy 1. Underwater Acoustics , vol. 27, no. 1 ,
p. 191—209, (1977).
Bourke B H; Pfeiffer J F
~viãence of su barct ic water mass intrusions at oceanweather station Nov ember
J. Geophys. Res. , p01. 83, no. :9, p. 4561—14566 ,
Chace , A B Gal dorisi, C V - -Tactical ASW ocean acoustic forecasting
U. S. Naval Inst. Proc., vol. 104, no. 3, p. 146—147,
(1978)
Denner, W ~Sounds in the Arctic )cean
Naval Arctic Res . L.ab., NAR L News , vol. 2, no. 2,
(1978)
1
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DEP ARTMEN t OF OCEANOGRAPH Y
JOU RNAL PIBS & CONFER EN CE PROCS (cont’d)
Denner N W  -Environmental factors along an iceberg ton route in the
Indian Ocean
1st m t .  Con ference on Iceberg Utilization, A mes ,
Iowa Oct. 2—6 1977.
Proc., 1578, p. 389—417.
Fu bs A E; Denner, N N; (elleher , N U; Stolfi, R H;
Bourfie B H; Wanq, ,P C C
Sel~ propelled iceber;s1st ~nt . Con ference and Workshops on IcebergUtilizati9n for Fresh Water Product].on , Weather - 
•
Modification and Other Application , Iowa State Univ.,
Ames Iowa, Oct. 2—6, 1977.
i!à Iceber q Ut i l iza t ion, Perga inon , 1978 , p.
359—368.
Garwood , R ~An oceanic mixed layer mo del capable of simulating
cyclic states.
J. of Phys. Ocean. (1976) .
Garwood , B U 
-A s~ andardi.zed f r a m e w o ç k  for mixed l ayer  model andempirica l data eva lua t ions .
IN AGO Fall Ann. Meeting, 1976.
Garwood B N - , -A method for the nondimensiona l com parison of 3ixed
la yer mo dels
Ocean Modeling , vol. 6, (1977) .
Garvood , B N; Camp, N T
Comments on c]lmatolo;ical numerical models of the
surface mixed layer of the ocean
J. Phys. Oceanog., vol. 7, (1971).
Garwoo d, B N; Halper~ , DNumerica l simulation of the long— period response of the
upper ocean to diurnal period fluctuations of wind
stress and surface buoyancy flux.
IN 2nd C~ nf. Ocean—Atmosphere Interacti ons of theAm. Neteoro]. Soc., 1976.
Haderlie , B C
Destr uctive M a r i n e  w o d  and stone borers  in M o n t e r e y
Bay. 
-3rd Intern. Biod egradation Symp .
IN Proc., 1976, p. 947—953.
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Haderlie , B C
Destructive Mar ine v o d  and stone borers in Monterey
Bay. 
-IN 3~d International Symp . on Biodegradation ,Kingston , 1976.
Haderlie B C
The CAiltous (Polyp1a~ophora) , (Chap te r  6 ) .IN Marine Invertebrates of California Shores: An
Illustrated uide , B. H. Morris and 0. P.
Abbott , eds. Stanford Univ. Press, 1~ 77.
Ha der~ ie, £ c - -Primary biofouling films on ~TEC heat exchangers. -4th Annual Conference on Ocean Thermal Conversion.
New Orleans, La. • Mar. 22— 24 1977. -IN Proc., Was~ ington , D. ~. Divis &in of Solar- Energy , Energy  Resea rc h and D e v e l o pm en t
Admini stration , 1977. 25 p.
Haderlie , B C
The nemer tean worms (:hapter 3)
IN Marine Invert ebrates of California Shores! An
Illustrated Guide1 B . H. Morris and U. P. Abbott ,Eds. Stanford University Press, 1977.
Haderlie B C
The flat yorms (Platyhelminthes) L:haptet 2).
IN Mar ine  I n v e r t e b rat e s  of Cali fo rn i a  Shores:  An
Illustrated Gu ide1 R. H. Norris and D. P. Abbott ,Eds. Stanford University Press, 1917.
Ha derlie, B C 
-Fouling co~munities in the i ntertidal zone on wooden andconcrete p i l ing  at M o n t e r e y ,  Ca l i f o r nia .
4th Intern. Congr. Marine Corrosion and Fouling
Centre Rech. d’Etules Ocean., Boulo gne, Prance , Au g.
IN Proc., 1977, p. 241—251.
Haderlj9, ~ C - -Foulin g communities in the intertidal zone on wooden and
concrete pilings in Monterey, California.
4th  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  ongress  on M a r i n e  Corrosion and
Foulin g, Juan—les— ?ins France, June 14—18 1976.
IN Proc., Boulo;ue, France , Centre de ~echercas etd ’Etu des  Ocetnogra phic , 197 7 , 2 141 p.
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Hade rli e , B C
Comparative natural resistance of four Central American
hardwoods to m a r i n e  bore r s
4th (nt. Biodeterioration Symposium , Berlin , Germany,
Aug. 28—Sept . 1, 1978.
IN Proc., (Biodeteriorati.on Soc., London) .
Hader1~e, ~ CMarine borers, potential threat to concrete and
polymeric , materials used in OTEC sy stems
OTEC Biofouling and Corrosio n Symposium , Seattle ,
N ash.
IN Proc., 1978, p. 140-150.
Haderlie , B C
Fo urth Internat ional Symposium on Biodete rioration ,
Berlin , Au g. ,  1978
Off ice  of Nava l  Research , London , U n i t e d  Kingdom ,
1978, p. 3.
Haderlie , E C; Donat , N
Wh arf pi~.ing fauna ani flora in Mon terey harbor ,Calif o;nia
Veliger , vol . 21 , p. 4 5 — 6 9 , ( 19 7 w )
Ha derl~.e, B CMarine ~orers: potential threat to concrete andpolymeric materials used in OTEC sys-~emsOcean ¶J~h e rw a l  Energy Conversion Biofouling andCorrosl9n Symposium Seattle Nash., Oct., 1977.
IN Richiand , Was (i. Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratories, 1~~78, p. 140—150.
J u na ,  G H
8ev ca lcu la t ions  of heat transported poleward by ocean
cur ren ts .
Fall Ann . Meeting of Am. Geophys. Union , San
Francisco, Calif., Dec., 1976.
IN EOS. trans. ~~ . Geophys. Union , vol. 57, no.12, 1976, p. 930.
Lei pper D F
Coastal fog forecasting.
IN An n. Fog C o n f . ,  Reno , H ey . ,  J an .  1976.
Paquette B G
Atlantic water on the Chukchi shelf.
A n n .  Fall M e e t i n g ,  A n .  Geophys. Union , San Francisco,
Dec. 1976.
IN Trans. Am. Geophys. Union , vol. 57, no. 12,
1976, p. 939.
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Paqu e t t e , B G; B ourk e B H
The ocean ograp hy o~ tie marginal sea — ice zone.Naval  Res. R e v s . ,  ~~~~ 29 , no. 2, p. 29—30, (1976).
Paquette • R G; Bourk e B HAtlanti c water  on ~ he C h u k ch i  shelf .Geophys. Res. Letters vol . 3 no. 10 p. 629—632,
(1976J . (NPS—68Bf751.~1), p. ~& , (1976r .
Paguette, B G; Bourke, B H
Low frequency acoustic propagation and oceanography of
the Pacific Marginal Sea — Ice Zon~ (U)U. S. Navy J. Underwater Aco ustics, vo. 27, no. 1, p.
19 1 - 2 0 9 , ( 1 9 7 7 ) .
Thompson , ~~CTides, time and shorel ine processes: Part I: Tides and
tidal. da tum planes Par t  II: Beaches and shoreline
processes. 
-Water Boundaries  Workshop  of the  Ca l i f .  Land
Surveyors Assoc., San Nateo, Calif., Nov., 1976.
Thompson , N C
Tides time, and shoreline proces~esdater Boundaries Workshop, Irvine, Calif., May 20—21 ,
IN Proc., California Land Surveyors Asso:., 1977,
p. 22—42.
Thompson , N C; Reyno lds, F N
• Ocean wave statistics from FNWC spectra l analyses.15th In te rn .  Coasti l Eng.  Coa f .,  Honolulu , HI , Ju ly
• 
IN ASCE, 1976, p. 776—777.
Thom pson , N C; Vicira N B C
Seasonal sanding o~ Ventura Harbo r entrance.15th I n t e r n .  Coastil Eng . Conf., Honolulu , HI, July
197k ASCE, 1976, . 514- 515.
Thorn ton , B B
Rederivation of the s~ turation range in the frequencyspectrum of wind g~~ erated gravit y wavesJ. Phys .  Oceanog .,  vol. 7, no. 1, (1977).
Th or~iton , ~ BK inemat ic s  of Dr eak in g w aves
Coastal Geograp hy  ?rograas  1978 A n n u a l  R e v i e w , St.
Croix , V. I., Apr. 23— 27 , 1978.
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Thornton , B B
Discussion: the wave pump, conversion of wave energy to
current energy
J. Waterway Port oastal and Ocean Division , vol.
104 , no. w~4 , p. 459 — 460 , (1978)
Thornton , B B; Boston , N B J
Wave induced temp era ture  fluc tuat ions.
Nat. Fall Meeting Am. Geophys. Union , San Francisco,
Calif. Dec. 1976.
IN fOS , vol . 57, p.  942 , (1 976)
Thornton , B B; Lee , T~ Black , KWaves across a reel.
Na t. Fall Meeting tm . Geophys . Union , San Francisco,
Dec. 6 1976.
IN LOS, vol. 57, p. 939 , (1976).
Thornton , S B; Morris , N D
Suspendad sediiaents measured in the surf zone
symposium on Coastil Sediments 1977, Charleston , S.
C. , Nov. 2—14, 1977.
IN Proc. A m .  Soc. of Civ il Engineers , 1978 , p.
655—6 ~ 8.
Th orn ton E • B ; Schaeffer ,  SProba~~il ity f u n ctions of brea ki ng waves16th Int .  Confe renc e on Coastal E n g . ,  H a m b u r g ,
Germany, Sept., 1978.
IN Proc., An. Soc. of Civil Engineers.
Traganza , B D; Gçaham ,,K JCarbon/ adenosine t r i phosph a te  ra tios  in  marine
zooplankton .
BOS Trans Am. G e o p h y s .  Union , vol. 57 , no. 12 , p.
938, (1976)
Traganza, B 0; Graham , K J
Carbon/adenosine triphosphate ratios in marine
zooplankt  on
Deep Sea Res., vol. 214 , (1971~
Traqanza , E D; Radney J C; Graham , K J
A conv enient methoâ for the determina tion of carbon in
marine net zooplanktoa .
Marin e C h ew . ,  vol. 4 , p. 165—173 , (1976) .
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W ickham , J B
An in tegrated study of the Californian counterCurrent.IN Co1lo~ , on t~ie , California Countercurrent EPOC(Eastern Paci f~.c Oceanog . C o m m . ) ,  Lak eArrowhea d, Calif., Sept. 1976.
Denner , N N ;  Riclçard , B F Kib b lewhi te, A C
Temperature ~icrostructure and ultrasonic soundpropagation in the sea
(Deep Sea Res.)
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Andrews, R S
Watsonville sew age on: fall Marine geophysical
investigations.
Final report submitted to the City of Watsonville• thr9ugh Environ. Bee. Consultants, Inc., Arcata,
Calif., 1976. 17 p.
Bourke, R~R; Paguette B SAtlantic water on the Chu kchi shelf .
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—68Bf76121) , 1976 . 4
p.
Bourke, B H; P4qu~tte, B 3Oceanogr aphic investi~ation of the margina l sea i-ce zoneof the Chukchi Sea——MIZ PAC 1971$.
Naval postgraduate School, (&PS—58Pa760519 , 1976. 38
p.
Bourke, B H; Paguette, R 3
Oceanography, mesostricture and currents of the  Pacific
Marginal Sea-Ice Zone——MI ZPIeC 1975.
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS—58PA76091) 1976.
BourkB B H; P fe i f fe r  J P
Evt~lence of subarctic water mass intrusions at oceanweather station NOVEMBER.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—68Bf76121). , 1976.
Garwood , B N
A. general model of the ocean mixed—la yer using ~two—component turbulent kinetic energy budget with mean
turbulent field closure.
(NOAA Tech. Wept. 1976.)
• Paquette, R G Bourke , R H
oceanograpkc investigations of the Marginal Sea — Ice
- lone of the Chu kchi. Sea —~~ NIZPAC 1974.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—58Pa76051l , 1976. 38
p.
Paquette, H G Bourke , R Ii and others
oceanograpf ~y, mes ostructure  and cu r ren t s  of the  PacificMarginal  Sea — Ice Zone — — 1~IZPA C 1975.Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—5BPa76091) , 1976.
Thompson N
Speciii9ations for the produc tion of ocean wave
statistics for the California Coast from FNW singular
wave anal yses.
Naval Postgraduate School, (NPS—68Th76031) , 1976 . 19
p.
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• NAVAL POSTGRADU~?E SCHOOLMonterey, California
DEPARTM ENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY
TECHNICAL REPORTS AND NOTES (cont’d)
Th omp~on V C Reynolds, P !1C].imatologica]. wave statistics derived from FNNC
synoptic spectral wave analy ses.
Na val Postgraduate School, (NPS—59ReTh76061) , 1976.
141 p.
Thompson , V C; Reynolds, P N
Ocean wave statistics from Fleet Numerical Weather
Central Spectral Analyses
Sponsored by the California Department of Navigation
and Ocean Development. Fleet Numerical Weather
Central, (FNWC Tech. Rep. No. 17—2), 1977. 20 p.
Thompson , N C~ W inter ,  A NEnvironmental factors a f fec t ing  sea/beach solid cargo
transfer.
Naval Postgra dua te School, (NPS—68Th76O91) , 1976.
294 p.
Thornton , B B; Boston , N B J
Smal l scale interactions and energy changes in the upper
ocean .
lava]. Postgraduate  School , (MPS—6 8T .76 06 1) , 1976 .
• ?raqanza, B D; Graham , K J and others
Carbon/adenosine triphosphate ratios and the annual
oceanography off Monterey, Calif. 1974.
Na val Postgraduate School, (NP~-58Tg76O41), 1976.
Traqanza E D; Norton , J C
A stuAy of the C02 syc tern  at two stations in M onterey
Bay: Apr. 25 and 27, 1978
lava]. Postgraduate School, (NPS—6878005) , 1978. 11
p.
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CONFERENCE PR ESENTATIONS
Boone , D H
Advances in gas t u r b i n e  coatings and processing
High ,Temperature Alloys for 3as Turbines, Liege ,
Belgium, Sept. 25—27, 1978.
Boone D H ,
In&ust;ial and marine high te mperature
oxidat~o9-corrosionPacific Nor thwest  Meta l s  and Minera l  Conference ,
Por t land , Or . ,  May 1978.
Boone, D H; ~.ow;ie, BCharacteristics o~ NI 3AI~ overlay coatingsAmerican Ceram ics Society Meet ing ,  Bedford , P a., Oct .
12— 14 , 1977.
Boone D H; Shen , ~~ Lee , DEffect of deposit io n rates on overlay coating s t ructure
In ternatiQnal Conference on Metallurgical oatings,
San Francisco, Calif., Apr . 1978.
Davidson , K L; Fairall , C N ; Houlihan , T N ;  Schacher , G E
Shipboard measureme i~t of tur bulen t , parametersAme;ican Geophysical Union Meeting , San Francisco,
Cal i f . ,  Dec. , 1977 .
• Davi dson, K L; Fairal], C N ; Houliha n, T N; Schacher , G ESca]4ng l aws for CN~ in mar ine  bounda ryfli9~ Energy Laser Review , Washington, D. C., July
flcNe~,ley, T B ,MlcrOstructu~ a1, mechanical and ballisticcharacteristics of thermomechanically — processed
ultra—high carbon steels1Presented at the Ballistic s Research Laboratory( BBL) U. S. Army ?rovxng Grounds, Aberdeen, Md. ,• Oct. ¶3, 1978.
NcNel,ley , T B~ Ness, F CMicrostructure , mechanical property rela tionships in an
alum inum—magnesium a4loy
197th Annual ~eeting of the Metallurgical Society —American Institute of Mining Metal lurgical  and
P;~~ o1eua Engineers  (TMS— & I R ~ ) ,  Denver , Co b . ,  Feb.
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS (:ont’d)
Newton , B B; Atchi~on , D LResponse of a ring—stiffened cylinder to an acoustic
blast wave.
2nd Intern. Sy.p. on Finite Element Methods in Flow• Problems, Rapalio, Italy , June 1976.
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Houlihan , T N
Microcomputer design m d  ap plications ,
IN J. P lurabet t  ed. M IDA S Data Acquisit ion
System , &ca~emi c Press , 1977, p. 195-211.
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Brock, J B •
Asymme tric moment loading of annular elastic plates
3. Appi. Mechanics, vol. 43 , Set .  B . ,  no. 2 , p.
353—355, (1976).
Brock, J E
So•e rem arks on plates and shells.
m t. J .  Mech . Eng. E duc . ,  vol. 4 , no. 1, (1976).
Brock, J B
Dunkerley—Nikblin esti-eates of gravest frequency of a
vibrating system
A SME Paper 76—APN—3 3, J. Appi. Mechanics.
Stock, ~ B?lexib4ity ana~.ysis of ~.— bends ,Heatinq Pip ing and Air Conditioning, vol. 51 , no. 9,
p. 89—96 , (1 977)
Brock,,J E
An im prov ed derivation of the  Du n k e r l ey — M i k h l i n  formula
The Shock and V i b r a t i o n  Bull . ,  no. 447 , part 2 , p.
17—18 , (1977) .
Brock, J B
An exP eriment on the  v ib r a t i o n  of a cantilever
m t .  J. Mech . Eng. E d u c . ,  vol. 6, no. 2, p. 97—100,
(1978).
Brock, J ,E
Buckling of a simpl e elast ic  structure——a complicated
• and deceptive sublect
Int. 3. Nech . Eng. Educ., vol. 6, no. 3, p. 135—139 ,
• (1978).
Brock, J E
A simple laboratory exp er iment  in plastic bending
H m t .  J. Mech. Eng. Educ., vol. 5 , no. 2, P. 95—96 ,
• (1978)
Brock, J B
Simol e snap—tbrou ah  b ehavior  of a Drismat ic  bar
tn t. J. Necn . ~ng. Educ., vol. ~~, no. 2, p. 93—94 ,(1973) .
Brock , .J B
Lowe r bounds for  g raves t  torsional frequencies
J. App].. M ech. (Trans. ASME) , vol. 15, no. 1, p.
197—198, (1978)
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JOU RNAL PU BS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont ’d)
Brock,,J B
A simple model of oblate earth
tnt .  J. Nech. Eng. Ethic., vol. 6, no. 3, p. 133—134 ,
• (1978) .
Cantin G; Loubign ac, ç; Touzot C ,
continuous stress fields in hnite element analysis
Am.  Inst. Aeron.  Ast ron .  3., ( N ov .  1977) .
Fuha, A B
A baker ’s dozen3. Aircraf t , vol.  13, p. 1—2 , (J a n . ,  1976) .
Fuh s, A E
Distortion of laser t~i r r e t  optics due to a i rcraf tiainstrea~ fA owJ. Optical Soc. Am. , vol. 66, p. 1137, (Oct., 1976).
Fuhs, A B
Computer—drawn graphs he lp  ca lculate e f fec t s  of heat ing
by laser radiation.
Laser Focus Nag., p. 66—73 , (1976) .
Pub s, A B
A year to rem ember
J. Aircraft, vol. 1~4, p. 1—2 , (Jan., 1977).
Pu bs, ~A rising sun in air c r m f t .
Astronaut. & Aeron. , vol. 16 , no. 5, p. 52—5 9, (June
1978)
Pubs, A
A rising sun in aircrt ft
Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol. 16 , no. 6 , p.
52—59, (1978). -
Fuhs, A B
Recognition and appre;iation
3. kircr., vol. 15, no. 1, p. 1—3 , (1978).
Pub s, A B; Biblar z 3
Laser aerodynamics.
Nav al Ret. Rev . ,  vol .  29 , no. 2 , p. 11— 13 , (1976) .
• Pubs , A E; C arey , B FTransonic thermal blooming due to an intense laser beam
3. Aircraf t , vol. 13, (Dec., 1976) .
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DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
JOURNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont’d)
Pubs, A E; Carey , E P
Transonic thermal blooming due to an intense laser beam.
3. Ai rc ra f t , vol. 13, no. 12 , p. 97 44— 980 , (19 76)
Pubs , A B; Vanderp~ aa ts CAerodynamic design o~ a convent ional  windmil l  usingnumer ical optiiizati ,o~.3. Energy, vol. 1, no. 2, p. 132—13 4 , (1977~ .
Houli han, T N
Research at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Naval Res. R e v . ,  vol .  29 , no. 2, p. 1—5 , (1976).
Houlikan, T N
Laser research studie~ benef i t flee tCampus , p. 20-23, (Jul., 1 977).
Hou]4han I N
Signal lamps of t h e  f i t u r e
Mar. Technol. Soc. J., vol. 12, no. 3, p. 2~ —27 ,(1978) .
Houl~,h an , IMMidas
Naval Aviation News , p. 16— 17, (Jan. 1978)
• Houlihan , T N
Laser research lights the way
All Hands , no. 737 , p. 24—25, (1~ 78)
Houlihan , ~ N; Davi dson, K L ,Propert iqs o~ small  s:~ le turbulen ; e in fog5th Biennial Symposium on Turbulence , Univ. of
Missouri, Rolla No., Oct., 1977.
IN Proc., 19~ 7, p. 5.
Houliha n, T M Duri dus, N
Moder n analysis of hyiraulic control systems
Nat. Conterence on Flu id Power , Philadelphia , Pa.,
Nov. 1978.
It~ Proc., Spons red by the Illinois Inst.Technology, 1978 , p. 8.
Houlihan T N~ N4anephy, JLet flap fluidic control system
11th Navy Aer o ba l1istic~ Committee Symposium ,pailadeiphia , Pa. ,  A u q .  1978. ,
IN Proc., Sponsored f,y the Naval Air Developmen t
Center, 1978, p. 8.
- 
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JOURNAL P~1BS & CONFERENCE PROCS (:ont’d)
Houlihan , T N; ~PS ,EO/LT 3roupLaser transmission in t he  marine env i ronment
NAY SEA J., vol. 25, p. 2—8, (1976).
Houlihan T M* Perer u, K
curveA vail boundary layer flow
70th Annual Meetin~ of the Am. Inst. of ChemicalEngineers, N ew York , N. Y., N o v . ,  1977.
IN Proc., 1977, p. 1.
Hou1i~an •T M~ ?on~ y, JModelling techniques for gas turbine systems
5th Ship Contfols Symposium , Annapolis, Md., Oct.,
IN Proc., Sponsored by the Naval Ship Res.
Developmen t enter, 1978, p. 11.
Houlihan , T N~ T yler , B ongavare W ,Development o~ an oil-wa ter pollution monitoring systemASNE J., p. 125—128, (Apr., 1977).
Kelleher M D -Effect s  of gravi t y on gas loaded var iable  conductance
heat pipes.
~~~~~~~~~~ Heat Pipe Conf., Bologna , Italy,  A pr.
IN Proc.
Nar to, P J  ,
Performance characteristics of rotating , wickless heat
pipes.
2nd In te rna t iona l heat  Pi pe C o n f . ,  Bologna , I ta ly ,
Mar. 31 — Apr. 2, 1976.
IN Proc.
• Narto, P J
Naval engineering at the Naval Postgraduate School:
educa ting for tomorrow ’s Navy.
ASN? Day s W ashing ton , D. ~~., May 6—7 , 1976. NavalEngineer s 3.
M ar to, P 3; M acKe nzie , D K; Rivers, A D
Nucleate boi~iag in the thin liquid layers. ,IN National Heat Transfer Conf., St. Louis, Au g.
1976.
Narto, P 3; Wagenseil L L
Augmenting the conâenser heat transfer performance of
rotating beat pipes
3rd m t .  Heat Pipe Conference, Palo Al to, Calif.,
Nay 1978.hi Proc., Am. list, of Aeronautics & Ast ronaut ics,
• 1978, p. 14 39,
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JOU RNAL PUBS & CO N F E R E N C E  PROCS (con t ’d)
Mc Nelley , T R; c~ates ~ PInverse strain-rate sensitivity and the Portevin—Le
Cha telier eff ect• Acta Netallurgica, vol. 26, no. 10, p. 1605-1614 ,
(1978)
N cN e lley ,  T R; Edwar ds, R; Sherby 0 D
A microstructura]. correlation between the mechanical
behavior of large volume fraction particulate composites
at low and high temperatures.
Ac ta Met., vol. 25, p. 117—1244 , (1977).
McN elley , T B ;  Lucas, G !
A comparison between creep of laminated aluminum and the
transverse creep behavior of a unidirecti onal
boron—aluminu m compos~te.Net. Trans., vol . 7(A) , p. 13 17—1 32 4 , (1976)
Nguyen , D H’ Salinas D
Finite—element so~Lu tions of space—tiw~ nonlinear reactordynam ics
Mu d . Sci. B r ig. ,  vol. 60, no. 2, p. 120— 130, (1976).
M u m , R , H; Gibs9n , F J• Liquid container filling and charging
m d., vol. 98, ser. B, no. 2, p. 730—732 ,
Nunn, B fl; Sipith L H
Aerodynamic cf~aracteristics of an axisymmetric bodyundergoing a unifor m pitching motion.
J. Spacecraft and ~ockets, vol. 13, no. 1, p. 8—144 ,(1976).
Perkins, A J
A problem — solving approach to teaching a survey
course.
Brig. Educ., vol. 66, no. 8, p. 845—847, (1976).
Perkins, A 3 ; Edpar ds, C R
Materials engineering research.
Naval Res. Rev., vol. 29, no. 2, p. 24—28, (1976).
Perkins, A 3’ E~ vards  C R ,Theripoaec~anical c~ ara~ terist ics 1im~.t~.ng the mechanica lutility of strain—reversible martensitic deformation
(shape memory effectsl in NiTi alloys.
IN ~~~~ AIM E 1 97S Annual Meeting , Las Vegas , Feb.
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JOU RNAL PUBS & CONFERENCE PROCS (cont ’d)
Perkins A 3; Lucas, G F ,
The transverse creep 3ehavior of a unidirectional
boron—aluminum composite material.
N et .  Trans .  (1976) .
Perkins , A 3; Todd , 3 N
Corrosion of zinc anodes in seawater.
Naval Engrs. 3., vol. 88, no. 4, p. 65’-72, (1976).
Perkins, A 3; Todd , 3 N
Nucle ation and gr9w th of ano dic ele ctrocrystall iza tion
prod ucts on zinc in seawater .
Corrosion (1976)
Perkins 3
Norp~o1og y of ZnO m ic:ocrystalsJ. Crystal Growth , vol. 40, p. 152—156 , (1977)
Perkins,,J
Materials and m echanisms determining the performace of
lead—aci~ storage batteriesNa t rials SC1. and Engineering, vol. 28, p. 167—199 ,
Perkins, J; Borhno].dt, B &
Corrosion product morphology in anodic
electrocrystalization of zinc oxide in sea water
Corrosion Sci., (1976)
Perk ins, 3; Sornholdt , B A
T~e corrosion product morphology found on sacrificialzinc anodes
Corrosion Sci., voL. 17, p. 377—384, (1977).
Per kins, 3’ , Coyle, M T
Observation of a ~ubstructural netvork in the positiveplates of lead- acid storage batteries
3. Electrochemical Soc., p. 525—528, (Oct., 1977).
Per kins, 3; Goldb~rg, ~Behavior of oxide films on high tempe rature alloys in
carbonaceous gas a tmospheres
Oxidation of Metals, vol. 11 , p. 23—55 , (1977).
Perkins , 3; K eelean N B
Inter±ace corrosion of explosively bonded aluminum steel
composites in seawater spray atmospheres
Material s p e r f o rm a i ce , vo l .  16 , no. 7 , p. 13—20 ,
(1977)
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